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PUBLISHERIS PREEFACK. 

SVAGHOSHA is thephilosopher of Bud- 

dhism.， His treatise on ZNpe zexpe7t- 

?Up 0 az1p js recognised by all Northern 

schools and sects as orthodox and Used even 

to-day in Chinese translations as a text-bookK 

for the instruction of Buddhist priests， 

个 he original Sanskrit text has not been 

found as yet, and if it should not be discovered 

somewhere in India or in one of the numerous 

libratries of tbhe Buddhist vibaras, it would be 

a great loss; for then ou knowledge of ASva- 

ghosha's philosophy would remain limited to 

its Chinese translation， 

ASvaghosha's treatise on ZNpe dropeztz725 

Cj Faz 帮 is a small bookjlet, a Imonograph of 

the usual size of Chinese fascicles，comprising 

in its Chinese dress no Inore than abonut 

10;800 chatracters，and may be read through 

in a few hours. But the importance of this 

Ionograph stands in no telation to its brev- 
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ity，and it is very strange that no translation 

of it has appeared as yet in any 了 uropean lan- 

guage， 工 was thetefore exceedingly glad that 

Mr. Teitaro Suzuki,a Japanese Buddhist and 

a disciple of the Rev. Shaku Soyen, the dis- 

tinguished Abbot of 开 amakura，who was one 

of the delegates of the Patrliament of 了 及 eli- 

gions at Chicago in 1893，undertooK tbhe Work 

of tendering Acvaghosha's Ionograph into 

English form.， 工 watched the brogtess of his 

translation and Imy intetrest in the work in- 

cteased the inore I became familiatr with the 

tbhoughts of the gteat philosopher of Bud- 

dhism. Not only is my owa interpretation 

of Buddhism,，as stated in the Cospel o Dazxa- 

2pu and elsewhere，here fully justited，but 

there ate Striking Sinailatities between the 

very tertms of ASvaghosha's system and ex- 

prtessions which I have used in Iny own phil- 

osophical writings. 人 he main coincidence 

is the idea of Suchness，which is butre form， 

of the purely formal aspect of things，deter- 

Inining their nature according to mathemat- 

ical and mechanical lavwvs.: 

1This coincidence of some salient points need of coeurse not 

exclude disagreements in other important matters. 
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Suchness，according to ASvaghosha, is the 

cosmic order of Cesetz1al5szagezt of the wortld ; 

it is the sum total of all those factors which 

shape the universe and _ determine the desti- 

nies of its creatures. It is the norm of exist- 

ence and ls compated to a womb 记 which all 

things take shape and from which they are 

born， It is Plato)s realm of ideas and Goethe's 

“了 Mothers of the second patt of _Fzzst. 

Suchness which in its absolute sense Ineans 

the total system of the absttactly formal laws， 

including the moral ordetr of the univetse，is 

contrasted with the tealm of Birth and Death. 

开 his realim of Birth and Death, is the material 

wortld of concrete objects， While Suchness is 

the domain of the univetsal, the realm of Bitrth 

and Death ls the domain of the particular ; 

and it is charactetistic of the Mahayana School 

that the bodily, the particular,， the concrete is 

Dot rejected as a state of sin，but only char- 

actetised as impure or defled， imperfect，and 

implicated with sorrow and pain，on accotnt 

of its limitedness and the illusions which na- 

turally attach to it. 

Suchness and the realm of Birth and Death 
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are hot two hostile empires but two Dames of 

the same thing. There is but one world with 

two aspects describing two opposed phases of 

one and the Saime existence. 工 hese two as- 

pects form 3a contrast，Hnot a contradiction . 

Suchness (or the good law, the normative fac- 

tor) dominates the tealm of Birth and Deathb， 

which jlatter therefore, ia a cettain Sense，be- 

longs to Suchness throughout in its entirety 

as well as in its detaills. 

But sehntient beings are apt to overlook the 

signifcance of the Univetsal，for the senses 

depict only the patticular， 人 hus to a superf- 

cial considetration of sensual beings, the world 

briesents itself as a conglometation of isolated 

objects and beings, and the unity that consists 

in the oneness of lavw which dominates all，is 

lost sight of It is the Imind (or spiritual in- 

sight into the nature of things) which traces 

the tmnity of being and learns to appreciate 

the Signifcance of the universal, 

Univetrsals，i. e.，those factors which con- 

stitute the Suchness of things atre hot Sub- 

stances, not entities, but telations, Pure forms， 

or determinants，1i. e.gS&eneral laws. 个 hus 
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they ate not things，but ideas ; and the imost 

important one among them，the Stchness of 

Iman or his Sotl， is not a conhctete Self，an 8t- 

Iman， but “name and form.2” 

It is well known what an important role 

the denial of the existence of the 有 atman plays 

in the Abhidharma，and we heed not repeat 

here that it is the least understood and most 

tistepresented doctrine of Buddhism . 

人 hus the essehtial feature of existence，of 

that which btresents itself to the senses， is not 

the tnatetial，but the formal; hot that which 

Imakes it conctete and Patrticular，but that 

which constitutes its nature and apblies gen- 

etally ; not that which happens to be here，so 

that it is this，but that which makes it to be 

thus ;not its Thisness，but its Suchness， 

Patrticulatity is not denounced as evil，bnut 

it is set forth as limited; and we imight add 

(an idea which is not expressed in the Maha- 

yana, but implied) that the tmniversal would 

be unmeaning ift t wete Dot tealised in the 

particulat. Absolute Suchness without ref- 

etence to the world of concrete Particularity 

is like a Pratyekabuddha,，and the Pratyeka- 
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buddha,，a sage whose wisdom does not go out 

into the world to seek and to savey ls regarded 

as inferior to the Bodhisattvas，who with in- 

ferior knowledge combine a greater love and 

do bractical Work that is of help to their 

fellow beings. 

责 ow highbly Particularity is consldered ap- 

pears from the Mahayana picture in which it 

stands contrasted to Universality on perfectly 

edtlal terms.: 

工 he World-process starts iD igmnorance， 

petrhaps throtugh ignotance or at least through 

Some comimotion void of enlightenment，bnut 

位 om the statt lt is enveloped by tbhe good lavw 

of cosImilic orfderf，Suchness, the norm of being， 

guides its steps. It is shaped in the womb of 

the 人 athagata and is in the progress of evolu- 

tion more and more tinged, or, as Acvaghosha 

says，perfumed，with the cognition of Such- 

ness. 工 hus jife will necessarily march onward 

to Buddhahood，actualising in the course of 

its developIment the eternal in the transient， 

the ominipresent in the special, the _ universal 

in the conctrete and patrticular，and unchange- 

1See the frontispiece. 
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able berfection in the impetfect haphazatds of 

the kaleidoscopic world of changes，in which 

things originate by being compounded， and 

petish accotding to the law that all compounds 

are doomed to dissolution. 也 ence it becomes 

apparent that the tealm of Birth and Death is 

the realisation only of that which in itself is 

immortal; it is tbhe appbeatance in time and 

sbace，the actualisation，the materialisation， 

the incarnation，of that which is everlasting 

and permanent in the absolute sense. Says 

Goethe : 
“Alles Vergingliche 

Ist nur ein Gleichniss， 

Das Unzulingliche 

Hier wird's Ereigniss.” 

The treading of ASvaghosha's treatise may 

iD some of its batrts piesent di 鱼 culties，and 

Western thinketrs would undoubtedly express 

themselves in other terms than this thinket of 

India who 1lived almost two thousand yeatSs 

ago; but the underlying ideas of his philos- 

ophy will be found Simple enough， 这 the 

readet will take the trotble patiently to con- 

sidetr the Signifcance of evety Sentence in its 

relation to the whole System 
PAUL CARUS， 
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了 也 study of Buddhism has recehtly made 

gigantic strides，on this side of the At- 

lantic as well as on the other. Not only ls the 

importance of the science of comparative re- 

ligion making itself felt，but the advance of 

our Pali and Sanskrit knowledge has greatly 

conttibuted to a bettet Undetstanding of things 

Ortiental. 玉 ven Chtistians wbho wete without 

SyIpathy for “heathen 7 teligions have now 

taken up the study of Buddhism in eathnest. 

Nevettheless, it appeats to me that the teach- 

ings of Sakyamtuni ate not yet known in their 

full signifcance and that they do not yet com- 

Imand just appreciation. 人 工 hough intoletant 

crtitics lose no chance of vigorously and often 

wifiongly attacking the weak boints of Bud- 

dhism，whbich are natutrally seen at the surt- 

face，cleat-Ssighted people have been vety slow 

to percelive its innetrmost truth， 工 his is espe- 

cially the case with the Mahayana school. 
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The main reasons for this are, in my opin- 

ion，evident. While the canonical books of 

the 也 inayana Buddhism have been systemat- 

ically ptesetved in the Pali language, those of 

tbhe Mahbayana Buddhism atre scattetred Drto- 

miscuotsly all ovetr the felds and valleys of 

AsSia and in half a dozen diftferent languages. 

Eurther，while most of the Sanskrit originals 

have been desttroyed, their translations in 工 ib- 

etan, Mongolian, and Chinese have Devet been 

thoroughly studied. And, lastly，the Maha- 

yana System is SO intticate，SoO petplexingly 

absttruse， that Scholars not acctustomed to this 

form of thought and expression ate entirely 

at a loss to fnd their way thtough 让 . 

Among the false charges whlich have beean 

constantly potutred Upon the Mahbhayana Bud- 

dhism，we fnd the following : Some say,“ 和 “二 

is a nihilism, denying God, the soul, the world 

and all); some say, “It is a polytheism : 

Avalokitecsvara， 人 aira，Vajrapaini，Maijucrh， 

Amitabha，and what hot， atre all worshipped 

by its followers ” ; still others declatre， “It is 

hothing but sophistry，qtibbling，hair-split- 

ting subtlety, and a mocking of the innertmost 
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yearinings of humanity”; while those who at- 

tack 让 from the historical side proclaim “It 

is not the genuine teaching of Buddhai; it ls 

on the contratry the pure invention of Nagar- 

juna，who devised the system by ingeniously 

Inixing up his negative philosophy with the 

Don-atman theory of his piedecessor ”” ; ol， 

(个 he Mahayana is a queet Inixture of the 

Indian mythology that gtrew Inost freely n 

the Tantric period, with a degenerated form of 

the hoble ethical teachings of primitive Bud- 

dhism.”” 个 hough no one who is familiar with 

Mahayanistic ideas will admit these one-sided 

and Stuperficial judgments，the Imajority of 

people are so credulous as to lend their ea to 

these falsifed reports and to believe them， 

工 he ptesent English translation of Acva- 

gbhosha's birincipal work is therefore dedicated 

to the Western public by a Buddhist from 

Japan， with a view to dispelling-the dentuncia- 

tions so Ung&tracliotsly heaped upon the Maha- 

yana Buddhism， 工 he name of Acvaghosha is 

hot Very Well known to the teaders of this 

cotntry, but there is no doubt that he was the 

ftrst champion，promulgator，and expounder 
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of this docttrine，so fatr as we can judge from 

all our available historical records. Besides， 

in this book almost all the Mahayanistic 

thoughts，as distinguished from the other re- 

ligious systems in India, are traceable, so that 

We camn take it as the teptesentative text of 

this school， If the teader will carefully and 

patiently go through the entire book, unmind- 

ful of its peculiatr terminology and occasional 

obscutreness,， II believe he will be amply and 

satisfactotrily repaid for his labor, and will fnd 

that the undetrlying ideas ate quite Simple， 

Showing occasionally a strong tesemblance to 

the UPpanishad philosophy as well as to the 

Samkhya system, though of cotrse tetaining 

its own independent thought throughout. 

In conclusion let me say a wotd about the 

di 和 鱼 culty of translating Stuch an absttuse re- 

ligio-philosophic discourse as the present text. 

It is comparatively easy to translate works of 

travels of of historical events or to Inake、 

abstracts from philosophical works.， But a 

translator of the Mahayanistic wtitings, which 

ate full of specifc phraseology and highly ab- 

struse speculations，will fnd himself like a 
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wandeter in some Unknown region, Dot know- 

ing how to obtain any communicable meamns 

to_ express what he perceives and feels， 工 o 

treproduce the original as faithfully as possible 

and at the same time to make it intelligible 

enhotgh to the outside reader, who has perhaps 

Dever come 记 contact with this form of 

thought, the translator must be perfectly ac- 

quainted with the Mahayanistic doctrine as t 

is Understood in the 卫 ast，while he Inust not 

be lacking in adeqtate knowledge of Western 

pbhilosophy aad mode of thinking. 个 he pres- 

ent translator has done his best to make the 

Mahayanistic thoughts of Acvaghosha as clear 

and intelligible as his limited knowledge and 

lack of philosophic training allow him. 了 He is 

confdent, howevet,that he has interpteted the 

Chinese text correctly. JIn spite of this，some 

ertors Inay have crept into the ptesent trans- 

lation，and the translator will gladly avail 

himself of the criticisms of the Mahayana 

scholars to Imake coriections in case a second 

edition of the work is needed. 

工 EITARO SUZUKI. 

LA SALLE,，ILL.，May，1900. 
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NOTE. 

The method of transliteration for Sanskrit words adopted in 

the Present book is one used in Whitney's .9azasZR7Ut C7Q72N1207， 

but from lack of type s has been substituted for s, 7 for the 

vowel y, ?az for all the different kinds of nasal ?2s， and 7t for 72. 

Further，no distinction has been made in the footnotes_ between 

the dentals and tbe cerebrals; c and fr are also often used indis- 

criminately there. 

As to the method of transliteration for Chinese words,，almost 

every Sinologue has his own; but the one used in this book is that 

of Sir IT Wade，which I think has been adopted more generally 

than others. 



INTRODUCTION. 

GVAGHOSHA, the first expounder of the Maha- 

yanistic doctrine and one of the deepest think- 

ers among the Buddhist Patriarchs，1s known to most 

Western Buddhist scholars simply as the author of 

the 刀 xdapa-caxzzttaptdzyal the famous Poem on the life 

of Buddha. IThe accounts of his life and of the slg- 

nifcance of his Philosophy are so few that the impor- 

tant infuence exercised by him upon the development 

of the Mahayana Buddhism has been jleft almost en- 

tirely unnoticed. That he was one of the most emi- 

nent leaders among earlier Buddhists ; that he was in 

some Way or other connected with the third convoca- 

tion in 开 ashmir，probably presided over by the Bhik- 

shu Parcvaji that he had a wonderful poetical genius 

Which rendered great service in the propagation of 

Buddhism, 一 these facts sum up almost all the know1l- 

edge possessed by scholars about AcSvaghosha. The 

reason why he is not known as he ought to be, is Prin- 

cipally that the Sanskrit sources are extremely mea- 

17Ze .aczred Boops or 11e Cas 上 Vol. XLIX.， Beals English 

translation of the Chinese translation ZNe Ko s7o 1z71S tsa3?2 RRzI2gr 

9. Z. C，Vol. XIX. 
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gre，while the accounts obtainable from Chinese and 

Tibetan traditions are confusing and full of legends. 

This fact has led Professor Kern to say that AcSva- 

ghosha was not an historical man，but a Personifica- 

tion of K 有 la，a form of Giva.1 But the sources from 

which the Professor draws his conclusion are rather 

too meagre and I fear are not worth serious consider- 

ation. In the following Pages we shall see by what 

traditions Acvaghosha's life 1s known to the Bud- 

dhists of the 也 ast. 

DATE. 

Let us frst decide the date，which varies accord- 

ing to difterent authorities from three hundred to Six 

hundred years after the Parinirvana of Buddha. 

I. The Zz tez 5ajl bao c]z (1 T)2 quoting the 

Record of the Sarvastivadin school，says: “Acvagho- 

sha Bodhisattva was born a Brahman in astern In- 

dia some three hundred years after the Nirvana、After 

he abandoned his worldly life，he refuted all the doc- 

trines held by the tirthakas (heathen),3 and writing 

1ZDe7 Dazxacapzsz1tztULS 272C Sez712C Cesc1zc12pe 272 Zize72，author- 

ised German translation，Leipsic，I884，Vol. II.，p- 464. 

2 区 代 三 赛 记 ARecoxzras or 妈 e Ttzratza Cactez- Saiccesszze 

Drzaasties, compiled by 发 民房 Fe Chang-fang，A. D. 597; I5 

AtesczczlLZ 

3 Tirthaka，which 1literally means “ascetics,” was frst ap- 

Plied to a definite sect，viz.， tbhe naked ascetics of the Jains, bnut 

was later on extended to all dissenters and has therefore been 

translated …heretics or heathen.” The Chbinese translation of the 

term literally means“[followers of] a doctrinE other than Bud- 

dhism.” 
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the Laepl-aiazaipbzrc-glrtzal in several hundred verses 

(SpAdlir) greatly propagated the teachings of Bud- 

dha.?” 

2. 豆 ui-yuen? states in his commentary (ax. TI) on 

the Lapl-pra71710-plreaitll-plrtrra;3 on the authority of 

玉 umarajiva 雹 摩 时 什 (A. D. 339-413)，that Acvagho- 

sha fourished about three hundred and seventy years 

after the Nirvana. 

3 In the Z 克 o7 arpaatpaz4 Acvaghosha is men- 

tioned as a_ contemporary of Katyayana who is said in 

the same book to have been living in the 人 fth century 

after the Nirvana. 

4 The writer” of the preface to the second Chi- 

nese translation of the hapiydzac-gzaCapotpdida-glrdzi06 

Says that this Gastra “is the deepest of the Mahayana 

texts， Five hundred years after the Nirvana，Acva- 

ghosha appeared in the world. He was numbered. 

1Translated into Chinese by Kumarajtva, circa A. D. 4o5.， IT5 

ezs. 

2 坨 速 A. D. 333-41I6. The leader of the Pai lien she (White 
Lotus Society),， frst Sukhavati sect movement in China- 

3 7yrealzse 072 Le Ceat 1zscozt- Beectzojz, by Nagarjuna. 

A Chinese translation by Kumarajiva，A. D. 4o2-405. Ioo _1as. 

《The original Sanskrit author is unknowDn. The present Chi- 
Dese translation is by Parama 有 rtha who came to China from Wes- 

tern India A. D. 546. 

5The writer's name is not mentioned there，Dor the date ; but 

judging from the knowledge he shows in treating the subject，as 

we Shall see later，he must bave been 1living either at the time of 

this second translation or immediately after it. 

6Dzscor1rse 012 LNpe dzOaRexa211B 0 Cazt] 212 2L2e AIadlyG1za， 

the Principal work of Agvaghosha. 
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among the four suns [of Buddhists]，and his teach- 

ings stood most Prominently [among the doctrines 

Prevailing] in the fve countries of India.” 

5. Sang-yingl states in his preface to the Chinese 

translation of the LVczpd-bpzc15l-bjC1zaN2ttd-8G5U1C that 

Acvaghosha appeared towards the end of the Period 

of Orthodoxy, i. e.,，fve hundred years after thbe Nir- 

V8na. 

6. The Kxw oz tezi1g cpz2 (Vol.V.) says that it was 

the fulfilment of the Tathagata's Prophecy that Six 

hundred years after the Nirvana the Dharma Was 

transmitted to Acvaghosha. 

7. This six hundred year Prophecy is adopted as 

if it were an unquestionable fact，by Fa-tsang,a a 

learned commentator of the GaiLtpotbpdiuagdrdza (DT- 

COU1SC 0O11 pe dU00Re1N11S CQ CN) 

8.， Chih-k'ai 智 偿 ，who was the copyist for Para- 

martha when he translated the CaCapotphbidagdrtza 

also adheres to the six hundred yeat tradition in his 

Preface to the book just mentioned，saying that some 

six hundred years after the Nirvana of the 工 ath 人 gata， 

many devilish heretical leaders clamorously protested 

their false doctrines against the good law of Buddha， 

1 众 启 A. D. 362-439. One of the four famous disciples of 
Kumarajtva. 

2 货 重 散记 A bistory of Buddhism,， compiled by Chih-p'an 
志 般 , a Chinese priest，during the latter half of the thirteenth 

Century. 54 cs. 

3643-7I2. A most prominent leader of the Avatamsaka sect 

in China. 
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when a Gramana of very high virtue，called Acvagho- 

sha, thoroughly versed in the philosophy of the Maha- 

yana Buddhism and highly compassionate for those 

ignorant People，wrote this Discourse (the CCapot- 

pdaegdstzaj, in order that he might increase the bril- 

liancy of the Triratna，etc.，etc. 

9. The six hundred year tradition lis very Popular 

among Chinese and Japanese Buddhists. The Ka Atz 

L taz ta18 azl (Jay. 5) also follows it. 

IO0. 工 he Prophecy above referred to (see No. 8)， 

which is doubtless a later invention，appeats in the 

Lapdzzaljd yllza2 (Joy. 2) as follows : 

““After the death of Buddha，Mahamaya asked 

Ananda if Buddha had ever told him in his life any- 

tbing concerning the future of Buddhism. Respond- 

ing to this，Ananda said: “I heard one timne Buddha 

say this with regard to the future decline of Bud- 

dhism : “After the Nirvana Mahakacyapa with Ananda 

will compile the Dharma-pitaka, and when it is settled 

Mahakacyapa will enter into a Nirodha-samapatti in 

the Lang chi shan [i.e., Mount of Wolf's Track, Kuk- 

kurapadagiri]，and Ananda too obtaining the fruit 

1 佛祖 荞 代 通 莽 4 Ersiozry or Bazcaja az2c te Patzraajrcps 

7Zzroxe Sazccesszze Dyoraasizes by Nien chang 您 常 , A. D. 1333. 

36 1us. 

2The Satra is also called the .dira 0o72 局 xiQQNa's .4scezzl to 
LPe 7yayastzrz112SC eazez2 tO 7eac2 te Dazr1Nta to0 Lazs HIo11e7 

2 fws，A second Chinese translation by Shih T'an-ching 条 有 余 县 
of the Ch'i dynasty 效 (A. D. 479-5o2z). His nationality and life 
both are Unknown， 
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of enlightenment will in turn enter into Parinirvana， 

when the right doctrine will be transmitted to UPpa- 

gupta who will in an excejlent manner teach the es- 

sence of the Dharma. . ._ When fve hundred years 

are passed [after Buddha's death] a Bhikshu named 

Pao-tien [Ratnadeva?] will in an excellent manner 

teach the essence of the Dharma，converting twenty 

thousand people and causing all sentient beings in 

the eight creations to awaken the Anuttarasamyak- 

sambodhicitta [most-perfect-knowledge-mind]. The 

right doctrine will then go to decline，When six hun- 

dred years [after Buddha's death] are expired, ninety 

djfferent schools of the tirthakas will arise and Pro- 

claiming false doctrines，each will struggle against 

the other to _ destroy the law of Buddha.， Then a 

Bhikshu，Acvaghosha by name，will in an excellent 

manner teach the essence of the Dharma and defeat 

all the followers of the tirthakas.  VVhen seven hun- 

dred years [after Buddha's death] are expired，a 

Bhikshu，Nagarjuna by name，will in an excellent 

manner teach the essence of the Dharma，destroying 

the banner of false philosophy and lighting the torch 

of the right doctrine.” ?? 

II， Referring to the statement of the above men- 

tioned Sttra，Nagarjuna，a famous Buddhist philoso- 

Pher who wrote a commentary on Acvaghosha's work， 

called Daidapotpdaizgdrlzra claims that there Were Six 

Acsvaghoshas at difterent times，to fulfl the prophecy 

of Buddha and that the author of the book on which 
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he writes a commentary1 was one who appeared on 

earth according to the prophecy in the Mapdzzdjd 

zl、 Nagarjuna even states that he was a disciple 

of Acvaghosha, but the work itself is regarded as spu- 

1The Sanskritised title is the 47a12doyrlzzaau-flsLzra-zyCRNIC， 

trans. into Chinese by Pa-ti-mo-to 徐 提 麻 多 , an Indian Priest， 

A. D. 4or-402.Io as，The statements in full run as follows : 
“In all there were six Agvaghoshas, owing to difterent pre- 

dictions in the sttras; each of them appeared to ful61 his mission 
according to the necessity of the time, and there is no contradic- 

tion in them.” 

The author then proceeds to make particular references to 

those sftras : 

“和 \“_hen we examine all different Predictions in the sfGtras 

taught by Buddha through bis whole life，we find six different 

[personages all called ASvaghosha].，Whbat are those six? (IT) Ac- 

cording to the 大 冬 本 法 契 程 Taz cjr2zpg zEz ja c2az c2zzg 
(aiL 0zaaNj2U1rzacNa71tastatza2) we have the following : When 

the Peerless，great，enlightened, honored one was speaking abonut 

his intention of entering into Nirvana, ASvaghosha rising from the 

seat knelt down，saluted Buddha's feet,，and respectively joining 

his hands together turned towards Buddha，the world-honored 
one, and said this in verse:“The peerless one whose heart is fled 

with great love and whose immeasurable virtues have been accu- 

mulated through zeons which are like a boundless ocean, the Bud- 
dha, only on account of love and compassion for all sentient be- 

ings, now speaks about his entering into Nirvana, and I and all 

tbe other members of the Samgha feel an unspeakable despair， 

utterly confused in mind and spirit， If even the world-honored 
one, full of great love, is going to another world,， leaving his own 

children behind him，why then could not I who am not yet full of 

love and compassion go to another world following Buddha's steps? 

Who can blame me ?” When finished uttering these words，Agva- 

gbosha gazed at the pupil of Buddha's eye and gradually passed 
out of life， (2) The 贷 化 功德 外 经 Prez za Paziatp 1E c22 

czzal (FERztyCzaziztyasdiza2) says: Then the Bhagavat said to 

Agvaghosha: “Three hundred years after my Nirvana thou shajt 

obtain an inspiration from me and with various metEods (zzlya) 
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rious，on account of some obvious contradictions， 

though the followers of the Mantra Sect (SNz718O1N5NIUT 

insist on its genuineness，because they are anxious to 

have an ancient authority for their own mystic doc- 

trines，which are here supported. 

benefit and make happy all beings in coming generations.。 When 

thou dost not have any inspiration from me, thou canst not do 

this by thyself.， (3) The 麻 钉 摩 耶 契 经 Ma1phzahylstatya says 

as follows:“When six hundred years are passed after the dis- 

appearance of the Tathagata, ninety-six different schools of the 
tirthakas will arise, and professing false doctrines，each will strug- 

gle against the other to destroy the law of Buddha.，A Bhik- 

shu cajled ASvaghosha, however，will in an excellent manner prIo- 

claim tbe essence of the Dharma and defeat all followers of the 

tirthakas. (4) In the 常德 三 昧 提 经 Clraewg 妇 sa 7aei cZt 

cjzzal (SUL1G 072 te .Sa7z126GNz or 开 teyaal exit we read: In the 

eight hundredth year after the Nirvina there will be a wise man， 

ASvaghosha by name. Among the followers of the tirthakas as 

well as those of Buddhism，he will refute all those who cherish 

heretical views and will establish the Dharma taught by Buddha. 
(5) In the 摩 尼 清 兆 站 轻 Hoyzzz ctzzagr czzag c2a c2zz28 (Acxzt 

zzztll]asttza2) is said thus: About one hundred years after the 

Nirvina of Buddha, A9vaghosha Mahasattva will appear on earth 

protect the right doctrine and safely hoist the banner of Buddhism. 

(6) In the 朋 顶 王 契 经 . .32Ezapg lzzzg za18 c2E cpzz2E (〔(C7211221- 

Cjpazdi1asttzrag) is said thus: On the seventeenth day after the 

enlightenment of Buddha there was a tirthaka called 迎 因 馈 
访 拨 摩 Chia-lo-no-chiu-shih-to (Kalanakshita ?，who transform- 

ing himself into the fgure of a great nagaraja (ie.，snake-king) 

with 86,ooo heads and 86,ooo tongues,， simultaneously proposed 

86,ooo contradicting questions and asked the Tathagata [for the 

solution]. He then gave him a triple answer explaining all those 

Paradoxes. The nigaraja then proposed tenfold questions, again 

asking the Tath8agata [for their solution], to which he gave a hun- 

dredfold answers and explzined their paradoxes. \WVhen this dia- 

logue came to an end, Buddha said to the nagar8aja: “Very good， 

very good,， O Agvaghosha Gramanal in order to guard the castle 

of the Dhbharma, thou hast assumed this form of destruction，estab- 
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Deeply absorbed in metaphysical speculation， the 

inhabitants of India paid very little attention to his- 

tory，and whenever We endeavor to ascettain the date 

of important historical fgures we are Sure to fnd our 

way to certainty barred. So we cannot decide whlich 

of the conflicting traditions above enumerated is to 

be considered as authentic. When taken indepen- 

dently of other historical events which are connected 

with them and whose dates have been already fxed， 

they have no value whatever. Besides it should be 

observed, the chronology of Buddha，to which every 

one of the traditions makes reference, 1Ss as yet un- 

settled and mnust have been still more so at the time 

when those traditions were current in India as well as 

in China. If they diftered as to the date of Buddha， 

they might have maintained the same date for Acva- 

ghosha;i no one can tell]. We have to seek a light 

from another soutce. 

Another groupP of traditions centering around Ac- 

vaghosha is his connexion with a most powerful king 

of Yieh chih 月 氏 园 ，who established his extensive 

kingdom in Northwestern India. Who was this king? 

In the 杂 藏 经 7TYya bao UaNg CNz1g (CN2JURLC7GAL12C- 

lishing the doctrine of Buddha. Be Patient，be Patient，always 

discipline thyself in this way，always behave thyself in this way， 

do not go round in a small circle, but make a_ universal tour.”The 

nagar 有 ija then abandoning his assumed beast-form revealed his 

own real character and approaching the peerless, honored one and 
saluting him said rejoicingly in verse， etc.，etc. This is the sixth 

Agvaghosha.” 
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jilaparstitrapD Jar 7，we read: 和 A king of Tukhara， 

Candana Kanishtha2z (or Kanita? Chinese 褒 作 ee 

cpaz-taNz-cpt-MNzLped) had a close friendship with three 

wise men : the first one was a Bodhisattva，called 

Acvaghosha; the second, a minister of state called 

Mo-cha-lo (Mathara or Madara?)i the third，an expe- 

rienced physician called Che-lo-chia (Caraka). With 

these three the king was on most intimate terms and 

treated them with the utmost cordiality，permitting 

them to apProach his person. Ac9vaghosha said [one 

day] to him that if he [the kin8] would follow his ad- 

vice, he would obtain in his coming jife everything 

that was good，eternally put an end to all his misfor- 

tunes and forever be free from evil”. . .3 

1.Szit7zra 072 Le Caspet or 上 6zscella7tzeots /ezwels.，The original 

Sanskrit author is unknown. Translated into Chinese by Chi- 

chia-yeh ( 吉 迦 夜 Kimkara ?) of the Western country and T'an- 

yao 人 了 醒 ，A. D. 472. 8 as The original text is said to have 

existed at the time when the CZEzzeg-yza7t Catla1oeate 真 元 科 ， was 

compiled (A. D. 785-8o4) by Yian-chao 仁 巾 , a Buddhist priest 

of the Tang 争 dynasty (A. D. 6r8-9o7). 

2 Does Kanishtha，which 1literally means “youngest,”refer to 

the youngest of the three brothers who successively governed fthe 
Tukhara district of India ” I so, there is no question about the 
identity of him and King 开 anishka. 

3The Kx Ja tsazag cpazia12 (77a72S1127SS1012 OF ze DDNa71-712Q- 

zztaka), us. 5 also seemas to refer to the same tradition，for it is 

stated that when a king of 工 ukhara (Probably 了 Kanishka) was very 

much afaicted on account of his having committed many atrocious 

deeds in the war with Parthia (也 astern Persia)，AgSvaghosha told 

him that if he would follow the Dharma with a sincere heart，his 

sin would gradually be attenuated; and also that the same king 

had a physician called Caraka “who thoroughly understood phar- 
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ASvaghosha's relation with King Candana Kanish- 

tha (or Kanita Chinese Chi-ni-ch'a) is told also in 

the Zz jz NUg JUNlJUNaUt ctUa12L Jr 5: 

“[At that time] the king of Tukhara was very 

Powerful. He was called Candana 开 anishtha [or 

Kanita? Chinese Chi-ni-ch'a]. Being very ambitious 

and bold, and far superior in courage to all his con- 

temporaries，every Country he invaded was sure to be 

trampled down under his feet.，So when he advanced 

his four arnlies towatrds Pitaliputra [Hua shih ch'eng 

in Chinese], the jlatter was doomed to defeat in spite 

of some desperate engagements. The king demanded 

an lindemnity of 9oo,ooo,ooo gold Pieces, for which 

the defeated king oftered Acvaghosha, the Buddha- 

bowl and a compassionate fovv1l，each being consid- 

ered worth 3oo,ooo,ooo gold pieces. The Bodhlisattva 

AcSvaghosha had intellectual Powers inferior to none ; 

the Buddha-bowl having been carried by the Tatha- 

gata himself is full of merits ; the fowl being of com- 

passionate nature，would not drink any water with 

worms in it, 一 thus all these having merits enough to 

keep oft all enemies，they are on that account wotth 

macy，and who was clever，learned, intelligent, elegant, meek,， and 

cormpassionate,” etc. 

1 付 法 藏 .因缘 余 4ccozxzzls Relatzzzg to L2e Taz2szazsszoz2 OF 

tiPe Djpay1aazztapa. 6 as， The original Sanskrit author is un- 

known. The third Chinese translation novw existent is by Chi- 
chia-yeh (Kimkara ?) of the Western country，A. D. 472. The 

original text is said to have been existing when the CReEzzg Jav7z 
CataZoeazre (A. D. 785-8o4) was compiled. 
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9oo,ooo;ooo gold pieces.! The king [of Tukhara] was 

greatly pleased at receiving them，and immediately 

withdrawing his army from the land went back to his 

own kingdom.?”? 

We have the same legend stated in a brief biogra- 

phy2? of AcSvaghosha as follows : 

“After that a king of the smaller Yieh chih coun- 

try [ie.，Tukpbaira] in North India invaded the Mid- 

dle country [i. e-，Magadha]. When the besieging 

bad continued for some time, the king of Central In- 

dia sent a message [to the invader] saying : “If there 

be anything you want, I will supply it ; do not disturb 

the piece of my people by thus long staying here, ”to 

Which this reply was given : “If Yocu really asKk a sur- 

render，send me 3oo,ooo,ooo goid Piecesj 工 will re- 

lease you.” The [besieged]j king said: “和 瑟 ven this 

entire kingdom cannot produce Ioo,ooo,ooo gold 

Pileces, how can I supply you with 3oo,ooo,ooo?: The 

anSWer Was: “There are in your country two great 

treasures: (1) the Buddha-bowl1 (2) a Bhikshu of 

1This is a comical feature of the legend,， for if these treasures 

could ward off all enemies why did they not protect the unfortu- 

nate king of Pataliputra against Kanishtha ? 

2Zzre or 4frzagposju 局 鸣 酉 降 传 , translated into Chinese 
by Kumarajiva， Very short， The author is unknown. The origi- 
nal Sanskrit text is stated in the CZEzat tar72 Calaloezre to have 

been existing at that time. Cf. Wassijew's Cazcapzszazls，German 

edition，Pp. 23I et seq. 

3Fa-hien 法 是 states that Kanishka (which is transliterated 
by him into Chinese Chi-ni-chia 嵩 腻 迦 ,corresponding to San- 
skrit Kanika) as 让 a different person from the king of Yiieh chih 
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wonderful talent (i. e.，ASvaghosha)， Give them to 

me，they are worth 3oo,ooo,ooo gold pieces.” The 

[besieged] king said : “Those two treasures are what 

I most revere, 工 cannot give them up.” Thereupon 

the Bhikshu said to the king in explanation of the 

Dharma : 

“4All sentient beings are everywhere the same， 

whille Buddhism，deep and_ comprehensive，aims at 

universal salvation，and the highest virtue of a great 

man consists in delivering [all] beings.，As our tem- 

poral administration ls very liable to meet obstruc- 

tions，even youi rule does not extend itself outside of 

this one kingdom. If you，on the other hand, propose 

a wide Propagation of Buddhism, you would naturally 

be a Dharmaraja over the four oceans. The duty of 

a Bhikshu is to save [all] the people and not to give 

Preference to one or the other. Merits lie in ouUr 

heart;j truth makes no distinctlon. 了 Pray，be far- 

sighted, and do not think only of the present.” 

“The king who was from the frst a great admirer 

of him，respectfully followed his advice and dellivered 

him to the king of Yiieh chih who returned with him 

to his own kingdom.?” 

Comparing all these traditions，we are Daturally 

led to the conclusion that Acvaghosha，who was num- 

bered as one of the four sunsl of Buddhism, must have 

who invaded Gandhara to get the Buddha-bowl.， 大 ce Legge's 

translation of Fa-hien，pp. 33 and 34. 

1 HHsiien-tsang's 玄 畦 ，Recoxcs OF Festez-72 Coz7ztyzes,， 了 Beals 

English translation，Vol.、 II.，P. 302. 
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had a very powerful infuence over the spiritual India 

of the time，that the king who wished to have him as 

a spiritual adviser must have been a very devoted Bud- 

dhist so as to accept a Bhikshu instead of an enor- 

mous sum of money, and that such a devoted Buddhist 

king，ruling over the vast domalin whlich extended 

from the bank of the Indus towards the lower Ganges， 

must have been living sometime between the third 

and Sixth century after the Nirvana，whatever the 

authentic date of Buddha might be 工 he next con- 

clusion we can advance therefore will be the identif- 

cation of this king who is called Candana 开 anishtha 

or Kanita in the above stories，with Kanishka,l the 

originator of the third Buddhist convocation in Kash- 

IniITr. 

As to the difterence of the name，we have to say 

thlis。 While Hsiien-tsang's transjliteration for Kanishka 

1s Chia-ni-she-chia 迦 媒 色 池 which is quite an approx- 

Imate reproduction of the original sounds, the Chinese 

method of transjiteration before his time by the so- 

called “old translators” was rather irregular，loose 

and therefore often misleading. Add to this the liabil- 

ity to error on the Part of local dialects, and we do not 

improperly identify Chi-ni-ch'a，with Kanishka，while 

the former may be Sanskritised 开 anishta or Kanfta.2 

1A. D. 85-Io6, according to M. Xiiller. 

2One objection to identifying Chi-ni-ch'a 了 欧 呢 呈 (Kanishtha 

or Kanita) with Kanishka 迎 腻 色 迦 is a single Chinese character 
apPpearing in the 上 IapdlcczaAdzraflstjra (BooR or Ceat Ciozy， the 

work ascribed to Agvaghosha.， In ers. 3 as well as Jas. 6 of the 
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In further sSupPort of this view，we quote from the 

_JoxuzUal or 1pe DudlUNpUrL 7exl 0oczet， Vol. I.，Part 3， 

an article on King Kanlishka， taken from a Tibetan 

source, Which bears a more historical appearance than 

the legends above referred to. The abstract is : 

“ 玫 anlshka，king of Palhava and Delhi;l was born 

four hundred yeatrs afterthe Nirvana. Whenhelearned 

that SIimha，king of Kashmir，abandoned the worldly 

life to _ become a Buddhist priest under the name of 

Sudarcana and obtained Arhatship，he went to KKash- 

mir and heard a sermon delivered by Sudarcana.” At 

that time a Mahaiyana priest who held a most Prom- 

same book referring to Candana 玫 Kanishtha or 开 anita, the writer 

says: “我 昔 管 好 放 檀 忆 上 记 旺 FFo psz crazzer zzz，c2azz-ka7z 

c]z-727-c2L za ic.，…Iheard of old that King Candana 开 a- 

nishtha, ”etc. (in /cs. 6.，chia-ni-ch'a)，etc.，etc.， The Chinese 

character Bsz usually means'“…of yore"”or “in olden times,”but it 

also signifies the past indeftinitely，near as well as distant， If we 

thus understand the term in the sense of “' some time ago,，"or simPply 

“…once,”there will be no di 年 culty in demonstrating tbat ASvagho- 

sha was an elder contemPporary of Kanishka, though we cannot ap- 
Parently accept the Chinese tradition which says they were inti- 

mately known to each other. Because in that case ASvaghosha 

would not refer to the king in such a hearsay manner as stated in 

the book above mentioned. Taking all in all, this does not prevent 

us asserting that they were contemPporaneous. 

1Cf. A. Schiefner's German translation of Taranitha's Zzs 
lozy or Bazxaa1pzs1tz，pP. 89: “Nachdem Ka5nig SGritschandra die 

Herrschaft ausgeiibt hatte，waren viele Jahre vergangen，als im 

Westen im Lande Tili und Milava ein an Jahren junger 玫 5nig 

Kanika in die Herrschaft gewihlt wurde.” 

2Taran 有 itha's statement differs from this ”According to him 

Kanika and Kanishka are not the same king, the former being that 

of Tili and Malava，while the latter that of Jilamdhara. Fae 

pp. 58 and 9o.， TaranSstba might have confused them. 
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inent position in northern countries was called Acva- 

ghosha.， His infuence in the spiritual world was as 

incomparable as the temporal Power of 必 anlishka who 

conquered Kashmir and Jalamdhara. The king sent 

a message to Acvaghosha to come to his kingdom， 

who, however，owing to his old age，could not accept 

the invitation，but sent him a leading disciple of his 

called Jianayaca，accompanied with a jletter treating 

the essential points of Buddhism.21 

Though the Tibetan tradition considerably difters 

in many respects from the Chinese accounts above 

mentioned，they both agree in thlis Point that Acva- 

ghosha and 玉 anishka had some intercourse, or that at 

least they were contemporaneous and known to each 

other. So we may take it as an established fact that 

AcSsvaghosha, the author of the 大 乘 超 信 论 cplyCzia- 

81CC，CQNpotplda-g8l5tzC (Di5cot1Se OU 102 470CRe1t18 2 

Zazip 1 11e Mapdyizpa)，was living at the time of KKa- 

Dishka.? 

I do not think there is any need here to enumerate 

all difterent opinions about the time of 开 anishka， 

which has been already approximately fxed by the 

untiring investigation of 也 uropean scholars，such as 

Princep，Lassen，Cunningham，VWilson，Fergusson， 

1Taran8atha also states this event (Cescpzc]jzte ces 万 zzCaNzs- 

71l7ULS，P. 92). But the king is not 玫 anishka,，but Kanika ; and the 

name of the disciple is not Janayagsa,， but Dschnanakriya. 

2 A further corroboration of this view will be met with when 

we treat later on of the conversion of ASvaghosha by Pargyva or his 

disciple Punyaya9as， 
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Max Miiller，and others.1 So long as our present 

alim is to assign the time of Acvaghosha more def- 

initely than stating vaguely some three or fve hundred 

years after the Nirvana of Buddha，su 和 全 ce it to say 

that he lived at the time extending from the latter half 

of the frst century before Christ to about 5o or 8o 

A. D. If we fx the date of Buddha:*s death in the fifth 

century before Christ，ASvaghosha must be said to 

have lived during the six hundredth yeatr after the Nir- 

vana.， At the very most bis time cannot be Placed 

later than the first century of the Christian era. 

I have Spared no pains, even at the risk of tedious- 

ness, in gathering all the information obtainable from 

Chinese sources relative to the date of Acvaghosha， 

because this date is of paramount importance when 

we enter into the discussion of the development of the 

Mahayaina Buddhism，which is commonly and erro- 

neously considered to be the sole work of Nagarjuna. 

NATIVITY AND PEREGRINATIONS. 

There is not so much discordance in the traditions 

about the wanderings of Acvaghosha as about his date， 

though indeed we do not have as yet any means of 

ascertaining his birth-place, other than the statements 

1 Max Miiller's opinion, as stated before. is that Kanishka lived 

A. 了 D. 85-Io6; Lassen thinks the Gondopharean dynasty was Suc- 

ceeded by Kanishka，king of the Yiiebh chih, about one hundred 

years before Christ ; Princep Places his reign during the frst cen- 

tury A. 卫 .; Cunningham thinks bis consecration was 58 A. D.; 

Fergusson,， 79 A. D.; Rhys Davids, about Io A. D.，etc. 
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of discordant authorities， According to 工 aran8tha,! 

he was a son of a rich Brahman called Samghaguhya 

who married the tenth and youngest daughter of a 

merchant in horta. As a youth，when thoroughly 

familiar with every department of knowledge, he went 

to Odivica，Gaura，Tirahuti， 开 amarGpa，and some 

other Places, defeating everywhere his Buddhist opPpo- 

nents by his ingenious logic. 

All these places are situated in 瑟 astern Indlia, and 

among the Chinese traditions the Recozg or 太 ec 77- 

7jCtlU0 (zi dat 5301 bao cp1 as Well as the 4ccox7N OF 

忆 zLLtVpa CHU 1pe Patyzta1LCAT (Zoo 1U ta c1) agree with 

Taranatha in placing Acvaghosha's native land in the 

卫 ast;j but the Zzje oj rcyxbazdNzU makes Acvaghosha 

a native of Bhashita in Cravasti，while in Nagarjuna's 

Work, lpe JapdyCzpagdrtzatzjdp2yd 释 摩 订 衍 论 (SNz02 10 

po Jez luj]，he is mentioned as having been born in 

Western India，Loka being the father and Ghona the 

mother，TIhe RecozZ or BazuidtNpea czd tpe PaotyzzazcN5 CTz- 

CC] .92UCCC5410CE DJNCAUACS (NO AU 11 Let deal15 401) agrees 

with neither of the above statements, for it says (Jr- 

czCUl 5): “The twelfth patriarch，Acvaghosha Mahbha- 

sattva was a native of Varainasi” A further contra- 

dicting tradition is pointed out by Prof. S. Murakami 

in one of his articles on the history of Buddhism, 

quoting the .pzltazz6 悉 受 (Jazr.、I)，which makes 

ASsvaghosha a man of South India. 

1 CescHpzcjte Ces DaziacNzs7122S，P. 90. 

?The BzRpy6 .37ptzzzz，Vol. I，No. 6 rz894. Tokyo， Japan. 
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A majority of the traditions place his native coun- 

try in 卫 ast India; but there is no means of confrm- 

ing these. One thing,，however，seems to be certain， 

namely, that Acvaghosha was not born in the northern 

Part of India，which Place is supposed by most VWest- 

ern Buddhist scholars to be the cradle of the Maha- 

yana school. 

Wherever the native country of Acvaghosha may 

have been, both the Chinese and Tibetan records agree 

that he made a journey to Central India，or Magadha. 

It seems that every intellectual man in India, the peo- 

ple of which，living in a 钥 uence，were not occupied 

with the catres of making a living，sought to gain 

renown by dialectics and subtle reasonings, and Acva- 

ghosha,， as a Brahman whose“'“intellectual acquire- 

ments were Wonderfully deep,”and whose““penetrat- 

ing insight was matchless,”1 could not resist the 

temptation. Not satisfed with his intellectual cam- 

palign against commonplace Buddhists in his neighbor- 

hood，who were crushed down as'“rotten wood before 

araging hurricane,” he went,， according to a Chinese 

tradition, to Pitaliputra, and according to the Tibetan， 

to Nalanda. The Z 克 or Lpgpcepospa evidently refers 

to this fact when it states that Parcsva， the eleventh 

Patriarch and eventual teacher of Agvaghosha，on be- 

ing informed of the paramount infuence of the Brah- 

1The 7?7-aoz2szzazSsszo72 OF zt1e DDNpazr11Ua2zlaNa (Za Ja tsaz25- 

<C 有 za 7aS.， 5)， 

2The same as above， 
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man tirthaka (ij. e.，Acvaghosha) in Central India and 

of the fact that his conquest over Buddhists had si- 

lenced the bell (gpazta) in some monastery (zzpdza)， 

journeyed from Northern India to convert the bitterest 

opponent into a faithful follower of Buddha. He adds 

that Acvaghosha left his home and lived henceforth in 

Central India. But according to the Z7yazas71i1551012 CN 

Ze Dhpazztabitaepa (Zi 库 1azg cptaa1 25 5 we fnd 

AcSvaghosha even after his conversion still in Patali- 

Putra，from which he was taken by King Kanishka to 

the latter's own capital，Gandhara， in the Northwest 

of India. 

Thus all that we can Say about the birth-place and 

wanderings of Arvaghosha is: (I) he was a Brahman 

by birth either of South，or of West, or of 瑟 ast，bnut 

not of North India ; (2) he acquired in Central India 

his highest reputation as a Brahman disputant，and， 

after his conversion，as the greatest Buddha follower 

of the time，intellectually as well as morally; (3) his 

later life was spent according to the Chinese authority 

in the North where he wrote probably the LapdLazz- 

461i-y2Ut11jagdrta (Bool or Gxreatl Coz] Which describes 

matters mostly relating to Western India. 

APPELLATIONS. 

The author of the 4apdydzaagzadapotbpltdapglyt1a 

(Dagcozzye o1t tpe 4z0Cpe1N111E 0 at1p 11 12e 上 apdydzzaI 

is most commonly known in the Chinese Buddhist 

literature by the name of Acvaghosha，But according 
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to his Zz he was also cajled Kung-te-jih 功德 日 (i.e.， 

merit-sun j in Sanskrit，Punyaditya?). 下 or he was 

not only a Philosopher，but a preacher and an organ- 

iser, for “while in North India he widely propagated 

the doctrine of Buddha, led and benefited the masses， 

and through good and excellent [missionary] methods 

Perfected the merits of the people.” TIhe Reccozg oj 

厂 xddpa CNGQ 友 e PolyztezCA3 (oO Now XetU1NE 1 )，here 

it ls stated that his other name was 玉 ung-chang 功 胶 

(Punyasrika?)，can be said almost to agree with the 

above. While thus no other name or appellation of 

his is known in China, Taran8atha mentions nine more 

names: Kaila (Time)，Durdarsha (Hard-to-be-seen)， 

Durdarshakala (Hard-to -be-seen-time)，Matrceta 

(Mother-child)，Pitrceta (Father-child)，GSiara (Hero)， 

Dharmika-Subhati (Virtuous-mighty)，and Maticitra 

(Intelligence-bright)7.1 

In I-tsing's Cozrzesboztleztice 1oNt ZL1e .Ooz1 轴 ea (7Va7z 

Zaz cp1 paUeti chita12 Chap. 32, “On chanting”)，the 

name Matrceta is mentioned，but I-tsing does not 

identify him with Acsvaghosha，though the legend 

attached to the former closely resembles that of the 

latter told in Taranatha. Taran8atha states that when 

ASvaghosha became a sthavira and advocate of the 

1 Cescpzc1te Ces 丰 zaaNzs12US，P. 90. 

2 南海 寄 逮 传 by I-tsing 闵 汪 who left China A. D. 67r for 
a pilgrimage to India and came back A. D. 695. The book is a 

work on the vinaya as observed by the Sarvastivadin，which the 

pilgrim witnessed in India as well as in Ceylon. An English trans- 

tion by J. Takakusu，London.， 
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Tripitaka, he had a dream one night in which the ven- 

erable Tara gave him the instruction to write hymns 

on Buddha for the expiation of his former sinful deeds ; 

that according to _ this admonition he wrote many 

hymns praising the virtues of Buddha, amongst which 

one containing onehundred and ffty Slokaslis the best 

of all ; that the hymns composed by him are full of 

benediction like the very words of Buddha，because 

he was predicted by the Blessed One to be a hymnist.? 

Compare the above with this from I-tsing : 

“The venerable Matrceta (Mother-child) was a 

man of great intellect，of excellent virtue，eminently 

standing above all sages in India.，  A tradition Says 

that when Buddha was taking a walk one tme with 

his kinsmen, discliples, and many other People, a night- 

ingale (?)，observing his personal feature as elegant 

and majestic as a gold mountain，uttered in the wood 

sorae pleasant，harmonious notes that sounded 1like 

praising the virtues of Buddha，Buddha then turning 

towards the disciples sald: “The bird overcome by 

the joy of seeing me utters a Pitiful cry. By this merit 

it will after my death obtain a human form，Matrceta 

摩 旺 哩 制 呈 by name, and praise and adore my intrinsic 

virtues with a number of hymns.” This man frst fol- 

lowed the doctrine of a tirthaka worshipping Mahec- 

1Schiefner notes: SGatapantschgafgatika Dama stotra，Tandjur 
也 . zunpter den Stotra's. 

2 Cesc]pzc]te Ces BazccNzs712t0S， D. 9I. 
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varal and composed many hymns to adore him. But 

in the meantime he came acrosshis own name recorded 

[fin a Buddhist writing]; inspired by this，he took re- 

fuge in Buddha，changed his garb，abandoned his 

laymanship,，and in many ways praised,，honored and 

adored Buddha. Regretting his misbehavior in the 

Past and desiring to perform good deeds in the future 

and also ljamenting the unfortunate fate that prevented 

him from having a Personal interview with the Great 

Teacher rather than bowing before his bequeathed 

image，he at last declided with all his rhetorical talent 

and in solemn fulflment of the Lord's prophecy， to 

Praise his virtues and metits [in hymns]. He frst 

composed four hundred Slokas and then one hundred 

and ffty clokas ;2 all of which describe the six Para- 

maitas [Perfections] and state the excellent virtues 

possessed by the World-Honored-One;,”etc. 

At the end of the same Chapter (1. e.，Chap. 32) 

in I-tsing'Ss Cozzesbpo7zlezice he refers to Acvaghosha and 

Nagarjuna both of whom composed some beautiful 

and Popular hymns that were Sung by Buddhists 

throughout India at the time of his Pilgrimage 了 But 计 

the Tibetan statement is rellable，I-tsing may have 

1Cf. the following statement in Tarantatha，Pp. 9o: …Als er 

(AcSvaghosha) in den Mantra- und Tantra-Formeln und in der Dia- 

lektik sehr bewandert wurde，gab ibm Mahegvara selbst Anlei- 

2 “HHymn of One Hundred and Fifty Clokas”(SGatapaicashad- 

buddhastotraj, translated into Chinese by I-tsing during his stay in 

the Nailanda-vihara，Central India，At the time of the compilation 

of the CZEzaer yttex7z cataloSazle the original is said to have existed. 
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been mistaken in recording Acvaghosha and Matrceta 

as diftferent characters. The Tibetan and Chinese 

version of the one hundred and fifty Sloka hymn being 

still existent，the coniparison of which，however，I 

have not yet been able to make，will furnish an in- 

teresting testimony for the Identification. 

Many legendary explanations have been invented 

about the name of Acvaghosha,， as might be expected 

of the imaginative Indian mind，but not being worth 

while quoting from the materials at my command，no 

reference will be made to them here. 

CONVERSIONS. 

A consensus of traditions both Tibetan and Chinese 

maintains that Acvaghosha was in hls earlier life a 

most powerful adherent of Brahmanism, though we 

are tempted to discredit it on the ground that later 

Buddhist writers may have wished to exaggerate the 

supetiority of Buddhism to all other Indian philosoph- 

ical and religious doctrines，by chronicling the con- 

version of one of its strongest opPonents to their slide. 

Whatever the origin of the legend may be， how did 

hlis conversion take Place? By whom was he con- 

verted? About these points the Tibetan and the 

Chinese tradition by no means agree, the one standing 

in a direct contradiction to the other. While the 

Tibetan account is full of mystery and irrationality， 

the Chinese 1Ss natural enough to convince us of its 

Probable occurrence. 
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According to Taranathal Aryadeva, the most em- 

inent disciple of Nagarjuna，defeated and Proselyted 

ASsvaghosha,? not by his usual subtlety in dialectics， 

but by the superiority of his magical arts. Acvaghosha 

made use of every tantric formula he could command， 

in order to free himself from the enchantment in which 

he was held by his enemy, but all to no Purpose what- 

eveI._ Thus when he was in an utterly desperate con- 

dition, he happened to read the Buddhist Sttra which 

was kept in his place of confnement and in which he 

found his destiny prophesied by Buddha,z he was 

seiZed with deep regret for his former hostile attitude 

toward the Dharma， and immediately renouncing his 

ttrthakism，Pprofessed the doctrine of Gakyamunl. 

The Tibetan tradition presents some Unmilstakable 

indications of a later invention: the use of tantric 

formulae, the so-called prophecy of the Tathagata, and 

the anachronism of Aryadeva. On the other hand， 

the Chinese records are worth crediting，though they 

are not unanimous as to how the conversion took 

Place and who was the Proselytist. 

According to the Z 克 or 4gzpid8gpoyp，Parcva4 Was 

1 Cesczzcpte ces 刀 zxacHzsztUtS，German translation by Schief- 

Der，pP. 84-85. 

2 He is mentioned there by the name of Durdarshakala. 

3 Cf. this with the accounts of Mitrceta-ASvaghosha told in 

I-tsing. 

4 下 he conversion of ASvaghosha by Par9gva as here stated may 

be considered an addition to the Proof already demonstrated for 

the contemporaneousness of ASvaghosha and 开 ing 下 anishka ; for 
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the man who converted him. TIhey agreed at their 

frst meeting that on the seventh day thence they 

should have the king，ministers，cramanas，tirthakas 

and all great teachers of the Dharma gathered in the 

Vihara and have their discusslion there before all those 

People. “In the Sixth night the sthavira entered linto 

a samadhi and meditated on what he had to do [in 

the morning]. WVhen the seventh day dawned, a great 

crowd was gathered like clouds. The Sthavira ParcVa 

artived frst and ascended a high Platform with an 

unusually Pleasant countenance. The tirthaka [ie.， 

ASvaghosha]j came later and took a seat opposite 

him. VVhen he observed the cramana with a pleasant 

countenance and in good spirits，and when he also 

observed his whole attitude showing the manner of 

an able opponent，he thought: “May he not be 也 hik- 

shu Chin? His mind is calm and Pleasant，and be- 

sides he bears the manner of an able antagonist，、 We 

shall indeed have an exceljent discussion to-day.? 

“They then proposed the question how the de- 

feated one should be punished. The tirthaka [Acva- 

ghosha] said: “The defeated one shall have his tongue 

cut out.”The sthavira replied: “No, he shall become 

a disciple [of the winner] as the acknowledgement of 

defeat.” The tirthaka then replied: “Let it be so,， 

and asked, “Who will begin the discussion?， The 

Pargva, according to the Tibetan as well as the Chinese authority， 
was a co-operator at least, 计 not the president，of the third Bud- 
dhist convocation promoted by the King of Kashmir. 
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Sthavira Parcva said: “I an nore advanced in age 

TI came from afar for the Purpose [of challenging you]; 

and moreover II was here this morning earlier than 

you， So it will be most natural for me to Speak 人 rst.， 

The tirthaka said: “Let it be so Following the sub- 

ject of your argument，I shall completely bafe you.， 

“The Sthavira Parcva then salid :“VVhat shall we 

have to do, in order to keep the kingdom in Perfect 

Peace, to_ have the king live long, to jlet the People 

enjoy abundance and prosperity，all free from evils 

and catastrophies?” The tirthaka was silent，not 

knowing what to reply. As now according to the rule 

of discussion one who could not make a response 1s 

defeated，Acvaghosha was obliged to bow [before the 

opponent] as a disciple of his He had his head 

shaved，was converted to a Sranmana， and instructed 

in the perfection-precepts. 

“When he [Acvaghosha] was alone in hils room， 

he was absorbed in gloomy，unpleasant reflexion as 

to why he, Possessing a bright intellect and far-sighted 

discretion，and having his reputation widely Spread 

all over the world，could be defeated with a single 

question and be made a disciple of another. 了 Parcva 

well knew his mind and ordered him to come to his 

room where the master manifested himself in several 

supernatural transformations， ASvaghosha now fully 

recognised that his master was not a man of ordinary 

type，and thus feeling hapPpy and contented,，thought 

it his duty to become one of his disciples. 
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“ 工 he master told him :“Your intellect is bright 

enough,， hard to fnd its equali but it wants a fnal 

touch. If you study the doctrine I have mastered， 

attend to my capability and inslight into the Bodhi， 

and it you become thoroughly versed in the method 

of discussion and clearly understand the principle of 

things，there will be no one who can match you in 

the whole world.， 

“The master returned to his own country [North 

India]; the disciple remained in Central India，mak- 

ing an extensiVe study of the Sihtras，seeking a clear 

comprehension of the doctrine，Buddhistic as well as 

non-Buddhistic. His oratorical genius swept every- 

thing before him，and he was reverentially honored 

by the four classes of the people, including the king 

of [Central] India who treated him as a man of dis- 

tinction.7?” 

According to the 77izt51zt55z072 ON Lpe DpazrNzaDitaRC 

(Zax Je UWaza8 czuaz)，however，Acvaghosha was not 

converted by Parcva, but by his disciple and Patri- 

archal successor, Punyayacas， Though the two works， 

Z 达 of 4dgocasgporpa and the book just mentioned, difter 

in some other points, they are evidently two difterent 

Verslions of the one original legend. As the book is 

not as yet accessible to English readers，I here Pro- 

duce the whole matter translated from the Chinese 

Version. The comparison will prove interesting. 

“Full of a proud and arrogant spirit that speedily 

grew like a wild Plant，he [Acvaghosha] frmly be- 
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lieved in the existence of an ego-entity and cherished 

the ultra-egotistic idea. Being informed that an 

Acarya called Punyayacas，who,， deep in knowledge 

and wide in learning，proclaimed that all things are 

relative [一 92zpayC，lit. empty],，there is no dtoaajz， no 

加 zidpaLa Acvaghosha's arrogant Spirit asserted itself， 

and presenting himself to Punyayacas chajllenged 

him saying:“I confute all [false] opinions and doc- 

trines in the world，as hailstones strike tender grass. 

If my declaration prove false and not true, I will have 

my own tongue cut out in acknowledgment of defeat.… 

Thereupon Punyayacas explained to him that Bud- 

dhism distinguishes two kinds of truth，that while 

“practical truth hypothetically admits the existence 

of an dizzcazt, there is nothing conditional in “pure [or 

absolute] truth,， all being calm and tranquil, and that 

therefore we cannot Prove the ego as an absolute 

entity. 

“Acvaghosha would not yet Surrender himself， 

because being ovetr-conftdent of his own intellectual 

Power he considered himself to have gained the Point. 

Punyayacas said: “Carefully think of yourself ; tell 

not a lie. We will see which of us has really won. 

“Acvaghosha meanwhile came to think that while 

“practical truth ' being only conditional has no reality 

at all, “pure truth "is calm and tranquil in its nature， 

and that therefore these two forms of truth are al] 

unobtainable,，and that if they have thus no actuality 
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[or existence], how could they be refuted [as false] ? 

So feeling now the superiority of his opponent，he 

tried to cut out his tongue in acknowledgement of the 

defeat. But Punyayacas stopped him，saying: “We 

teach a doctrine of love and compassion， and do not 

demand that you cut out your tongue.， 瓦 ave your 

head shaved instead and be my disciple.” Acvaghosha 

thus converted was made a Sramana by PunyayacSas， 

“But Acvaghosha who felt extremely aspamed of 

his [former] self-assumption was thinking of attempt- 

ing his own 1life. Punyayacas，however，attaining 

arhatship，entered into a samadhi and divined what 

was going on in the mind of Acvaghosha. He ordered 

him to go and bring some books out of the library. 

AcSvaghosha said to the Acarya: “The room js Per- 

fectly dark ; how can I get in there?” To this Punya- 

yacas answered: “Just go in, and Ishall let you have 

light.， Then the Acarya through his supernatural 

Power stretched far into the room his right hand 

whose fve fngers each radiating with light illunmi- 

nated everythlng inslide of the walls， AcSvaghosha 

thought it a mental hallucination，and knowing the 

fact that a hallucination as a rule disappears when 

one 1s conscious of it，he was surprised to see the 

1The reasoning is somewhat unintelligible. The passages 

Imust be defective, and although I might venture to supply the 

Decessary words to make them more logical and intelligible to the 

general reader who is not acquainted with the fdzzywzx4 philosophy， 
I have not tried to do so, thinking that it is enough here 这 we see 

in what the subject of the discussion consisted . 
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light glowing more and more， He tried his magical 

arts to extingulish it till he felt utterly exhausted，for 

the mysterious jlight suftered no change whatever. 

Finally coming to realise that it was the work of no 

other person than his teacher，his spirit was fjlled 

with remorse，and he thenceforth applied himself dil- 

igently to religious discipline and never relapsed.21 

The Recozg oj .Baziddpa CU te Pottia1zipy (NO WOz 

z2718 at ) agrees with the Z7Cztj1N1155370712 0 1Ne DANC7rNtC- 

Datapa (Zaz Ja ANa1g cpaUaN] in Inaking Punyayacas，in- 

stead of Parcva, the master of the conversion. But 

the former does not state how Acvaghosha was con- 

verted. 

Though so far it remains an open question who 

was the real master of Acvaghosha, we can be sure of 

this，that he had intimate spiritual communication 

with both Parcva and Punyayacas. Parcva，who was 

an older contemporary of Punyayacas，was probably 

already advanced in age when Acvaghosha came to 

be personally acquainted with him，and so he did not 

have time enough to lead the young Promising dis- 

cliple to a consummate Understanding of the doctrine 

of Buddha. After the demise of this venerable old 

Patriarch，Acvaghosha therefore had to go to Punya- 

yacas for a further study of his religlon，till he was 

capable of forming his own original thoughts，which 

are set forth in his Principal work，the Daykcozuzge 2 

1The 77-a7zs7zatzssz02 C1 tt2e DDNaAT1aa2ttaRa (zc au tsazag 

CHULC72) .caS. 5， 
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tpe 4UCReN1NR Oo at (Padtapotbpbaa-gasdta) This 

assumption is justifted when we notice that Acvagho- 

sha in the Zoo or Great GCLozy pays his homage to 

Parcva as well as to PunyayacasS. 

Now by way of a supplementary note to the above， 

let us Say a word about Wassiljew's observation;1 

which states that while 瑟 inpayanists or Gravakas 3aS- 

cribe the conversion of Acvaghosha to Parcva，the 

Mahayanistic record says that Aryadeva converted 

him. This assertion is evidently incorrect，for the 

Zzte or 4gzpag1porpa as well as the 77azzs711l144z0712 CO 10e 

Dhpazmtabztapa (ZU 1 apg cpUa1N] in which the honor 

of his conversion is given to the successor of Parcva 

as aforesald,， do not certainly belong to the work of 

the Hinay8ana school. It is the Tibetan tradition only， 

and not the general Mahayanist statement, that Arya- 

deva converted AcSvaghosha, and there is no ground 

at all for the assertion of Wassiljew，which practically 

leads us to take everything Tibetan for Mahayanistic 

and everything Chinese for Hinayanistic. 

LISTS OF PATRIARCHS. 

The incorrectness of the Tibetan story，as to the 

conversion of Agvaghosha by Aryadeva above referred 

to, is further shown by a list of the Buddhist patri- 

archs in India appearing in various Buddhist books 

either translated from Sanskrit into Chinese or com- 

13zxacpzsz1tzzUS，German edition，P. 222，and also see Tara- 
natbha, translated by Schiefner，pP. 3II. 
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In every one of Piled in China from sundry sources， 

them Acvaghosha is Placed after Parcsva or Punya- 
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1 He was a native of Kapilavastu and came to China A 了 . 4o6. 

A translator of many Sanskrit works. His list belongs to the Sar- 

vastivhadin, though it is a little different from the succeeding one. 

藏 吧 集 by 但 熙 (Nanjo's 
The former contains ffty-four and the latter ffty-three patriarchs. 

See the Crzx saoz tsaog c2z cjz 出 

Catalogue，No. I476)， 
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yacas, and before both Nagarjuna and Aryadeva, the 

most brilliant disciple of the former. The list on the 

opposite page, therefore, as noticed elsewhere, will fur- 

nish good material for fxing the time of AcSvaghosha. 

It does not make any practical difference whether he 

was converted by ParcSva himself or his immediate 

Successor and disciple Punyayacas, because lt ls most 

Probable they all were contemporaneous， The list 

generally gives twenty-three or twenty-elight Patri- 

archs beginning with Mahakacyapa，but not deeming 

it necessary to give a comPplete list, I have cut it short 

at Deva. 

Chieh-sungl refutes in his CZxiCj _JC cpa7Hlg UNB ZN 

侍 法 正宗 论 (4 Teatzge oz ze HzgNL 7T7a13N21851072 OF 

zlpe Dpaz11p1a) the authority of the 77czszatgyzo OF ze 

paz1abitepa (Za Jo ab cpaazt)，but he agrees with 

it down to the seventeenth patriarch. The Principal 

Point of his refutation is simply that 了 Bodhidharma， 

the founder of the Chinese Dhyana school, should be 

included in the list. 

AS AN ARTIST. 

We cannot conclude the accounts concerning 

ASvaghosha without mentioning an anecdote from a 

Chinese source.? The 人 atitpotpldagilrytzi (7Ne Lazoa4- 

1 吞 异 , a priest of the Dhyana school who died A. D. io7r or 
I072. He wrote among other works one on the fundamental iden- 
ticalness of Confucianism and Buddbism. 

2 工 he 77-azzszatsszoz or 11e Daz-Mlazitapea (Za ja zsazatr 
CHtUa712，1as. 5). 
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ec721118 Cattp, ) Proves he was a philosopher of a high 

gradeji the DBzxucCapacazzttapllzyau (7He ZU 2 Dazcdapa) 

and the haplLazzpizaglrtya (7He DBoop or Greatl GLoz 

reveal his poetical genius; and the following story iD- 

dicates that he was a musician :1 

“He [ASvaghosha] then went to Pitalliputra for 

his propaganda-tour，where he composed an excellent 

tune called Lai cha huo lo ( 昭 呈 和 嘱 Rdrtczaxra 2)， 

that he might by this means convert the people of the 

city，Its melody was classical， mournful， and melodi- 

ous,，inducing the audience to ponder on the misery， 

emptiness, and non-aitman-ness of life. That is to say， 

the mnusic roused in the mind of the hearer the thought 

that all aggregates are visionary and subject to trans- 

formation ; that the triple world is a jail and a bond- 

age，with nothing enjoyable in it; that Since royalty， 

nobility，and the exercise of supreme power,， are all 

characterlsed with transitoriness, nothing can Prevent 

their decline，which will be as sure as the dispersion 

of the clouds in the skyj that this corporeal existence 

is a shamy, is as hollow as a plantain tree, is an enemy， 

a toe, one not to be intimately related with ; and again 

that like a box in which a cobra is kept, it should 

1 工 he fact agrees well with Taranhtha's statement which in its 

German translation reads as follows: '“…Die von ihm verfassten 

Loblieder sind auch in allen Lindern verbreitet ; da zuletzt Sin- 

ger und Possenreisser dieselben vortrugen und bei allen Menschen 
des Landes mit Macht Glauben an den Buddha entstand，erwuchs 

durch die Loblieder gr5sserer Nutzen zuUI Verbreitung der Lehre.” 
Cesc]pzcpie aes DazaaNzs122S，German translation，p. 9I. 
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never be cherished by anybody; that therefore all 

Buddhas denounce Persons clingling to a corporeal 

existence. Thus explaining in detail the doctrine of 

the none-aitman and the 9z27zzycetdl&，Acvaghosha had the 

melody played by musicians，who, however,， not being 

able to grasp the significance of the Piece, faliled to 

Produce the intended tune and harmony. He then 

donned a white woolen dress, joined the band of musi- 

cians，beating the drurm, ringing the bell,， and tuning 

the lyre，and this done, the melody in full perfection 

gave a note at once mournful and soothing，so as to 

arouse in the mind of the audience the idea of the 

misery，emptiness，and non-atman-ness of all things. 

The fve hundred royal princes in the city thus moved 

all at once were fully awakened， and abhorring the 

curse of the fve evil passions abandoned their worldly 

life and took refuge in the Bodhi. The king of Patali- 

putra was Very much terrifed by the event，thinking 

that 1if the people who listen to this music would 

abandon their homes [like the princes],，his country 

would be depopujlated and his royal business ruined. 

So he warned the people never to Play this music 

hereafter. 

WORKS IN CHINESE TRANSLATIONS. 

The works ascribed to Acvaghosha and still exist- 

ing in Chinese translations are eight in number. They 

are: (I) The 大 乘 起 信 论 ZazspeEzag cp Artz11 LU1t (IaN2- 

JJCHag10d。C，Npot1bbdagl5t1C]: CgcOU1SE 0 12e CIUCRCNNNNE OF 
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Jatzti 1 Upe Maplydzpaa， It is the Principal work of 

ASsvaghosha, and through this we are able to recognise 

what an important position he occupies in the devel- 

opment of the Mahayanistic world-conception and the- 

ory of fnal emancipation. Its outlines and the ac- 

counts of its Chinese translation will be given below. 

(2) The 大 宗 地 玄 广 本 哆 7Z yzzg 胡 N52C1N ZE12 1E1z2 LIU72 

C_1U1NCLa1te1NtCl 11eatige 012 11e 581111ULCL LSCS 1O1 TeECCA1NB 

jztal delizpezattie、 The book has a decided tendency to 

mysticlism，explaining a gradual development of reli- 

gious consciousness through fifty-one difterent spir- 

itual stages.， It may be considered a precuirsory worK 

out of which Vajrabodhi's Mantrism fnally made a 

full manifestation. It was translated by Paramartha 

between A. D. 557--569. 工 wenty csczczxlz forty chap- 

ters， (3) The 大 莫 脾 答 经 7Z cptc1N8 JeN LUN CN17125 

(Ab[apCLtN1RE1ay2t1a8gCrt1a] the DBool oj Creal GZozy or 

a compilation of stories illustrating the retribution of 

karma-. The stories relate mostly to the events that 

occutred in Western India. Beal translated some of 

them in bis 已 xdaptzrtl ZaztexziCttze 2 CAz11C、 The Chinese 

translator is Kumarajtva，czzcZ A. D. 40o5. ifteen 

fosctcUL (4) The 佛 所 行 对 Fo pz pz18 MEN (DzdaNa- 

cajztlaplzjC)， a well known poem on thelife of Buddha. 

The Chinese translation ls by Dharmaraksha between 

A. D. 4I4-42I. Eive /sczcxl twenty elght chapters， 

Beal's English translation forms Vol，XIX.， of .7Ze 

SaczecZ.Boopy ol1pe Earl and Cowells translation from 

Sanskrit，Vol. XLIX of the same. (5) The 尼 茧 子 
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问 无 我 闵 经 NVz Cj tlzU WE1N WU WUT CU 0 52N1G 0 

QZ LVzyzgza1tlpaTy 03p118 COOUL 1pe 1peo1y of zol-cg0O.， The 

book foreshadows the Madhyamika philosophy of 

Nagiarjuna, for the two forms of truth are distinguished 

there，Pure Truth (Puzzzizrt1a-yaty&) and Practical 

Truth (zzzazttt-yatya);1and the ( 悦 zycatdl theory also is 

proclaimed. (6) The 十 不 立业 道 经 .9pz11 Zu ypa7l etao 

cpt118 032410 .01 10e te11 .10-8000 deedf. (7) The 事 岳 法 五 

十 显 .390i0 NA Je ZU Nt YU7118 有 ifty verses on the rules 

of serving a master of teacher. (8) The 六 趣 输 允 轻 

DaU to LU1N CNUE cp1NE 0 53211G 012 11GN5NUBICQALION ZNZ7OUE 从 

zpe yz2 ytatley or cxz15de1tie. These last four works are 

very short,， all translated by Jih-ch'eng (Divayacas?)， 

between A. D. rioo4-Io58. 

CHINESE TRANSLATIONS OFE THE …DISCOURSE ON 

THE AWAKENING OF EAITH.”" 

Let us give here some remarks on the Chinese 

translations of Asvaghosha's principal and best known 

Work 7Ze 4zoapezttzzg or Zattp The Sanskrit original 

is long lost，probably owing to the repeated persecu- 

tions of Buddhism by Chinese emperors at different 

times， According to the CNZeEzag Jiuza catelogze 真 元 录 

(compiled between A. D. 785-8o4) the Sanskrit text 

is said to have existed at that time， It is a great Pity 

that such an important Buddhist philosophical work 

1 Notice Agvaghosha's discussion with Punyayagas as above 
mentioned . 
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as the present Sastra can be studied only through 

translations.1 

There are two Chinese translations still existing 

in the Tripitaka collection. The frst translation was 

made by Paramartha (波光 末 陀 )， otherwise called 

Kulanatha ( 狗 软 那 陀 )，of Ujjayana (or Ujjayini mod- 

ern Oujein) in Western India. He came to China 

A. D. 546 and died A. D. 569 when he was 7I years 

old，Among many other translations，the present one 

came from his pen on the tenth day of September， 

A. D. 554-. 

The second one is by GSikshananda ( 突 双 识 陀 )，of 

KKusutana (hoten)，who began his work on the eighth 

of October，A. D. 7oo. He died in China A. D. 7io 

at the age of 59. 

As to the problem whether the original of the two 

Chinese translations is the same or difterent，my im- 

Pression is that they were not the same text，the one 

having been brought from Ujjayana and the other from 

Khoten. But the difterence，as far as we can judge 

from the comparison of the two versions, is not funda- 

mental. 

In the preface to the second translation of the Kao 

1An inquiry has been made by the present 正 nglish translator 
as to whether the original Sanskrit copy could be found either in 

India or in Nepal; but Prof. Satis Chandra Acharyya， of the Bud- 

dhist Text Society，Calcutta, with whom he bas been communicat- 
ing on the subject， informs him that as far as India is concerned 

there is almost no hope of securing it，and also that his friend in 
Nepal has been unable so far to qiscover the original. 
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li edition，the unknown writer states to the following 

effect: “ 工 he present Castra has two translations，The 

frst one is by Paramartha and the second one 1s from 

the Sanskrit text brought by SIikshananda who found 

also the older Sanskrit original in the 工 zeu an tower. 

As soon as he had fnished the rendering of the Ava- 

tamsakasfttra into Chinese, he began a translation of 

his own text with the assistance of several natlive Bud- 

dhist Priests. The new translation occasionally de- 

viates from the older one，partly because each trans- 

lator had his own views and Partly because the texts 

themselves were not the same.” 

IThough the CAeExzae JUaN 贞 元 儿 as well as the Kuz 

Jziaztl 开 元 狂 catalogue a 伍 rm that the two transla- 

tions were from the same text, this can only mean that 

they were not radically divergent. or 计 any two 

editions differ so slightly as not to affect the essential 

Points, they can be said to be Practically the same text. 

Which of the two translations then is the more 

correct?”To this question we cannot give any definite 

anSwWet as the originals are missing. The first trans- 

lation has found a more popular acceptance in Japan 

as well as in China，not because it is more faithful to 

the original，but because a most learned and illus- 

trious Buddhist scholar called Fa tsang 法 践 (A. D. 

1A catalogue of Buddhist books collected in the Keai ytiian 
Period (A. D. 7I3-74T) of the Tung Dynasty, by 契丹 Chih-shang， 

A. D. 730. Its full name Araz yzia7z SN c7azauo 212， Twenty as- 

CZCZZZ， 
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643-7I2) wrote 3 commentary on it， And on that 

account the commentary is more studied than the 

text itself. 了 Ka tsang assisted Gikshananda in Prepar- 

ing the second translation，but he Preferred the first 

one for his commentary work，partly because the first 

one had already found a wide circulation and some 

comrmentators before his time，and partly because 

both translations agreeing in all their important 

Points，he did not like to show his“:partiality,”as a 

commentator on Fa tsang Says，to the one in the 

Preparation of which he himself took patrt. 

The present 了 nglish translation 1s made from the 

second Chinese version by GIikshananda，but the first 

version has been carefully compared with it，and 

wherever disagreements occur between them they 

have been noticed in footnotes. 

OUTLINES OF THEE…DISCOURSE ON THE AWAKENING 

OF FAITH.” 

I _ cannot help saying a few words here about the 

importance of Acvaghosha's main work which is 

scarcely known in the West, and if so， wrongly. 了 ven 

Samuel Beal who is conslidered one of the best author- 

ities on Chinese Buddhism, makes a misleading refer- 

ence to our author in his 刀 xcczpzrzmz 12 CAzzia. The 

following quotation from the same apparently shows 

that at least when he wrote it, in I884，he had a very 

insu 伍 cient knowledge of the subject. He says (page 

5 
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“His (Acvaghosha's) writings still survive in a 

Chinese form，and when examined will probably be 

found to be much tinged by a pseudo-Christian ele- 

ment. . . . But there is one book，the 天 “z-5z7t-Lz7z，OF 

4Treatise for Awakening Faith,” which has never yet 

been properly examined，but，so far as 1Ss known，iS 

based on doctrines foreign to Buddahism and allied to 

a perverted form of Christian dogma.”TIhe incorrect- 

ness of this statement will readily be seen by the 

reader when we Proceed further on. 

Wassiljew, another of the highest Western author- 

ities on the subject，seems to be entirely 1gnorant of 

the existence of the Present work. It is very strange 

that those who are considered to be quite well ac- 

quainted with the development of the Mahayanistic 

thought，do not Place in the right light a Prominent， 

让 not the Principal，actor，who， so far as ls known to 

us，Ppractically initiated this great Spiritual and intel- 

lectual movement in India. Wassiljew says in his 

DauvdUN1U1NUI (PP. 83-84): 

“Zu welcher besonderen Schule Acvaghosha ge- 

ha5rte，wird nicht mit Bestimmtheit iiberliefert : aus 

der Legende,， nach welcher er sich bei der Abfassung 

der Vibhaish8 betheiligte，dirfen wir jedoch den 

Schluss ziehen, dass er Zu den Reprisentanten der 

Vaibhaschika's gerechnet ward.2” 

It is true that in the Z 芝 of Frxbazdpx Acvagho- 

sha is said to have taken part in the compilation of 

the Vibhasha， but it is of no account whatever in the 
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face of the present book in which we can clearly trace 

almost all elements of the thought fully developed 

afterwards by Nagirjuna and other later Mahayana 

representatives. 

TI wish here,， in order to show the signifcance of 

ASvaghosha, to call the attention of the reader to the 

three most salient points in his doctrine which will 

distingulish him from all Hinayana schools. The three 

Points constituting the gist of this Gastra then are: 

(IT) the conception of suchness (Dpzitetatpatd);i (2) the 

theory of the triple personality; (3) the salvation by 

faith or the Sukhavati doctrine. 

The conception of suchness assumes other names， 

namely，The Womb of the Tathagata (7Zcatdeaztau- 

Sazbpa)，when considered from its embracing all pos- 

sible merits，and the All-Conserving Mind (Lizye- 

22170a0]，wWwhen it becomes the Principle of evolution 

and is sald to have developed from the teaching of 

Buddha as expounded in the old canonical shtras， 

Such as the Zaczp&dzcataza and the 人 ixlL4. Whatever 

the origin of the idea of suchness mlight have been， 

its“:absolute aspect”evidently foreshadows the (到 z- 

ydil2 philosophy of the Madhyamika school， It is 

very doubtful whether Nagarjuna, as told in a Chinese 

tradition，was a personal disciple of ASvaghosha，bnut 

it is highly probable that he was much infuenced by 

him in forming his system. 

The second thesis, the theory of the triple person- 

ality，that is one of the most distinctive characteris- 
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tics of the Mahayana Buddhism，seems to have been 

first established by Acvaghosha. The pantheistic idea 

of suchness (Dpltaetiatpa 好 )，and the religlous con- 

sciousness which always tends to demand something 

embodied in infnite love (Euzzzad) and infinite wisdom 

(7175lpiJ)，and the scientifc conception of the law of 

catusation regulating our ethical as well as physical 

world, or in short the doctrine of karma, 一 these three 

factors working together in the mind of Acvaghosha， 

culminated in his theory of the triple personality. 

The doctrine of salvation by faith whereon the 

Japanese Shin Shyt (True Sect) and J6d6 Shy6 (Pure 

Land Sect) laid down their foundation also，appears 

frst In the present castra. If the quotation in the 

4Vapiyizagzcdapotbpiaau actually refers to the Sukhhai- 

vatt Sttras，as we may fairly assume, there is a great 

Probability in the statement that during the frst four 

centuries after the Nirvana there was already a variety 

of free interpretations about the teaching of the Mas- 

ter，which，commingled with the other religio-philo- 

sophical thoughts in India，eventually made a full de- 

velopment under the generel names of the Mahayana 

and the 再 inayana schools. 

A supplementary Point to be noticed in Acvagho- 

sha 1ls the abundance of similar thoughts and passages 

with those in the DBpagazcaidette.，The coincidence be- 

tween the latter and the .9ZLaNarzztabjazuUtdazipa has been 

Pointed out by Kern In his 万 pcCtwpaygzzthy zt1lQ yeze Ce- 

5chtzcpte〈Vol. II.，P. 50oo，footnote). While it is an 
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open question which of the two has an earlier date， 

the Mahayana Buddhism as a whole must be permitted 

to have some common points with the canonical book 

of Sivaism. 

In _ conclusion I wish to state that as this book， 

the 4zocpezitz8 OF Zattp is of paramount importance 

in its being the first attempt of systematising the fun- 

damental thoughts of the Mahayaina Buddhism，as 

well as in its forming a main authority of all the Mahf- 

yanistic schools, those who study the doctrinal history 

of Buddhism cannot dispense with it; and that,， in 

spite of its highest importance, no_ attempt has yet 

been made to make it accessible to the reader who is 

not familiar with the Chinese language， and so I here 

ofter to the public an 辽 nglish translation of the entire 

text. 



ADORATION. 

DORATION to the World-honored Ones (DBpal&a- 

zc in all the ten quarters，who universally 

produce great benefits，whose wisdom is infnite and 

transcendent, and who save and guard [fall beings]. 

[Adoration] to the Dharma?”whose essence and 

1There are ten appellations most commonly given to a Bud- 
dha: (I) 7atpzieata (the one who thus comes，or he who has been 

expected and fulfls all expectations, the perfect one); (2) 47-ct 

(the worthy one, but according to Nagarjuna's 046au2LNjra7720NbN0zrw- 

11ttldtdstzra，Chinese translation by Kumarajfva，Vol. III.，P. IT7， 

one who has destroyed all enemies of evil passions，or one who is 

revered by gods and men，or one who will not be reborn ; see also 

Vol. II.，p. 2o); (3) .Sazaya&sa7apzLaCNa (one who is perfect by 

enlightenment); (4) zazyrdcazazxzasa7zaza7zt7ta (one who is perfect in 

knowledge and conduct); (5) zeata (one who goes well); (6) 之 o- 

RazzC (one who knows the world); (7) 47zzzxttaza (one who has no 

Superior); (8) Poxiyrziszaacazayas2zatpz (the tamer of all beings); 

(9) CdstlaezGzta7ttlsNyizzd11a (the teacher of gods and men); (io) 

好 xcaNpa (the enlightened one). When ZoR&azza and 47zttta7zra are 

considered to be one title, as in the .9zitza o72 zt12e 7ez2 4NelLatzo72s， 
也 apeazat is added to make the tenth. 

?According to a general interpretation of Mahayana Buddhists 
dharma Imeans: (I) that which exists; (2) the object of under- 

standing.Dharma may therefore be rendered in the frst sense by 

“object,， ”or “tbing,'” or “substance,”or “being,” including 

everytbing rental as well as physical in its broadest sense，and 
so sarvadharma will designate all possible existences in the uni- 
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attributes are like the ocean，revealing to us the prin- 

ciple of anatman and forming the storage of infnite 

Imerits. 

[Adoration] to the congregation (fcmtgAa)] of those 

who assiduously aspire after perfect knowledge (scmz- 

VCp4CN2OOLNZ )， 

That all beings (sexzasycettzca) may rid themselves 

of doubt，become free from evil attachment，and，by 

the awakening of faith (grcdape)，inherit Buddha- 

seeds, 工 write this Discourse.1 

verse; While dharma in the second sense may safely be rendered 

by “1law”or “doctrine” as generally understood by Western 
Buddhbist scholars, to most of whom, however, the first signifcance 

of the term is strangely unknown. Max Miiller ftly remarxs in 

his introduction to the English translation of the cx7zracczZect2Rl， 

P. xiv :“Dharma in its ordinary Buddhist phraseology may be 

correctly rendered by l]aw，Thus the whole teaching of Buddha is- 

called the good law, Saddharma. But in our treatise dharma is 

generally used in a difterent sense， It means form (szdoc) and 
likewise what is possessed of form, what is therefore difterent from 
other things，what is individual，in fact，whbat we mean by a thing 
or an object. This meaning has escaped most of the translators， 

both Oriental and Western,， but 计 we were always to translate 

dharma by law， it seems to me that the whole drift of our treatise 
would become unintelligible.” In this translation dharma is ren- 

dered sometimes by“thing,”sometimes by“1aw,”sometimes by 

4“…truth " or “doctrine," according to the context. But when it is 

synonymous with suchness (2Z4latatpalC)，I have retained its 

original Sanskrit form，capitalised. 

1An almost similar passage is repeated in the succeeding para- 

graph，while it does not occur in the older translation ”It may be 
a mistake on tbhe part of the new translation，but I have left it as 

it stands in the text. 



DISCOURSE. 

OR the purpose of awakening in all beings a pure 

faith in the Mahayana,l of destroyling their doubts 

and attachment to false doctrines，and of aftording 

them an uninterrupted inheritance of 召 uddha-seeds， 

I write this Discourse. 

There is a principle whereby the root of faith in 

the Mahayana can be produced, and I shall explain it. 

The explanation consists of fve Parts : 

1Thbe term Mahayana here seems not to have been used as it 

usually is in contrast to the Hinayina. Agyvaghosha adopts it sim- 

Ply to denote the greatness of suchness (22tALalautzatl) as well as 

to Prove its being the safest and surest means of salvation. It is 
therefore the name given to the first Principle itself， and not to 

any philosophical system or religious dogmatics. But the term 

used in this wise by Agvaghosha and perhaps in earlier Mahayana 

texts gradually lost its original sense in the course of the develop- 
Iment of this progressive religious view.， It was then transferred to 

distinguish the system at large from tbhat of the so-called Cravakas， 

to which the followers of the former gave in contrast to their own 

the rather humiliating name Hinayana. At the time of AgSvaghosha 

the controversy between them was probably not as vehement as it 

Proved later on And this fact may be seen from the tolerant 
spirit shown in the third convocation under the reign of 玫 ing 玫 a- 
nishka. By the Mahayana followers Acvaghosha is unanimously 

Tecognised as the forerunner of Nagarjuna by whose marvellous 

genius the system was brought to maturity- 
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I_ Introductory, 

II，General Statement of Principles. 

III，The 瑟 xplanation Itself. 

IV. The Practice of Faith. 

V. Benefits [derived therefrom]. 

I. INTRODUCTORY. 

There are eight inducements [to write this Dis- 

course] : 

I. A general object，1. e.，that the author might 

induce all beings to liberate themselves from misery 

and to enjoy blessing，and not that he might gain 

thereby some worldly advantages，etc. 

2. That he might unfold the fundamental truth of 

the Tathagata and let all beings have a right compre- 

hension of it. 

3.， TIhat he might enable those who have brought 

their root of merit (&zugaLizztjc) to maturity and ob- 

tained immovable faith, to have a philosophical grasp 

of the doctrine of the Mahayana. 

4. IThat he might enable those whose root of merit 

is weak and insignifcant，to acquire faith and to ad- 

Vance to the stage of imrovable frmness (CzCzZCzztz- 

aid .1 

5. 工 hat he might induce all beings to obliterate 

14zazzaz-tzRatza means literally “never retreat."” Faith is 

said to become immovably frm when one enters into the group of 
"those who cannot be shaken in the possession of absolute truth 

(Sa727yaRtza7tt7JaLaa8z)， 下 or a further explanation see the ref- 

erence in the Index to SC7MNLJCRZzC72ZNCEC7GGZ. 
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the previously acquired evils (Czuxgctz or CC7Z1NUCUCNC1NG )， 

to restrain their own thoughts，and to free themselves 

from the three venomous passions.1l 

6. That he might induce all beings to Practise the 

orthodox method of cessation [or tranquilisation 9- 

Nitpi] and of intellectual insight (zzZazgaza), to be 

fortifted against the commission of mental trespasses 

due to inferiority of mind. 

7. That he might induce all beings in the right 

way to ponder on the doctrine of the Mahayana， for 

thus they will be born in the Presence of Buddhas,? 

and acquire the absolutely immovable Mahayana- 

faith . 

8. That he might，by disclosing those benefits 

which are produced by joyfully believing in the Maha- 

yana，let sentient beings become acquainted with the 

fnal aim of their eftorts. 

Though all these doctrines are su 鱼 ciently set forth 

1They are: (I) covetousness (oppa);i (2) malice (Czes1a); (3) 

ignorance (7207a). 

2Cazaatlza and Caxzfa)za or 711bafyaxzta constitute one of 

the five methods of discipline, for whose full explanation see the 
reference in the Index to these terms. 

3This passage，which is considered to be a reference to the 

Sukhavati Sttras，such as the Larger and the Smaller .9zxRZCzazft- 

zy2pau， or thbe 471NlttlytU1-CNC1za，seems to Prove that some of the 

Mahayana texts of the Pure Land Sect had been in existence be- 

fore the time of AgSvaghosha who gives towards the end of his Dis- 

course a quotation apParently taken from one of the above-men- 

tioned Sttras.， The Stitras therefore must be at least one or two 
hundred years older than ASvaghosha, in order that thbey might be 

quoted as an authentic teaching of Buddha. 
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in the Mahayana Sthtras,l yet as the predispositions 

and inclinations of the people? are not the same, and 

the conditions for obtaining enlightenment vary，I 

now write this Discourse. 

There is another reason for doing so. At the time 

of the Tathagata the People were unusually gifted， 

and the- Buddha's Presence，majestic both in mind 

and body， served to_ unfold the infnite significances 

of the Dharma with simplicity aud yet in perfection. 

Accordingly there was no need for a philosophical 

discourse (8dstzra)， 

After the Nirvana of the Buddha there were men 

who possessed in themselves the intellectual power 

to understand the many-sided meanings of the SGtras;? 

1The view here Proposed by Agvaghosha，which is called by 
Chinese Buddhists the theory of the evolution of the Tathaigata- 

garbha， is considered to be an elucidation of the doctrine taught 
by Buddha in such Mahayana Sttras as the ZazpRlzatlza，CZa72a- 
ZUNaw，C7zzz72006，etc. 

2 Literally，those who are to be converted. 

3There are twelve divisions called 4zaSas in the Mahgiyanist 
writings，whbile in the Pali only nine are counted. The twelve 

atUS8QS are: (I) Salza (aphorisms); (2) Seya (verses in which the 

same thing is repeated as in the Prose part); (3) Zyd&azaxzx (Bud- 

dha's prophecy about Bodhisattva's attainment of Buddhahood in 

the future); (4) &LL1Z4 (independent verses); (5) GANza (sermons 

on Buddha's own account); (6) ?zzzcdzza (sermons as the occasion 

required); (7) czaadiza (legends, but according to Chinese inter- 

Pretation parables); (8) zzRtc (Speeches relating to thbe former 

deeds of Bodhisattvas); (9).7iicReu (accounts of Buddha's own for- 

Imer ]ives); (Io) zazzzlZyra (doctrines of deep significance); (II) CC- 
DZzUtacNa7z1120 (extraordinary Phenomena); (I2) zzacera (exposi- 

tions). 
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even if they read only a few of them. There were 

others who by their own intellectual Powers could 

understand the meanings of the Sfhtras only after an 

extensive reading of many of them. Still others lack- 

ipng in intellectual Powers of their own could under- 

stand the meanings of the Sttras only through the as- 

Sistance of elaborate commentaries. But there are 

some who, lacking in intellectual Powerts of their own， 

shun the perusal of elaborate commentaries and take 

delight in studying and cultivating enquiries which 

present the many-sidedness and universality of the 

doctrine in a cpncise form. 

For the sake of the people of the last class I write 

this Discourse, in which the most excellent，the deep- 

est，and the most inexhaustible Doctrine of the Ta- 

thagata will be treated in comprehensive brevity. 

II. GENERAL STATEMENT. 

In what does the general statement consist? 

The Mahayana can be briefy treated as to two 

aspects，namely，VVhat it is，and What it signifies.1 

1 What is”and “What signifies…” are respectively in Chi- 

nese yz jx 有 法 and ji 法 , but in the older translation ia 法 
andz 尽 . This is a little puzzling, but if we bear in mind that in 
Chinese as well as in Sanskrit ju or cpaxz-zzw means both the sub- 
-Stance itself and its attribute or significance，or law that regulates 
its movements, we will understand that Param 和 rtha, the first trans- 

lator，used ex here in the sense of substance or …what is,"” while 
Cikshananda, the second translator, used the word in the sense of 
signifcance or that by which a thing is conceived, the ordinary 
Imeaning of 过 
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What is the Mahayana? It is the soull of all sen- 

tient beings (sexrzasatipc)，that constitutes all things 

in the world，Phenomenal and supra-phenomenal ;> 

and through this soul we can disclose what the Maha- 

yana signifes. 

Because the soul in itself， involving the quintes- 

sence of the Mahayana，is Suchness (ZpzltatalpeatE)， 

but it becomes [in its relative or transitory aspect， 

through the law of causation] birth-and-death (sczz- 

5lja) in which are revealed the quintessence，the at. 

tributes，and the activity of the Mahayana. 

The Mahayana has a triple signifcance.3 

The first is the greatness of quintessence.， Be- 

cause the quintessence of the Mahayana as Suchness 

1 和 Soul… is not used here in a dualistic sense, but as Dr. Paul 

Carus defines it in the last chapter of 7Ze .9oz;7 or azz. Speaking 
of the soul of the universe he defnes the term as“the formative 

Principle which gave and still gives shape to the world ”(Zoc. c 嫌 .， 
frst edition，p. 437).， The literal translation of the Chinese char- 

acter 心 pszzz is kernel, or heart, or essence of all things. The 
Chinese sz7z,， however， is rather indiscriminately used in our text 

for both Sanskrit terms, 乙 7Caya (kernel or heart) and Cztza (mind， 

the thinking faculty). These terms are more or less synonymous， 

especially from AgSvaghosha's standpoint, that does not allow the 
transcendental existence of a metaphysical soul-entity. IJn this 

translation soul denotes the absolute aspect of suchness, and mind 
its relative aspect，wherever this distinction is noticeable. 

2This is a literal translation of the Chinese czzl SHAz cjze7z 

出 世 问 .It signifies anything transcending conditionality or 

worldliness. 

3This triad which has a striking similarity to Spinoza's con- 

ception of substance，attributes and modes, also reminds us of the 

frst principles ( zuadlztipa) of the Vaigeshika Philosophy, that is， 
substance (Gaczya)，qualities (8zi72a)，and action (a7N20). 
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exists in all things, remains unchanged in the pure as 

well as in the defiled, is always one and the same 

(samaltE)，neither increases nor decreases, and is void 

of distinction, 

The second is the greatness of attributes， 再 ere we 

have the Tathagata'sl womb? (te 友 bgatagazbpa) which 

in exuberance contains immeasurable and innumer- 

able merits (zzzt7JC) as its characteristics. 

The third is the greatness of activity, for it [1.e.， 

Mahayana] produces all kinds of good work in the 

world，phenomenal and supra-phenomenal. [Hence 

tbhe name 4cliyana (great vehicle).] 

[Again this Dharma is called the Mahayizaa i] be- 

cause it is the vehiclez (JEza) In which all Buddhas 

1Tathagata literally means one who thus or truly comes， That 

the omnipresent Principle of suchness could come or go appeared 

contradictory and seemed to render an explanation necessary. 工 he 
Fa77zracczeczzd-UL7a，Max Miillers English translation，Chap. 

XXIX : “And again，O Subhfhti, ii anybody were to say that the 

Tathagata goes，or comes, or stands, or sits, or lies down, he，O 

Subhhti，does not understand the meaning of my preaching. And 

why? Because the word Tathagata means one who does not go 

anywhere,， and does not come from anywhere; and therefore he is 

called the Tathagata (truly come)，holy and fully enlightened."” 

2Cf. the DBpazaaSUdl (Saczred Doops or xi2e East Vol VIII.， 

Chap. XIV.，P. Io7) : “The great Brahman is a womb for me，in 

which I cast the seed.， From that，O descendant of Bharata l is 

the birth of all things. Of the bodies，O son of Kunttl which are 

born from all womhbs, the main womb is the great Brahman, and 工 

am the father， the giver of tbe seed.” 

3 Cf. the .acapaxz71aa-z2l72Ca1-3Ri，Chap. II. (Saczec oops 

Oo ijPe 天 as 上 kt Vol. XXI.，P. 4o): “By means of one sole vehicle, to 

wit, the Buddha-vehicle，Cariputra， do I teach creatures the law; 

tbere is no second,， nor a third.” 
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from the beginning have been riding,，and Bodhisatt- 

vasl when riding in it will enter into the state of Bud- 

dhahood. 

III. THE EXPLANATION. 

In what does the explanation of the general state- 

ment consist? 

工 his part consilsts of three subdivisions . 

I， The Revelation of the True Doctrine. 

2. The Refutation of False Doctrines. 

3 工 he Practice of the Right Path. 

7. 7Ae 有 Repelatdzot or te 7T7tUe Loctzt1ze. 

In the one soul we may distingulish two aspects. 

The one is the Soul as suchness (Zpttictatpatl)， the 

other is the soul as birth-and-death (czzsi7i). 了 ach 

in itself constitutes all things，and both are so closely 

interrelated that one cannot be separated from the 

other. 

-4.7Ne .9oz7 CS .9zc1272eSS. 

What is meant by the Soul as Suchness (ZZatatc- 

1pal2)，is the oneness of the totality of things (ZZa7z- 

MLCplilz);2? the great all-including whole, the quintes- 

1Literally，one who seeks perfect enlightenment，or one who 

is full of wisdom and comPpassion. 

2S. Beal in his English translation of AgSvaghosha's Bxaawza- 

caztta (Saczed DooRs or 11e East Vol. 入 IX.，p. 324，footnote) 

considers Caz7aaa7itzl to be“…the mystic or ideal world of the 

Northern Buddhists” and says it means literally the “1imit of 

dharma.” The interpretation is evidently wrong, not only because 
Cpilz according to the Macpyazzta-zzD2L5a-flstzra byVasubandhu 
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sence of the Doctrine. For the essential nature of 

the soul is uncreate and eternal. 

All things, simply on account of our confused sub- 

jectivity (smzz 刀 ))1appear under the forms of individ- 

uation. If we could overcome our confused subjec- 

tivity, the signs of individuation would disappear, and 

there would be no trace of a world of [individual and 

isolated] objects.? 

Therefore all things in their fundamental nature 

are not namable or explicable. 工 hey cannot be ade- 

duately expressed in any form of language They are 

(two Chinese translations : one by Paramartha A. D. 557-569, and 

the other by Hsiian-tsang A. 了 D. 69I) means root，base，cause，oOT 

Principle ; but because DApaxrzaacjpitz, ju Rauz 法 界 in Chinese， 

is not used by the Northern Buddhists in tbhe sense tbat Beal gives. 

It means on the other band this actual world considered from the 
Point of its forming the basis of the law ; or, to use modern scien- 

tific terminology, it is existence in its organised totality. ASva- 

ghosha uses the term here in this sense. 

1The term is usually rendered by recollection or memory，bnut 

Agvaghosha uses it apparently in a different sense. It must meaD 

subjectivity，or the perception of particularity，or that mental ac- 

tivity which is not in accordance with the suchness of things; 让 

otherwise, the whole drift of the Present Discourse becomes totall7y 

unintelligible. .7zztz is in some degree obviously syDnonymous 

with 4zzaya (ignorance) which is more general and more Prim- 

ordial than the former. Ignorance appears frst and when it starts 
the world-process, “subjectivity”"” is evolved, whbich in its tura 

causes particularisation to take Place 了 Particularisation does not 

annihilate suchness，but it overshadows the light of its perfect 

spiritual wisdom. 

2 Schopenhauer who says, “no subject without object," seems 

to express a similar idea that without subjectivity,“…the objective 

world "ie “the world as Forstelzijzp,， as representation of ob- 

jects”would vanish. 
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without the range of apperception. [They are uni- 

versals.] They [things in their fundamental nature] 

have no signs of distinction. [They are not particu- 

lars.] They possess absolute sameness (347NzCtlQ). 

[They are _ universals.] They are subject nelither to 

transformation，nor to destruction. They are nothing 

bnut the one soul, for which suchness is another desig- 

nation. Therefore they cannot be [fully] explained 

by words or exhausted by reasoning- 

While all words and expressions are nothing bnut 

representations and not reajlities，and their existence 

depends simply on our confused subjectivity，such- 

ness has no _ attribute [of Particularity] to spPeak of. 

But the term suchness is all that can be expressed in 

language，and through this term all other terms may 

be disposed of. 

In _ the essence of suchness,， there is neither any- 

thing which has to be excluded, nor anything which 

has to be added.? 

1ItIunderstand Agvaghosha correctly，hbe intends to say that 

to the sentient subject the world consists of a number of isolated 

objects. The nature of subjectivity is sense-apperception ; and in 

sense-apperception the particular things are Tepresented in the 
Particularity only, not in their suchness as momentarily material- 

ised universals._ We must overcome subjectivity in order to dis- 

cover suchness ; but when suchness is recognised, it is at once un- 

derstood to constitute the essence and only true reality of things. 

2The older translation has : “IJn the essence of suchness， 

there is nothing to be excluded, for all things are true ; nor is there 

anything to be added, for all things are such as they are. Be 让 

known therefore that as thus all things are undemonstrable and 
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Now the question arises: If that be so, how can 

all beings conform to and have an insight into [such- 

ness]? 

The answer is: As soon as you understand that 

when the totality of exilstence is SPpoken of, or thought 

of，there is neither that whlich speaks nor that which 

is spoken of there is neither that which thinks nor 

that which is thought of ; then you conform to such- 

ness; and when your subjectivity 1s thus completely 

obliterated, it is salid to have the Insight. 

Again there ls a twofold aspect in Suchness 计 

viewed from the Point of its expllicability. T 工 he first 

is trueness as negation (927pJatG,1 in the sense that 

unrepresentable [fby our confused understanding], they are called 
Suchbness.” 

1The term f27zz7at2 which means literally void or emptiness， 
has suffered a great deal of misunderstanding by those who are 

not well acquainted with Buddhist phraseology. I Mahayinists 
used the term, as imagined by some critics， in the sense of ab- 

solute nothingness，denying the existence of everything condi- 

tional as well as Unconditional，relative as well as independent， 
how could they speak about the highest truth ( Zazrazz67ztpasatyra) 

or the most excellent perfect enlightenment (az?zzLlLa7xsa7ayya 尼 - 

Sa711DocHz) which all conveys tbhe sense of a 伍 rmation ? What the 

Stnyata doctrine positively insists on， is the denial of sensational- 
ism, and the annihilation of the imagination that weaves a dualjlistic 

world-conception.， If this could be called a nibilism，every intel- 
lectual attempt to reach a unitary view of the universe would be 
Dibilistic, for it declares thbe untenability of a separate existence of 

matter and thought, me and not-me, etc. It is odd enougbh that 
such a self-evident truth should have escaped the keen observance 

of Christian critics， ASvaghosha here states that the bbfGtatathat 和 

is at once Sanya and aganya. It is Shinya because it transcends 
all forms of separation and individuation ; it is agQnya because 

all possible things in the world emanate from it 了 ven Nagarjuna 
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it 1s completely set apart from the attributes of all 

things unreal, that it is the real reality. The second 

is trueness as a 伍 rmation (cg2dzyjct2)， in the sense that 

it contains infnite merits，that it is self-existent. 

And again by trueness as negation we mean that 

in its [metaphysical] origin it has nothing to do with 

things defled [i. e.，conditional]，that it ls free from 

all signs of distinction existing among phenomenal 

objects，that it ls independent of unreal，Ppatrticularis- 

ing consciousness. 

Thus we undetstand that suchness (ZAtAttztlalpat2) 

1S neither that which is existence，nor that which is 

non-existence, nor that which is at once existence and 

non-existence，nor that which is not at once existence 

and non-existencej;i that it is neither that which is 

unity，nor that which is plurality，nor that which is at 

once unity and plurality, nor that which ls not at once 

unity and plurality.1 

who is supposed to be the founder of the nihilistic Praj 半 Sparamit 双 
system by Christian students of Buddhism, says in his 4LCa2ya- 

127Ba-fdstyw，Chap. XII.，that the idea of SGnyata and that of 

agbtnyata are both wrong, but that from the defticiency of language 
to denote the exact state of things he has made use of these terms. 

(Observe that Acvaghosha says the very same thing in the preced- 

jing Passages.) Nagarjuna therefore apparently had something in 

his mind to defne，but that something having nothing in common 

with things we daily encounter in ouUIT sense-world, he designated 

it canya， empty,， and he hoped by thus abnegating all Phenomenal 

existences，we could reach the highest reality，for ignorant minds 

are deeply saturated with wrong 3a 伍 rmations and false judgerments. 

1Cf. Nagiarjuna's “下 ight No's”doctrine which says :“ 工 here 

is no production (ztizlaau)，no destruction (zcczeca) no annihila- 

tion (xzzzocNa)，no Persistence (fdfzyata), no unity (ezlztipa)，no 
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In a word, as Suchness cannot be comprehended 

by the particularising conscliousness of all beings，we 

call it the negation [or nothingness，9z27z2zjClO] . 

The truth is that subjectivity does not exist by it- 

self， that the negation (92z1itll) is also void (927ztjCD 

in its nature， that nelither that which is negated [viz.， 

the external world] nor that which negates [viz.，the 

mind] is an Independent entity.1 

By the so-called trueness as afErmation，we mean 

that [as soon as we understand] subjectivity 1s empty 

and Unreal，we percelive the pure Soul manifesting 

itself as _ eternal，permanent，Iimmutable and com- 

Pletely comPprising all things that are pure._ On that 

account we call it a 伍 rmation [or reality，or non- 

emptiness，c827zJCtC].，Nevertheless， there is no trace 

of a 伍 rmation In it，because it ls not the product of a 

confused subjectivity，because only by transcending 

Subjectivity (smazlz) can it be grasped. 

D. 7He .ozxl as Dizzrt1-a7lC-Deat 万 . 

The soul as birth-and-death (sazzslzi) comes forth 

[as the law of causation] from the Tathiagata's womb 

(7z11igatasaxrbpu). But the immortal [ie.，such- 

Plurajlity (7z47z27t1za)， no coming in (人 Sazaazaa)， no going out (7z2z7-- 

Sa71ta).” The statement means that pure truth (2azazalztjpa) 

transcends all modes of relativity. (See the first chapter of the 

L06cNpYa71UtC-80SsL7rC) 

1IDn the Kantian sense of …things in themselves.… The Ma8- 

dhbyamika school would say they are all 4ztyazzta-f27ayatl&，com- 

Plete void，meaning that things are subject to transformation and 

have no absolute existence, 
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ness] and the mortal [i. e.，birth-and-death] coincide 

with each other.1 Though they are not identical，they 

are not a duality. [Thus when the absolute soul as- 

Sumes a relative aspect by its self-a 伍 rmation] it ls 

called the all-conserving mind (CLaJC-DIUNCNC] .2 

The same mind has a twofold signicance as the 

organiser and the producer of all things. 

Again it embraces two principles: (I) 卫 nlighten- 

ment; (2) Non-enlightenment. 

nlightenment is the highest quality of the mind ; 

it ls free from all [the limiting] attributes of subjec- 

tivity (smzzz)， Asit is free from all [limiting] attri- 

1Cf. the DBpaeazaaes8l, Chap.IX., P. 84: “Iamimmortality 
and also death; and IO Arjunal am that which is and that which- 

is not.” See also Chap. 久 .，p. 9o. 

2.2aya or dlayaw comes from the root 2 which means: ad- 

here; melt，dissolve; sit upon，dwell in，stay in，etc.; while its 

nominal form Zcxya means: act of clinging; melting, fusion，solu- 

tion，dissolution ; rest，repose; Place of rest，residence，house, 

dwelling. According to Paramartha，who belongs to the so-called 

“Older Translators,”the original Sanskrit equivalent of the“all- 

conserving mind ”seems to be aaya or alzya, for he translates 让 

by 太 x Mo smz1，not-disappearing mind，in the sense that this 
Imind retains everything in it._ But HHstian-tsang, the leader of the 

New Translators,” renders it by 4sazz& spz12，that is, the mind 

that hoards or preserves，or dwelling-mind or receptacle-mind， 

according to which the original seems to be dlaya，or aya with 

tbhe prefix 4 instead of its negative form with the particle c， The 

ultimate significance of the term in question，however，does not 

materially differ, whether it is zz 720, not-disappearing, or zsazxer 

house，Pplace of keeping things. My translation of the same is 

rather liberal, in order to make it more intelligible to the general 
reader. Some other Dames given to the dLaya-zz172C720 are czLLa， 

mind; dcizaaw, the supporting; 6fzraya, foundation or seeds. 
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butes of subjectivity，it is like unto Space (pigc)， 

penetrating everywhere,， as the unity of all (Zauzzz4- 

2pdlt] .That is to say, it 1s the universal Dharma- 

kayal of all Tathagatas. 

On account of this Dharmakaya，all Tathagatas 

are Spoken of as abiding in enlightenment Z _Z7zzozz。 

了 nlightenment Z brzoxz is contrasted with enlight- 

enment C bposterzo Through enlightenment 2 zior- 

lezztozz is gained no more than enlightenment C Z7zozz。 

Now we speak of enlightenment 2 boytexzo77 ;ji be- 

cause there is enlightenment w bjzo1tz there 1S non- 

1TThere seems to be a general misconception about the exact 
signifcance of the term ZNpa7z-z1aaApdlya which constitutes the cen- 

tral point of the Mahayana system. Most Western Buddhbist 

scholars render it the Body or Personality of the Law, understand- 

ing by law the doctrine of Buddha.， This may be correct in the 

Southern Buddhism as well as in its historical sense，because after 

the Nirvana of Buddha it was quite natural for his disciples to 
Personify the doctrine of their teacher,， as their now only living 

spiritual leader. But in the course of time it acquired entirely 

different signifcance and ceased to mean the personification of the 

Doctrine. Now cpzaz-mac，as aforesaid，does not only mean law or 

doctrine, but also it means an individual object, an idea, a sub- 

stance，or， when it is used in its broadest sense，existence in gen- 

eral， 天 CIya means a body or person, but not in the sense of an 

animated，sentient being; it denotes a system in which parts are 

connected, a unified whole, that which forms a basis, etc. Dharma- 

kaya therefore signifies that which constitutes the ultimate foun- 

dation of existence，one great whole in which all forms of individ- 

uation are obliterated，in a word, thbe Absolute This objective 

absolute being meanwhile has been idealised by MahaySanists so 

that that whbich knows is now identical with that which is known， 

because they say that the essence of existence is nothing but intel- 

ligence pure，perfect，and free from al1 possible worries and evils. 
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enlightenment，and because there is non-enlighten- 

ment we can Speak of enlijghtenment C poslezz07z. 

Again，when the mind is enlightened as to its own 

ultimate nature，it is called _ perfect enlightenment ; 

when it is not enlightened as to its ultimate nature，it 

is not perfect enlightenment. 

Common Peoplel (zzrtasg1aza)，who，becoming 

conscious of errors that occur in a succession of their 

mental states，abstain from making conclusions，may 

be spoken of as enlightened; but in reality theirs is 

non-enlightenment. 

Gravakas,? Pratyekabuddhas，and those Bodhi- 

1Pxtpae7Ta7za has a technical sense in Buddhism, for any one 
that is ignorant of the doctrine of non-atman and commits all 

those actions which lead one to a constant transmigration，is 

counted among the zzrojw7zz712z ZaUlLtzis to distinguish him from the 

Sravaka，Pratyekabuddha, and Bodhisattva. 

2The adcCpaxzzaagziaca7-gRa-.dtzra contains an explanation 
of these terms generally adopted by Mahayianists，which read as 

follows (see Kern's 刁 nglish translation of the same，Chap. III.，Pp. 

8o): “Now，CGariputra，the beings who have become wise have 

faith in the Tathagata, the father of the world, and consequently 
apply themselves to his commandments.， Amongst them there are 
some who，wishing to follow the dictates of an authoritative voice， 

apPply themselves to the cormmandment of the Tathagata to acquire 
the knowledge of the oz S7zeat Zrzit1ps, for the sake of 42ezzr ozo7z 

complete Nirvana. These one may say to be those who,，coveting 
the vehicle of the disciple (Sravaka), 和 y from the triple world.”. . . 

This is the defnition given to the SGr8avakayana. We proceed next 

to thbat of the Pratyekabuddhayana: “Other beings，desirous of 

the science without a master，of self-restraint and tranquillity，ap- 

ply themselves to the commandment of the Tathagata to learn to 
Understand cazses C7NQG eects (1 e.，L2e Lzuelze caz72S OF 7-eLa- 

lzo7zz) for the sake of zi2ez7 ozu7z comPplete Nirvana，T 工 hese one may 

say to be those who， coveting the vehicle of the Pratyekabuddha， 
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sattvas who have just entered their course，recognis- 

ing the difterence between subjectivity and the trans- 

scending of subjectivity both in essence and attri- 

butes, have become emancipated from the coarse form 

of particularisation. This is called enlightenment in 

appearance. 

Bodhisattvas of the Dharmakaya,l having recog- 

njsed that subjectivity and the transcending of sub- 

jectivity have no reality of their own [1.e.，are rela- 

tive], have become emancipated from the intermediate 

form of particularisation. This is called approximate 

enlightenment. 

Those who have transcended the stage of Bodhi- 

sattvahood and attained the ultimate goal，possess a 

consciousness Which is consistent and harmonious ; 

全 y from the triple world.”. . . Those who belong to these two 

classes desire to achieve on]ly the salvation of their own，and not 

that of all mankind，in which respect Bodhisattvas stand far supe- 

rior to them. We read in the same Sthtra to the following effect : 

“Others again，desirous of the knowledge of the all-knowing， the 

knowledge of Buddha, the knowledge of the self-born one，the sci- 

ence without a master，apply themselves to the commandment of 

the Tath 有 agata to learn to understand the knowledge, powers, and 

freedom from hesitation，of tbhe Tathagata，for the sake of the 

CO71211U02 ZUOECZL QQ 1a1Nz1t2eSS，OUL Go co128asszo72 to te zo7L0， 

oz ji2e De72e154 z0eaO a7Q 2a1EzzaeSS or ze z007LQ at Zr7e， Dot 太 

BOGS a1G 11ae12 07 te SaRe OF Le co1tziete Mazzrzbzau or a0 De- 

725S， These one may say to be those who，coveting the great 

vehbicle (mahayana), 人 y from the triple world， Therefore they are 
called Bodhisattva Mahgasattva.” (The italics are mine.) 

1Those who have recognised the all-prevailing Dharmakaya， 
but who have not as yet been able to perfectly identify themselves 

with 让 . 
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they have recognised the origin from which conscious- 

ness [or mentation] starts.1 IThis will truly be called 

enlightenment. 

了 aving transcended the attributes of enlighten- 

ment and the subtlest form of particularisation，they 

[ie.，Buddhas] have gained a Perfect and eternal in- 

sight into the very nature of the soul [i.e.，suchness], 

because the latter now presents itself to them in its 

absolute and immnutable form.? Therefore they are 

called Tathagatas，and theirs is perfect enlighten- 

ment;j and therefore it is said in the Sthtra3 that those 

who have an insight into the non-reality of all subjec- 

tivity，attain to the wisdom of the Tathagata.， 

In the preceding statement we referred to the origin 

from which consciousness [or mentation] starts ac- 

cording to the popular expression. In truth there is 

Do such thing as the origin of consciousness [or men- 

tation]; for consciousness [being purely subjective] 

has no absolute [but only a Phenomenal] existence. 

How can we then speak of its origin? 

The multitude of people (Zcpz1azati) are Salid to be 

1L1Consciousness，i. e.，mentation or mental activity，is tran- 
sient, it takes place in time,，and must not be confused with soul， 

or Suchness，or eternal wisdom. 

2In the older translation these passages are somewhat sim- 

plified. 

3The ZauxzRdzatlza .52 There are three Chinese transla- 

tions of the same still extant among the Japanese Tripitaka col- 
lection : (IT) by Gunabhadra, A. D. 443, four fascieuli ; (2) by Bo- 

dhiruci, A. D. 5r3, ten fasciculi; (3) by SGikshinanda，A. D. 7oo- 

70o4，seven fasciculi 
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lacking in enlightenment，because 1gnorance (CoiCja) 

prevails there from all eternity，because tbhere is a 

constant succession of confused subjective states 

(Coaztz) from which they have never been emancipated. 

But when they transcend their subjectivity，they 

can then recognise that all states of mentation，vViz.， 

thbeir appearance，Presence，change，and disappear- 

ance [in the feld of consciousness] have no [gen- 

uine] reality.1 TIhey are neither in a temporal nor in 

a spatial relation with the one soul,2 for they are not 

self-existent. 

When you understand this,，you also understand 

that enlightenment jostexzozz cannot be manufac- 

tured，for it is no other thing than enlightenment 

Z zzzto1z [which is uncreate and must be discovered].? 

And again enlightenment ca zxrzoxzz When impli- 

cated in the domain of deflement [i. e.，relativity]， 

is differentiated into two kinds of attributes : 

(IJ) Pure wisdom (zzra715029); (2) Incomprehensible 

activity (&Cz7zaC2 7 

1The older translation differs a little, but agrees in the main. 

2The older translation reads : “The four states of mentation 
are simultaneous [they belong together in time，i. e.， they are in 

uninterrupted succession], but have no self-existence，because en- 

lightenment wa zzo7zz alvwways remains in its Sameness.” 

3This passage is wanting in the older translation. 
《The differentiation of enlightenment into two distinct qual- 

ities，wisdom and action，or,，according to the terminology of later 

Mah8ayinists，wisdom and love，constitutes one of the Principal 
thoughts of the Mahayiana Buddhism and shows a striking sim- 

ilarity to the Christian conception of God who is considered to be 
full of in6nite ljove and wisdom. 
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By pure wisdom we understand that when one， 

by virtue of the perfumingl Power of the Dharma, dis- 

ciplines himself truthfully [i. e.，according to the 

Dharma]l，and accomplishes meritorious deeds，the 

mind [i.e.，2Lxya-zz1Hlzaci] which implicates itself with 

birth-and-death will be broken down，and the modes 

of the evolving-consciousness2 will be annulled ; while 

the pure and genuine wisdom of the Dharmakaya 

manifests itself.3 

Though all modes of consciousness and mentation 

are mete products of ignorance，ignorance in its ulti- 

mate nature is identical and not-identical4 with en- 

lightenment wa bxzozz and therefore lignorance in one 

sense is destructible，while in the other sense it ls in- 

destructible. 

This may be illustrated by [the simile of] the water 

and the waves which are stirred up in the ocean， Here 

the water can be said to be identical [in one sense] 

and not-identical [in the other sense]5 with the waves. 

The waves are stirred upP by the wind,， bnut the water 

rermains the same. When the wind ceases，the mo- 

tion of the waves Subsides ; but the water remains 

the same. 

1This term will be explained later on. See P. 84. 

2 For the explanation see below，Pp. 76. 

3 Note that the Dharmakaya is not the…Body of the Law,” 

but suchness (2pt2tlatatljzadl) itself， which transcends the limits of 

time and space as well as the law of causation. 

《Literally，“… neither identical nor not-identical.” 

5Literally,，“…neither identical nor not-identical.”" 
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Likewise，when the mind of all creatures which in 

its own nature is pure and clean, ls stirred UP by the 

wind of ignorance (aztizZya)，the waves of mentality 

(zz77lzrce] make their appearance. These three [I.e,， 

the mind，ignorance，and mentality]，however，have 

Do [absolute] existence, and they are neither unity Dor 

Plurality.1 

But the mind though pure in its essence is the 

source of the awakened [or disturbed] mentality. 

When 1gnorance is annihilated,， the awakened men- 

tality is tranquilised，whilst the essence of the wisdom 

remains Unmolested.? 

Incomprehensible activity which we know Proceeds 

from pure wisdom，uninterruptedly Produces all ex- 

cellent SPiritual states. That ls to say，the person- 

ality (4&2jJC) of the Tathagata,? which in exuberance 

contalins immeasurable and ever-growing merits，re- 

veals ltself to all beings according to their varlous 

Predispositions [or characters], and accomplishes for 

them innumerable [spiritual] benefits. 

Eurther there is a fourfold signlifcance in the na- 

1That is, they are one in one sense, but different in the other 
Sense，. 

?In the older translation the last two paragraphs read : 
′“ 工 iewise the mind of all beings though clean and pure in its 

own nature is disturbed [or awakened] through the wind of ignor- 

ance. Neither the mind nor ignorance has any form and attribute 

fof its own]. They condition each other. But the mind itself 

Dot being the Principle of disturbance its movability will cease 
when ignorance is gone, though its essence，wisdom, remains un- 

molested.” 
3 Or the 7apL2LpatacayzDZaz. 
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ture of enllightenment whose purity may be likened 

unto space or a bright mirror， 

The frst great signifcance which may be likened 

unto space and a bright mirror，is trueness as Dega- 

tion (9z2zyadC)，in the sense that enlightenment is ab- 

solutely unobtainable by any modes of relativity or by 

any outward slgns of enlightenment. 

The second great signifcance which may be likened 

unto space and a bright mirror，is trueness as a 全 rma- 

tion (cczztyCtC)，in the sense that all things [in their 

ultimate nature] are perfect and complete，and not 

subject to destruction ; In the sense that all events in 

the phenomenal world are reflected in enlightenment， 

so that they neither Pass out of it，nor enter into it， 

and that they neither disappear nor are destroyed ; 

that they are in one eternal and immutable soul which 

by none of the defled things can be defled and whose 

wisdom-essence enveloping Immeasurable and innu- 

merable merits，becormes the cause of perfuming the 

minds of all beings. 

The third great signifcance which may be likened 

unto space and a bright mirror, is the a 人 rmation as 

free from the hindrances (Czcazczaci)，in the sense that 

enlightenment is forever cut of from the hindrances 

both affectional (&legdzcazrazi) and intellectual (77cy2- 

001CN0J，as Well as from the mind [1.e.， 2LCyC-I27Nlzzi] 

which implicates itself with birth-and-death，since it 

is in its true nature clean，Ppure，eternal，calm，and 

imnmutable. 
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The fourth great significance which may be likened 

unto space and a bright mirror，is the a 伍 rmation as 

unfolding itself，in the sense that on account of a lib- 

eration from the hindrances, it transforms and unfolds 

itself，wherever conditions are favorable，in the form 

of a Tathagata or in some other forms,， in order that 

all beings might be induced thereby to bring their 

rootl of merit (&zg8alLajxzt2Ula] to mmaturity.2? 

By the so-called non-enlightenment，we mean that 

as the true Dharma [fi. e.，suchness] is from all etern- 

ity not truthfully recognised ln its oneness，there 1s- 

sues forth an unenlightened mind and then subjectiv- 

ity (szzztz).、 But this subjectivity has no self-existence 

independent of enlightenment Z zzzo7z. 

To illustrate : a man who is lost goes astray be- 

cause he is bent on pursuing a certain direction ; and 

his confusion has no valid foundation other than that 

he is bent on a certain direction. 

It is even the same with all beings. They become 

1Max Miiller renders the term by“ “stock of merit," but Ithink 

“stock "is not very ftly adopted to denote the sense usually at- 
tached to it by Buddhists. According to them, karma，be it meri- 

torious or not-meritorious, has an e 鱼 cient Power to bear the fruit ; 

therefore every act done by us like the root of a plant has a regen- 

erative force potentially reserved within itself，and does not, like a 

stock of things which are not necessarily alive, remain dormant 
lacking productive powers in it. 

“According to the older translation，the first significance is 
called the“…mirror of transcendental (or emmpty) trueness"; the sec- 

ond，the “mirror of the perfuming Principle”; the third，the 

“mirror of the dharma of liberation ”; and the fourth, the…mir- 

rar of the perfuming cause.” 
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Unenlightened, foster their subjectivity and go astray) 

because they are bent on enlightenment. But non- 

enlightenment has no existence of its own aside from 

its relation with enlightenment c zzoxz And as en- 

lightenment 2 bprzoxrz is spoken of only in contrast to 

non-enlightenment，and as non-enlightenment is a 

non-entity，true enlightenment in turn loses its sig- 

nifcance too. [That is to say, they are Simply rela- 

tive.] 

In blindness1l there arose non-enlightenment of 

which three aspects are to be noted.， These three are 

not Independent. 

The frst aspect 1s ijgnorant action (CUtCJCA&G7zA2GP2 .2 

A disturbances of the mind [i.e.，2Lcji-zz77lzpzc] caused 

by non-enlightenment characterises the beginning of 

karma. When enlightened, the mind is no more dis- 

1 有 Rather “…carelessness."” This is missing in the older trans- 
lation . 

2The term““ignorant action ”reminds us of Schopenhauer's 
“blind will "and we might translate the Chinese terms zzs czzxo 
不 贤 ignorant or unconscious, by“blind.” On the other hand， 
the expression reminds one of Goethe's words in Faust: “Im Anfang 
war die That,"i. e., in tbhe beginning there was karmai; and this 

karma starting in an unenlightened condition was blind or ignor- 
ant, it was as yet Unconscious of its goal which is the attainment 

of the eternal truth, the discovery of enlightenment a zzzozz.， CTf. 

also the CZiztcopya LIzazzzsaa，VI，2. 

3 By“disturbance "is meant that the mind or soul，awaking 

from a state of perfect sameness and tranquillity, discriminates the 

subject and the object, me and not-me IThe“disturbance” it- 
self, bowever, is neither good nor bad ; the fault lies in clinging 

to thbis dual aspect of existence as absolute，utterly ignoring tbeir 
fundamental identity. 五 ftace the clinging from your mind, and 

you are purifed and saved. 
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turbed. But by its disturbance misery (Czp&pte) 1S 

Produced according to the law of causation. 

The second aspect is that which percelives [i.e.， 

the ego or subject]. In consequence of the disturb- 

ance of the mind there originates that which percelives 

an external world. When the mind is not disturbed， 

Perception does not take place. 

The third aspect is the external world.Ihrough 

Perception an unreal external world originates. Inde- 

Pendent of that which perceives [ie., the ego or sub- 

ject]，there is no sutrounding world [or the object].! 

Conditioned by the unreal external world, six kinds 

of Phenomena arise in sSUccesslon. 

The first Phenomenon 1s intellljgence [1. e.，Ssensa- 

tion]. Being affected by the external world the mind 

becomes consclious of the difterence between the agree- 

able and the disagreeable. 

The second phenomenon is succession [i.e., mem- 

ory]. FEollowing upon intelligence，memory retalins 

the sensations agreeable as well as disagreeable in a 

continuous successlion of subjective states. 

The third phenomenon is clinging. Through the 

retention and succession of sensations agreeable as 

well as disagreeable，there arises the desire of cling- 

ing. 

The fourth Phenomenon is an attachment to names 

1This is the idealistic phase of the Mahayana Buddhism. 
Berkeley says : “Take away the Perceiving mind and you take 

away the objective world.” 
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[or ideas，xsaxwz7730]，etc.1 By clinging the mind hy- 

Postasises all names whereby to give defnitions to all 

things. 

The ffth Phenomenon is the performance of deeds 

(&azza). On account of attachment to names，etc.， 

there arise all the variations of deeds，productive of 

individuality-. 

The sixth phenomenon is the suftering due to the 

fetter of deeds. Through deeds suftering arises in 

which the mind fnds itself entangled and curtailed of 

its freedom. 

Be it therefore known that all defled things do 

Dot exist by themselves, for all of them have arisen 

from ignorance-. 

Now there ls a twofold relation between enlighten- 

ment and non-enlightenment : (I) identity ; (2) non- 

identity. 

The relation of identity may be illustrated by the 

1Here is again a strange agreement with Western philosophy. 
The nominalists speak of names as mere 1zatzris zoczs and the things- 

in-themselves (i. e.，what is conceived by names) are declared to 

be unknowable by 玫 ant. Dr. Paul Carus goes one step further by 

declaring that there are no things-in-themselves，but forms-in- 

tbhemselves,，viz.， the eternal tyPpes of beings or Plato's ideas.， The 

clinging to names is based on the metaphysical error of interpret- 
ing names as entities or things-in-themselves，which exhibits the 

nominalistic phase of Buddhbism. On the other hand, the strong 
emphasis laid on the reajlity of suchness，or what Dr. Carus calls 
the purely formal, shows the realistic phase of Buddhism. The 

word “hypostasises" used in the next Passage means literally in 

the younger translation “frmly builds a basis for," in the older 

one we read literally “one sets separately forth what is unreal， 

ie.， names and words.”" 
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simile of all kinds of pottery which though difterent 

are all made of the same clay. Likewise the undeftled 

(czlgzaza)Jl and ignorance (aztaya) and their Various 

transcient forms come all from one and the same en- 

tity. Therefore Buddha teaches? that all beings are 

from all eternity ever abiding in Nirvana.? In truth 

enlightenment cannot be manufactured, nor can it be 

created ; it is absolutely intangiblej it is no material 

existence that is an object of sensation. 

The reason why enlightenment nevertheless as- 

sumes tangible material form is that it sufters defile- 

Iment4 which is the source of all transient forms of 

manjifestation. Wisdom itself has nothing to do with 

Imaterial Phenomena whose characteristic feature is 

1A dharma not subject to the transformation of birtb and 

death is called 无 漏 zwozx 7ox in Chinese and cyrzifzaza in Sanskrit. 

It is commonly used in contrast to 有 漏 Ja lox and sdfzazaw, which 

means“… defled "or “conditional.” 

2 This teaching is set forth in the fourth chapter of the 有 zzaa- 

LaxRt8y-tz7zz7zrczefa .247a，one of the most popular Mahayana texts in 

China as well as in Japan.， T 工 here are several Chinese translations 
still extant，the earliest of which was produced during the first 

half of the third century of tbe Christian era. 

3 Observe that Nirvana is here used as a Synonym of suchness 

(222Latlat2atE). 

《IThat is to say，being mixed up in the material world. “De- 

flement ”does not necessarily mean evil or immorality. Anything 

that does not come directly from the fountain-head of suchness, 

but is in some way or other “perfumed ”by ignorance, the prin- 

ciple of individuation, is called deftiled or impure,， From tbhe eth- 

ical point of view it may be good or bad, according to our subjec- 

tive attitude towards it All that should be avoided is a clinging 
to the Phenomenal existence. 
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extension in Space， and there are no _ attributes there 

by which wisdom can become tangible， This is the 

meaning of Buddha's brief statement just referred to. 

The relation of non-identity may be illustrated by 

the difterence that obtains among the various kinds 

of pottery. The relation among the undeflled and 

ignorance and their various transient forms of mani- 

festation is similar to it. 

And again，by the law of causation (petzpzitya7yCD] 

in the domain of birth-and-death (samsvdzi] we mean 

that depending on the mind [ie.，d/aya-zzzHlzac] an 

evolution of the ego (NizUis) and consciousness (2Z7- 

Hilza)Jl takes place in all beings. 

What is meant by this? 

In the all-conserving mind (2LzyJC-Zt7Hlzpa) ignor- 

ance obtains; and from the non-enlightenment starts 

that whlich sees，that which represents，that which 

apPprehends an objective world,，and that which con- 

stantly particularises， IThis ls called the ego (zzaaztc4). 

144axzozzyzzlztau in the older translation. Now zz77zi7aa (or 

10272022772072C)，7U032QS and cztta are to a Certain extent synonyIm- 

ous and interchangeable, as all designating that which feels, thinks 

and wills, or whbat is commonly called mind. According to a gen- 

eral interpretation of Mahayinists，the following distinction is 

made among them : cztlac,， mind, is more fundarmental，somehow 

corresponding to the conception of the soul, for it has the inherent 
Capacity for ideation as well as for the power of storing up within 

itself the results of experience ; the most characteristic feature of 

the Meajzas, the ego, is to constantly refect on itself and to un- 

Consciously assert the existence of tbe egoi; the zz77zl7zzaw,，conscious- 

Dess, is principally the faculty of feeling，Pperceiving，discriminat- 

ing, judging, etc., in short, general mental activity or consciousness，. 
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Five diffterent names are given to the ego [accord- 

ing to its different modes of operation]. 

The frst name is activity-consciousness (人 azmti- 

2t11Hlpau2p) in the sense that through the agency of 1g- 

norance an Unenlightened mind begins to be disturbed 

[or awakened]. 

The second name is evolving-consclousness [Zrzc- 

zzttz-ot17Czaa ie., the subject], in the sense that when 

the mind is disturbed, there evolves that which sees 

an external world. 

The third name is representation-consciousnessS， 

in the sense that the ego (maczNif) represents [or re- 

Hects] an external world. As a clean mirror refiects 

the Images of all description，it is even So with the 

representation-consciousness. When it is confronted， 

for instance，with the fve objects of sense， it repre- 

sents them at once，instantaneously，and without any 

ef{ort. 

The fourth name is particularisation-conscious- 

Dess, in the sense that it discriminates between difter- 

ent things defiled as well as pure. 

The ffth narme is succession-consciousness [ie.， 

memory],， in the sense that continuously directed by 

the awakening consciousness [or attention, waajzi5p&azg] 

it [zzazcr] retains and never loses or suffers the de- 

struction of any karma， good as well as evil，which 

bad been sown in the past，and whose retribution， 

Painful as well as agreeable, it never fails to mature， 

be it in the present or in the future; and also in the 
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Sense that it unconsciously recollects things gone by， 

and in imagination anticipates things to come. 

Iherefore the three domains1l (zziopta) are nothing 

but the self-manifestation of the mind [ie.，dlLxyc- 

zzNilza whlich is practically identical with suchness， 

Zpzttctatpat2].2 Separated from the mind, there would 

be no such things as the six objects of sense. 

Why? 

Since all things，owing the principle of their ex- 

istence to the mind (2Lcya-ztz77ilzpa)，are Produced by 

subjectivity (smzz 龙 )，all the modes of Particularisation 

are the self-particularisation of the mind. The mind 

in itself [or the soul] being，however，free from all 

attributes，is not difterentiated. 工 herefore we come 

to the conclusion that all things and conditions in the 

Phenomenal world，hypostasised and established only 

through 1ignorance (dzzCya) and subjectivity (szaztz) 

on the Part of all beings, have no more reality than 

the images in a mirror.3 Ihey evolve simply from 

1They are: (I) Domain of feeling (&4maalopa); (2) Domain of 

bodily existence (>2zaZopau); (3) Domain of incorporeality (cz2za- 

Zo&a). 

2The mind or dayaw-zz17zlzau is suchness (or，as DrI. Carus 

would say,““purely formal thought,") in its operation，where 让 t 

may be called the rational Principle in nature or the Cesetz7126S- 
szgRett of the cosmos. It manifests itself not only in human rea- 

son，bnut appears also as the Principle of individuation，determin- 
ing all particular forms of existence， as will be explained in the 

following lines. 

3 Compare Schopenhauer's conception of the world as Fo 

SteZLzl72Ar 
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the ideality of a particularising mind.， When the mind 

is disturbed， the multiplicity of things 1s produced ; 

but when the mind is quieted，the multiplicity of 

things disapPpears. 

了 By ego-consciousness (MtCjHODt1NCia) We mean that 

all ignorant minds through their succession-conscious- 

ness cjling to the conception of 7 and zeot-7Z [ie.，a 

separate objective world] and misapprehend the na- 

ture of the Six objects of sense. The ego-conscious- 

ness is also called separation-consciousness，or phe- 

Domena-particularising-consclousness，because it is 

nourished by the perfumingl infuence of the preju- 

dices (gxzaza)，intellectual as well as aftectional. 

The mind [or consciousness，zz7Hlzai] that starts 

from the perfuming infuence of ignorance which has 

no_ beginning cannot be comprehended by the intel- 

lect of common People (Zrtpasjatpa)，Gravakas and 

Pratyekabuddhas. 

It 1s partially comprehended by those Bodhisattvas 

at the stage of knowledge-and-practice， who discipline 

themselves，Practise contemplation and become the 

Bodhisattvas of the Dharmakaya; while even those 

who have reached the highest stage of Bodhisattva- 

hood cannot thoroughly comprehend it. 

The only one who can have a clear and consum- 

mate knowledge of it is the Tathagata.z 

1 The term will be explained later. 

2The same idea is expressed in the Cztzzzl]2 .S&lza as well as 
in the Za7xzpLzataza .2tzra where Buddha preaches the unfathom- 
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Why? 

While the essence of the mind is eternally clean 

and pure，the infuence of ignorance makes possible 

the existence of a deftiled mind.， But in spite of the 

defled mind，the mind [itself] is eternal，clear，Pure， 

and not subject to transformation. 

Eurther as its original nature is free from particu- 

larisation，it knows in itself no change whatever， 

though it produces everywhere the various modes of 

existence- 

When the oneness of the totality of things (CZcazzzti- 

CH4lzv) is not recognised，then ignorance as well as 

Particularisation arises，and all phases of the defiled 

mind are thus developed. But the significance of this 

doctrine is so extremely deep and unfathomable that 

ableness of the nature of suchness which, though pure in its es- 
sence, is yet subject to deflement or conditionality, 一 the mystery 

that can be comprehended only by a fully enlightened mind.， 了 Re- 

ferring to this incomPprehensibility of the relation of suchness and 

ignorance, let me quote what Herbert Spencer says in his KZzzst 
zzzztczzles (American ed.，p. 45): “For every religion，setting out 

though it does with tacit assertion of a mystery, forthwith proceeds 
to give some solution of this mystery ; and so asserts that it is not 

a mystery passing human comprehension. 了 But an examination of 
the solutions they severally Propose, shows them to be uniformly 

invalid. The analysis of every possible hypothesis proves，not 
simply tbat no hypothesis is su 印 cient，but that no hypothesis is 

even tbinkable. And thus the mystery which all religions recog- 
Dise, turns out to be a far more transcendent mystery than any of 

them suppose 一 not 3a relative,，but an absolute mystery.” Js not 
thbe relation of suchness and ignorance the very mystery to which 

Spencer makes the allusion here ? Agvaghosha's solution is that 
only Buddha can grasPp iit. 
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it can be fully comprehended by Buddhas and by no 

others. Now there are Six diftferent Phases of the 

defhiledl mind thus developed : 

I. Interrelated [or secondary] defilement by at- 

tachment，from which Gravakas， 了 Pratyekabuddhas 

and those Bodhisattvas at the stage of faith-adapta- 

tion can be freed， 

2. Interrelated [or secondary] defilement by suc- 

cession, from which Bodhisattvas with strenuous eftorts 

at the stage of faith，can partially be freed, and at the 

stage of pure-heartedness，completely. 

3. Interrelated [or secondary] deflement by the 

Particularising intelligence, from which Bodhisattvas 

are gradually freed during their advancement from the 

stage of morality to the stage of wisdom，while upon 

reaching the stage of spirituality，they are eternally 

freed from it. 

4， Non-interrelated [or Primary] deflement by be- 

1I 工 he defilement which is the product of the evolution of the 

Claya-zzy7zlzau is of two kinds，pPrimary and secondary. 工 he Pri- 
mary defilement is c zzo7z originating with the birth of the mind. 

There is as yet no distinct consciousness in it of the duality of the 

subject and the object, though this is of course tacitly asserted. 

ASvaghoshba calls the Primary deflement “…non-interrelated, "mean- 
ing that there is no deliberate rehexion in the ego to assert itself. 
The secondary defilement called “…interrelated "on the other band 

explicitly assumes the ego in contradistinction to the non-ego and 

frmly clings to this conception，which brings forth all selfish de- 

sires and actions on the part of the deftiled mind. The former 
being more fundamental than the latter is comPpletely effaced from 

the mind only after going through all different stages of religious 

discipline. 
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lief in an external world，which can be exterminated 

at the stage of matter-emancipation. 

5. Non-interrelated [or primary] deflement by be- 

lief in a perceiving mind，which can be exterminated 

at the stage of mind-emancipation. 

6. Non-interrelated [or primary] deflement by the 

fundamental activity，which can be exterminated in 

entering upon the stage of Tathagatahood，Ppassing 

through the highest stage of Bodhisattvahood. 

Erom not recognising the oneness of the totality 

of things (CUazzztaidpiizi)，Bodhisattvas can Partially 

be liberated by passing first from the stage of faith 

and the stage of contemplation to the stage of pure- 

heartedness ; while when they enter upon the stage 

of Tathagatahood,， they can once for all put an end 

[to the illusion]. 

By“interrelated ”we mean that there is [in this 

case] a distinction [or consciousness of a duality] be- 

tween the mind in itself and particularisation，that 

there 1s [here] a distinction [or consciousness of a 

duality] between the defiled and the Pure，[and there- 

fore] that there is [here] an interrelation between that 

Which percelives and that which determines. 

By non-interrelated ”we mean that the mind [in 

this case] is perfectly Identifed with non-enlighten- 

ment, so that there is no distinction [or consciousness 

of a duality] between these two，[and therefore] that 

there 1s no consciousness of interrelatlion between that 

which perceives and that which determines. 
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The defled mind is called atffectional hindrance 

(&iegdlzyazazl)，because it obscures the fundamental 

wisdom of suchness (Opzlcetkatpat2) TIgnoranceils called 

intellectual hindrance (7zzejGzazrazac)，because it ob- 

scures the spontaneous exercise of wisdom from which 

evolve all modes of activity in the world. 

What is meant by thls? 

On account of the defled mind attachment a 伍 rms 

itself in innumerable ways;j and there arises a dils- 

tinction [or consciousness] between that which appre- 

hends and that which js apPrehended.， 工 hus believ- 

ing in the external world produced by subjectivity， 

the mind becomes oblivious of the Principle of same- 

ness (5C720dE) that underlies all things. 

The essence of all things is one and the same, Per- 

fectly calm and tranqulil， and shows no sign of be- 

coming ; lgnorance， however, js in its blindness and 

delusion oblivious of enlightenment，and，on that ac- 

count, cannot recognise truthfully all those conditions， 

difterences，and activities which characterise the Phe- 

nomena of the universe. 

Eurther we distinguish two phases of the self- 

Imanifestation of the mind [i.e.，2/caya-zzz72za，under 

the law of causation] as birth-and-death (yczzyCzi). 

The first is the cruder phase，being the state of an in- 

terrelated mind ji the second is the more refned phase， 

being the state of a non-interrelated mind. The crud- 

est phase is the subjective condition of common peo- 

ple (pripas871axza)i the more refned of the crude or 
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the cruder of the refhined is the subjective state of a 

Bodhisattva.1 These two Phases [of the lLajC-zt7727ztC 

as the principle of birth-and-dqeath] originate through 

the perfuming power of ignorance. 

The birth-and-death (sazasCza) has its zct50o2 Elze 

(petla) and ilts cause [or condition，zprctyayC] Non- 

enlightenment is the xcziroz Lelre and the external 

world as produced by subjectivity is the condition. 

When the yczroxz ieElre is annihilated, the condition is 

annihilated [i. e., loses its conditioning power]. When 

the condition ls annihilated, the state of an interrelated 

mind ls annihilated，WVWhen the xczroxz CIeElre is annihil- 

lated，the state of a non-interrelated mind [too] is 

annihilated. 

It may be asked: If the mind be annihilated, how - 

can there be mentation? If mentation really occurs， 

how can there be annihilation? 

In _ reply we say that while the objection is well 

founded，we understand by the annihilation，Dnot that 

of the mind itself，but of its modes [only]. 

To illustrate: the water shows the symptoms of 

disturbance when stirred up by the wind.， Have the 

wind annihilated,， and the symptoms of disturbance 

on the water will also be annihilated，the water itself 

remalining the same. Let the water ltself，however， 

be annihilated，the symptoms of disturbance would 

no Imore be perceptible; because there 1s nothing 

1The older translation adds : The most refined of the refned 

is the spiritual state of a Buddha. 
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there through which it can show itself. Only so long 

as the water is not annihilated，the symptoms of dis- 

turbance may continue. 

It is even the same with all beings. IThrough 

ignorance their minds become disturbed.， Let 1gnor- 

ance be annihilated，and the symptom of disturbance 

will also be annihilated, while the essence of the mind 

[ie.，suchness] remains the same，Only if the mind 

itself were annihilated，then all beings would cease to 

exist，because there would be nothing there by which 

they could manifest themselves. But so long as the 

mind be not annihilated, its disturbance may continue. 

A constant production of things defled and pure is 

taking Place on account of the inter-perfuming of the 

four difterent powers which are as follows : the first is 

the pure dharma, that is, suchness (pztatcat11patl);i the 

second is the Principle of deflement，that 1s，1gnor- 

ance (cotzya);i the third is the subjective mind，that 

is，activity-consciousness (azM2C2gt17211C2);i the fourth 

is the external world (zzpayC&) of subjectivity，that is， 

the six objects of sense. 

By “perfuming”we mean that while our worldly 

clothes [viz.，those which we wear] have no odor of 

thelir own, neither oftensive nor agreeable, they acquire 

one or the other according to the nature of the sub- 

stance with which they are perfumed. 

Now suchness is a pure dharma free from defile- 

ment. It acquires，however，a quality of deflement 

owing to the perfuming power of 1ignorance. On the 
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-other hand,， lgnorance has nothing to do with purity. 

Nevertheless，we speak of its being able to do the 

work of purity，because it in its turn is perfumed by 

SUuchness. 

How are defiled things continually produced by 

Perfuming? 

Determined by suchness [in its relative aspect]， 

lgnorance becomes the zczyoz 2'eElre of all forms of 

defilement，， And this lgnorance perfumes suchness， 

and,， by perfuming suchness，it produces subjectivity 

(smaz 龙 ). This subjectivity in its turn perfumes ignor- 

ance.， On account of this [reciprocal] perfuming, the 

truth is misunderstood. On account of its being mis- 

understood，an external world of subjectivity appears 

[viz.，a conception of Particulars as Particulars] . 

Further，on account of the perfuming Power of sub- 

jectivity, various modes of individuation are produced. 

And by clinging to them,， various deeds are done, and 

we sufter as the result miseries，mentally as well as 

bodily. 

There are two senses In What we call “the Per- 

fuming power of the external world of subjectivity?”: 

(I) that which strengthens particularisation ;1 (2) that 

which strengthens attachment. 

There are again two senses in what we call“the 

perfuming Power of the subjective mind”: (I) that 

1The older translation has“subjectivity” instead of “… par- 

ticularisation.” These two terms are synonymous and frequently 

intercbhanged in the later translation as well as in the older one. 
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which strengthens the fundamental activity-conscious- 

ness，whereby Arhats，Pratyekabuddhas and Bodhi- 

sattvas are subject to the miseries of birth and death ; 

(2) that which strengthens the Phenomena-particu- 

larising-consciousness，whereby all common People 

(zxrt1pagjazta] are subject to the miseries of being fet- 

tered by prior deeds (&az1tai ， 

There are also two senses in what we call“the 

perfuming power of jignorance”: (I) a fundamental 

perfuming, in the sense that the activity-consciousness 

is thereby actualised; (2) a perfuming of intellect and 

affection，in the sense that the phenomena-particular- 

ising-consciousness is thereby actualised. 

How are pure things constantly produced by Per- 

fuming? 

Suchness perfumes ignorance,， and in consequence 

of this perfuming the mind involved in subjectivity 1s 

caused to loathe the misery of birth and death1l and 

to seek after the blessing of Nirvana. This longing 

and loathing on the patt of the subjective mind in 

turn perfumes suchness. On account of thls Perfum- 

ing infuence we ate enabled to believe that we are in 

possession within ourselves of suchness whose essen- 

tial nature 1s pure and immaculate; and we also rec- 

ognise that all phenomena In the world are nothing 

but the illusory manifestation of the mind (CLcyar- 

2217lpi] and have no reality of thelir own. Since we 

1Birth and deatb do not necessarily refer to our life only，bnut 
in tbeir widest sense to the Phenomenal world. 
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thus rightly understand the truth，we can practise the 

means of liberation，can perform those actions which 

are in accordance [with the Dharma]. Neither do 

we particularise, nor cling to. By virtue of this dis- 

cipline and habituation during the lapse of innumer- 

able asamkhyeyakalpas,l we have ignorance annihj- 

lated. 

As ignorance is thus annihilated, the mind [ie.， 

2Lciya-zz110pi] is no more disturbed so as to be sub- 

ject to individuation._ As the mind is no more dis- 

turbed，the particularisation of the surrounding world 

is annihilated.。 When in this wise the Principle and 

the condition of defilement，thelir products， and the 

Imental disturbances are all annihilated, it is said that 

we attain to Nirvana and that various Spontaneous 

displays of activity are accomplished.? 

1Literally，countless ages，but it has a_ technical meaning. 

Childer's Pali Dictionary，szip zoce: “The term Razbpa is given to 

certain vast periods or cycles of time，of which there are three， 

LaNzLlRalba， 4Ssaz1aRNYEYaCRaLba and 47ztla7aRalzba All the Ca- 

jazllas are Subject to an alternate process of destruction and 

Tenovation， and a LaupdpaLbpa is a period which elapses from the 
commencement of a ca&yzazdta to its complete destruction. 下 ach 

Zaiatzbpa is subdivided into four 4sazaRpy'eyaRazpls. . . .下 ach 

4sazztRpyeyaRaLba contains twenty 47ztazraAaLzbls，an 47ata7ra- 

Ralpha being the interval that elapses while the age of man in- 
Creases from ten years to an wsSa711zRNIJey'Q，and then decreases 

again to ten years; this period is of immense duration.” See also 

the third Koratj2izza (chapter) of the 42DAzaGNa7z7taCROfC by Vasu- 

bandhu. 

2Notice that Nirvina is not inactivity or nothingness as com- 

monly supposed. It is， according to Acvaghosha, the annihilation 
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There are two senses in what we call “the perfum- 

ing of the subjective mind”: (I) the perfuming of the 

Phenomena-particularising-consclousness，whereby all 

common People (Zr1ag71az0J，Gravakas，and Praty- 

ekabuddhas are induced to loathe the misery of birth 

and death，and，each according to his own capacity， 

to step towards the most excellent knowledge (ZoCdAz- 

DaztNtrppatdtz)i (2) the perfuming of the ego (zzazas)， 

whereby courageously making up their minds，Bodhi- 

Sattvas Unhesitatingly step towards and enter into 

Nirvana,， that has no fxed abode. 

There are also two senses in what we call'ethe 

Perfuming of suchness"”: (I) essence-perfuming，and 

(2) activity-perfuming. 

7HAe Eye1zce-Pez1itzg. 一 下 mbracing in full from 

all eternilty infnite spotless virtues (Zxzigzaza) and in- 

comprehensibly excellent spiritual states that can e 伍 - 

ciently exercise an eternal and incessant infuence 

upPon all beings, suchness thereby perfumes the minds 

of all beings.i 

In consequence of this perfuming Power，they are 

caused to loathe the misery of birth and death，and 

to long for the blessing of Nirvana, and believing that 

they are in possession within themselves of the true， 

of the ego-conception, freedom from subjectivity, insight into the 

essence of suchness，or the recognition of the oneness of existence. 

1The older translation : “(I) 也 mbracing from all eternity 
things spotless and possessing in full some inconceivable activity 
and (2) being capable to objectify itself, suchness through these two 

attributes constantly and eternally exercises its perfuming power."” 
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valid Dharma, to call forth their aspiration (cztlodzplidcIl 

and to discipline themselves. 

Here a question arises: If all beings are uniformly 

in possession of suchness and are therefore equally 

perfumed by it，how is it that there are some who do 

not believe in it，while others doji and that there are 

such immeasurable stages and inequalities among 

them, which divide the path from the first stage of as- 

Piration up to the last stage of Nirvana，while accord- 

ing to the Doctrine all these difterences should be 

equalised? 

In reply we say this: Ihough all beings are uni- 

formly in Possession of suchness， the intensity [of the 

infuence] of ignorance, the principle of individuation， 

that works from all eternity，varies in such manifold 

grades as to outnumber the sands of the Ganges. And 

it is even So with such entangling Prejudices (&legcu or 

CgxzczyC) as the ego-conception,， intellectual and affec- 

tional Prejudices，etc. [whose Perfuming ee 全 ciency 

varies according to the karma previously accumulated 

by each individual], 一 all these things being compre- 

hended only by the Tathagata. Hence such immeas- 

urable degrees of difference as regards belief，etc.? 

1This has a technical sense and is explained below. 

?The view here set forth is illustrated in the ffth chapter of 

the .Saaapa7z7aa-zbzi7aCa7zr8a 274 by the relation of the rain and 

Plants。 “Then， 玫 airyapa，the grasses，shrubs，herbs，and wild 

trees in this universe, such as have young and tender stalks, twigs， 

leaves, and foliage, and such as have middle-sized stalks， twigs， 

leaves,，and foliage, and such as have the same fully developed, all 

those grasses, shrubs，herbs, and wild trees, smaller and greater 
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Further, there is made in the doctrine of all Bud- 

dhas a distinction between zczfoz ZeEtlzre (petla) and 

cause (pratyayiJ. When both are fully satisfted，the 

fnal goal [of Buddhism] is attained and actualised. 

To illustrate: the combustible nature of the wood 

is the rcioz LeElre of a fire. But if a man is not acC- 

quainted with the fact，or， though acquainted with it， 

does not apply any method [whereby the potential 

Principle can be actualised]，how could he produce a 

fre and burn the wood? 

It is even so with all beings. Although they are 

in possession of suchness as the Petrfuming 7Czo7N 

ZeElze yet how could they attain to Nirvana， if they 

do not happen, as the cause, to see Buddhas or Bodhi- 

sattvas，or good sages，or even if they see them,， do 

not Practise good deeds (caz7C&)，do not exercise Wis- 

dom (Zra7142)，do not destroy prejudices (Elegc)? 

Conversely, by the cause alone, il.e., by their mere 

happening to see all good sages, it is not sure for 

them that they will be induced to loathe the misery 

(other) trees will each，according to its faculty and power，suck 
the humid element from the water emitted by that great cloud， 
and by that water which，caZZ oy ozze essezce, has been abundantly 

poured down by the cloud, they will each，according to its germ 

[i.e., karma], acquire a regular development，growth, shooting up， 

and bigness; and tbhey will produce blossoms and fruits, and will 

Teceive，eac7 Seze7zally their names， Rooted in ozze cz7zCz zt2e Sa71te 

sojl，cl tose [az7exezzb] azatlzes of Plants and germs are 

drenched and vivifed by water C1 oze esSSe?tCe zzrOzBNott 

(Kern's 丘 nglish Translation，P. IT9. 工 he italics and words in 
brackets are by the present translator.) 
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of birth and death and to long for the blessing of Nir- 

vana，unless indeed they were in possession within 

themselves of the intrinsic perfuming Principle as the 

1C140l LEl1e， It is，therefore，only when both the 

zloUl Etye and the cause are fully actualised that 

they can do so. 

再 ow are the rzzroz ZeEtre and the cause to be fully 

actualised? 

Now, there is an inherent perfuming Principle 训 

one's own being，which，embraced and Protected by 

the love (mctztii ) and compassion (&azzxzl] of all Bud- 

dhas and Bodhisattvas, is caused to loathe the misery 

of birth and death，to believe in Nirvana, to cultivate 

their root of merit (4&zgCLczztlla)，to habituate oneself 

to it，and to bring it to maturity. 

In consequence of this，one ls enabled to see all 

Buddhas and Bodhisattvas，and，recelving instruc- 

tions from them, is beneftted，gladdened， induced to 

Practise good deeds，etc., till one attain to Buddha- 

hood and enter Into Nirvana. 

7Ne 4ctzptzty-Pexz1zzat18. 一 By this is meant nothing 

else than the perfuming infuence of the external cause 

over all beings. It asserts itself in innumerable ways. 

Briefy speaking we may distinguish two kinds of it : 

(I) individual; and (2) universal. 

THpe Zzpidiptduil Cazse. 一 All beings since their frst 

aspiration (czttotpdaa)] till the attainment of Buddha- 

hood are sheltered under the guardianship of all Bud- 

dhas and Bodhisattvas who，responding to the re- 
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quirements of the occasion, transform themselves and 

assume the actual forms of personajlity-. 

Thus for the sake of all beings Buddhas and Bodhi- 

sattvas become sometimes their Parents，sometimes 

their wives and children，sometimes thelir kinsmen， 

sometimes their servants，sometimes their friends， 

sometimes their enemies，Ssometimes reveal them- 

selves as devas or in some other forms. 

Again Buddhas and Bodhisattvas treat all beings 

sometimes with the four methods of entertainment;,1 

sometimes with the six paramitas,? or with some other 

deeds, all of which are the inducement for them to 

make thelir knowledge (Zocpz ) Perfect. 

Thus embracing all beings with their deep com- 

Passion (NiapiCha7zUN2)，wWith their meek and tender 

heart，as well as their Immense treasure of blissful 

wisdom，Buddhas convert them in such a way as to 

suit their [all beings] needs and conditions ; while 

all beings thereby are enabled to hear or to see Bud- 

dhas,，and, thinking of Tathagatas or some other per- 

sonages, to increase their root of merit (&z8CLaz1ztlLC). 

This individual cause is divided into two kinds : 

(IT) that which takes effect immediately，enabling one 

without delay to attain to Buddhahoodj; (2) that which 

takes effect gradually，enabling one to attain to Bud- 

dhahood only after a long interval. 

1Catlzl7zz-sa7tp1aNaUast2127 in Sanskrit.， 下 hey are (I) Cizaa， 

charity; (2) 2Zzzyazaca7zzGd， endearing speech; (3) cz-tzaca7zyE，be- 

neficial action ; (4) sa7zzikzzlz 上 lp，co-operation. 

2This is explained below. 
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卫 ach of these two ls further divided into two 

kinds: (I) that which increases one's root of merit ; 

(2) that which induces one to enter into the path 

(ztzlzgC]. 

THe LU1ttpexyCl Cazxye. 一 With _ universal wisdom 

(sazaat21Hlzaa2) and universal Wishes (CNactdCbzC7Nt- 

pizpapg)allBuddhas and Bodhisattvas desire to achieve 

a_ universal emancipation of all beings. This desire 

is eternal and spontaneous on their part. And now 

as this wisdom and these wishes have the perfuming 

power over all beings, the latter are caused to think 

of or to recollect all Buddhas and Bodhisattvas，so 

that sometimes hearing them, sometimes seeing them， 

all beings thereby acquire [spiritual] benefts (2zlczdC)， 

That is，entering into the sam8dhi of purity，they de- 

stroy hindrances wherever they are met with, and ob- 

tain all-penetrating insight,l that enables one to be- 

come conscious of the absolute oneness (CNzatC) of 

the universe (3CzpClLopta) and to see innumerable Bud- 

dhas and Bodhisattvas.: 

Again, this perfuming of the essence and the ac- 

tivity may be divided into two categories : (I) that 

which is not yet in unison [with suchness]; (2) that 

which is already in unison [with suchness]. 

By that perfuming which ls not yet In unison [with 

suchness] we understand the religious discipline of 

1Literally,，an unimpeded eye. 

2The older translation difters a little，but without any con- 

siderable change in the meaning. 
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common people (zzrtpag71aza])，Gravakas，Pratyeka- 

buddhas， and novice Bodhisattvas. While their 

strength of faith (grcdaplbala) perfumed by the ego 

(zzaziar] and the ego-consciousness (NiCNOUV2INCNC) en- 

ables them to continue their religious discipline，they 

have not yet attained to the state of non-particulari- 

sation，because their discipline is not yet in unison 

with the essence of suchness ; nor have they yet at- 

tained to the spontaneity of action (3zCJCNztA&a7zZ1UCGP 2 

because their discipline is not yet in unison with the 

activity of suchness. 

By that perfuming which is already in unison [with 

suchness]，we understand the religious discipline of 

Bodhisattvas of the Dharmakaya. They have attended 

to the ' state of non-particularisation，because their 

discipline is in unison with the self-essence of all 工 a- 

thagatas ; they have attalined to the spontaneity of ac- 

tion，because their disclpline is in unison with the 

wisdom and activity of all Tathagatas. Allowing them- 

1The spontaneity of action means action without attachment 

or free from the ego-conception. It is somewhat similar to Lao- 

Tze's idea of zzwzx zwez non-assertion._ Cf. also the following pas- 
sages from the BApakeazaaeld Chap. IV.,p. 59 :和 Actions defile 
Ime not， 工 have no attachment to the fruit of actions."' 卫 . 6o : 
“He is wise among men，he is possessed of devotion，who sees in- 

action in action and action in inaction." . .“Forsaking all at- 

tachbment to the fruit of action,， always contented，dependent on 

Done，he does nothing at all, though he engages in action.” 了 P. 64 : 

“He .. .who identifties his self with every being, is not tainted 

though he performs (action).”'…Action in inaction and inaction in 

action ”exactly coincides with the Practical side of Acvaghosha's 
doctrine of suchness (2p1NtatauLpzatd). 
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selves to be infuenced only by the power of the 

Dharma，their discipline acquires a _ nature of spon- 

taneity and thereby perfumes suchness and destroys 

ignorance-. 

Again the incessant Perfuming of the defled 

dharma [ie.，ignorance] from all eternity works on ; 

but when one attains to Buddhahood，one at once 

pnuts an end to it. 

TIhe perfuming of the pure dharma [i. e.，such- 

ness] works on to eternity，and there is no interrup- 

tion of it. Because by virtue of the Perfuming of the 

Dharma, that is，suchness，subjectivity is on the one 

hand annihilated, and the Dharmakaya is on the other 

band revealed, and the perfuming Process of the ac- 

tivity [of suchness] thus originated forever goes on. 

C. 7Ne 7H7zee7ola .28722Ncaztce cot2e MaH6yC1C CXNLaz7zeC. 

Again the quintessence and the attributes of such- 

ness (pzltatlatpatE) know no diminution or addition， 

but remain the same in comrmon people (2zrtlpa&7azzi]， 

Gravakas，Pratyekabuddhas，Bodhisattvas，and Bud- 

dhas. It was hot created in the past, nor ls it to be 

annihilated in the futurej;i it 1Ss eternal，Permanent， 

absolute ; and from all eternilty it su 和 鱼 cingly embraces 

in its essence all possible merits (2xzz2C)、 

That is to say，Suchness has such characterlstics 

as follows : the effulgence of great wisdorm ; the uni- 

versal illumination of the dharmadhatu [universej]; 

the true and adequate knowledge ; the mind pure and 
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clean in its self-nature ; the eternal，the blessed, the 

self-regulating and the pure jl the tranqull，the im- 

mutable, and the free. And there is no heterogeneity 

in all those Buddha-dharmas which，outnumbering 

the Sands of the Ganges，can be neither identical 

(epdlztpa) nornot-identical (zlzlzrtpa] [with the essence 

of suchness], and which therefore are out of the range 

of our comPprehension. Accordingly suchness is called 

the Tathagata's womb (alpdlgataga7ppu) or the Dhar- 

makaya.? 

It may be questioned : While it was stated before 

that Suchness is devolid of all characteristics (/z&rNpa7zi)， 

how can it now be said without contradiction that it 

embraces In full all such merits? 

In reply it would be said that though suchness in 

truth abundantly embraces all merits，yet it is free in 

its _ nature from all forms of distinction ; because all 

objects in the world are of one and the same taste， 

are of one reajlity，have nothing to do with the modes 

of Particularisation， and are not of dualistic character. 

Depending on the Principle of birth-and-death，such 

as the activity-consciousness (&azU2CDi2717lzza2)，etc.， 

however, all signs of difterence and individuation ap- 

Pear. 

1These four qualities are usually considered by Mah&yinists 

to be those of Nirvana as well. 

2 Observe here again that Dharmakaya is used in a sense quite 

difterent from its ordinary interpretation as the “Body of the 
Law.” 
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How are those qualifcations to be assigned to 

SUchness? 

Though all things in their [metaphysical] origin 

come from the soul alone and in truth free from par- 

ticularisation，yet on account of non-enlightenment 

there originates a subjective mind [fi.e.， layc-zzz71lzzi 

that becomes conscious of an external world (zzrpajCI). 

This we call jignorance (czzzya). Nevertheless the 

essence of the mind [or the soul] is perfectly Pure， 

and there is no awakening of ignorance in it，Thence 

We assign to suchness this quality,， the eftulgence of 

great wisdom. 

If the mind being awakened perceive an external 

world，then there will be something that cannot be 

Percelved by it. But the essence of the mind has 

nothing to do with perception [which presupposes the 

dual existence of a perceiving subject and an object 

Petrcelved]j so there is nothing that cannot be per- 

celived by it，[that is，the world of relativity is sub- 

merged in the oneness of suchness]._ Thence we as- 

sign to suchness this quality, the universal illumination 

of the uniVerse (CNZajtCCACLtUT. 

When the mind is disturbed, it fails to be a true 

and adequate knowledgej;i it fails to be a Pure，clean 

essence j it fails to be eternal, blissful，self-regulating， 

and pure ji it fails to be tranquil，etc. On the con- 

trary，it will become transient，changeable，unfree， 

and thertefore the source of falsity and defilement， 

while its modifcations outnumber the sands of the 
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Ganges. But when there is no disturbance in the 

essence of the mind，Vwe speak of suchness as being 

the true，adequate knowledge, etc.，and as possessing 

pure and clean mertits that outnumber the sands of 

the Ganges. 

When the mind is disturbed it will strive to be- 

come conscious of the existence of an extetrnal world 

and will thus betray the imperfection of its inner 

condition. But as all infnite merits In fact constitute 

the one mind which，perfect in itself，has no need of 

Seeking after any external things other than itself，so 

Suchness never fails to actualise all those Buddha- 

dharmas, that, outnumbering the sands of the Ganges， 

can be said to be neither identical nor non-identical 

with the essence of the mind，and that therefore are 

utterly out of the range of our comprehension. On 

that account Suchness 1is designated the Tathagata's 

wompb (axzpdigatagazbpia] or the Tathigata's Dharma- 

Kaya. 

What is meant by the activity of suchness is this : 

all Buddhas，while at the stage of discipline, feel a 

deep compassion (7NtilCpa7ztUNl) [for all beings]，prac- 

tise all paramitas，the four methods of entertainment 

(catpl1t-3CNS71CALU0512N1 )， and many other meritorious 

deeds; treat others as their own self，wish to work 

out a _ universal salvation of mankind in ages to come， 

through limitless numbers of kalpas ; recognise truth- 

fully and adequately the Principle of equality (rzzzcdO) 
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among people;i and do not cling to the Individual ex- 

istence of a sentient being.! 

By virtue of such a great wisdom that Works means 

of emancipation (zjlje715229),? they annihilate 1gnor- 

ance that knows no beginning ; recognlse the Dharma- 

Kaya in its original purity; spontaneously perform in- 

cormprehensible karmas3 as well as varlous unfettered 

moral activities ; manifest themselves throughout the 

universe (CNpaxwztaapltx)，identify themselves with 

Suchness，and leave no traces of comPpujlsion. 

And how is thls? 

Because all Tathagatas are the Dharmakaya it- 

self,5 are the highest truth (zarczzlzrtpascatyc) itself， 

1The older translation reads : “For they consider all sentient 
beings as their own self and do not cling to their individual forms. 
联 ow is this?” Because they know truthfully that all sentient be- 

ings as well as their own self come from one and the same such- 

ness, and no distinction can be established among them.” 

2 Cf. the second, third, fourth, ffth，and seventh chapter of 

the aaa7z7zaa-zzi7zCa7z 扩 ww Qt，in which Buddha preaches 

about the means of salvation. 

3That is, “action in inaction and inaction in action.” 

《Acvaghosha's conception of religious 1life as identical in its 

essence with poetry or fine art，I think，closely resembles that of 

Kant who says in his Crzzzgze or /zaemae7ztkl that the production 

of fne art should appear as 计 the work of nature. To quote his 
own words : “Als Natur aber erscheint ein Produkt der Kunst da- 

durch，dass zwar alle Piinktlichkeit in der Uebereinkunft mit Re- 

geln，nach denen allein das Produkt das werden kann，was es sein 

soll, angetroffen wird, aber ohne Peinlichkeit, dq. i., ohne eine Spur 

zu zeigen，dass die Regel dem Kiinstler vor Augen geschwebt und 
seinen Gemiithskriften Fesseln angelegt habe.” (KE7aztzR Cez- Cr-- 

ZNezZsRza， Kirchmann's edition，P. TI69.) 

5 Cf. Fac7zacczeczRi， Chap.XVII: “And why，O Subhhti, the 
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and have nothing to do with conditionality (SC&7Z2Z7ZALz- 

yati] and compulsory actions;j whereas the seeing， 

hearing，etc. [ie.，the Particularising senses] of the 

sentient being diversify [on its own account] the ac- 

tivity of 工 ath8agatas. 

Now this activity [in another word, the Dharma- 

kiaya] has a twofold aspect. The frst one depends 

on the Phenomena-particularising-conSsciousness，by 

means of which the activity is concelived by the minds 

of common people (Zrtpasg7axzta)，Gravakas，and Prat- 

yekabuddhas. This aspect is called the Body of 

Transformation (7277-12C720ACJCD， 

But as the beings of this class do not know that 

the Body of Transformation is merely the shadow [or 

refection] of their own evolving-consciousness (Zi- 

2z11lt-0t1lzaa])，they imagine that it comes from some 

external sources， and so they give it a corporeal limi- 

tation. But the Body of Transformation [or what 

amounts to the same thing，the Dharmakaya] has 

nothing to do with limitation and measurement.1 

The second aspect [of the Dharmakaya] depends 

on the activity-consclouUusness (az110DU1NC1N0) by means 

of which the activity is concelived by the minds of 

name of Tath 和 gata ? It expresses true suchness (DAULatat]zatd). 

. It expresses that he had no origin, . . . It expresses the de- 

struction of all qualities (CAZa7-72a). It expresses one who had 
no origin Whatever. . . . Because, O Subhati, no-origin is the high- 

est goal.” 

IThe older translation reads simply:“ 工 hey cannot thoroughly 

understand it [i, e.，the true nature of the AMWz7-712072CZCYC.]” 
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Bodhisattvas while passing from their frst aspiration 

(cztiotplav) stage up to the height of Bodhisattva- 

hood.， This is called the Body of Bliss (semizbpepgta- 

4&CJCT)， 

The body has infnite forms.， The form has infnite 

attributes. The attribute has linfnite excellencies， 

And the accompanying rewardsl of Bodhisattvas, that 

is，the region where they are predestined to be born 

[by their previous karma]l，also has infnite merits 

and ornamentations,， Manifesting itself everywhere， 

the Body of Bliss is infnite,，boundless,，1limaltless，un- 

intermittent [in its action], directly coming forth from 

the mind.? 

All these merits being actuallised through the Per- 

fuming of such spotless deeds as the paramitas3，etc.， 

as Well as through the incomprehensible perfuming 

power [of enlightenment & bxzozi], the Sambhogakaya 

1Buddhists distinguish two kinds of the retribution which we 

receive as the fruit of karma previously accumulated by ourselves: 

tbhe first one called Principal” is our bodily existence ; the sec- 

ond called …accompanying ”is the region where we are destined 

to be born. 

2The older translation has: “It is boundless，cannot be ex- 

hausted, is free from the signs of limitation. RMIanifesting itself 
wherever it should manifest itself， it always exists by itself and is 

Dever destroyed or lost.” 

3The six Paramitas are commonly enumerated : (I) charity 

(aiza); (2) morality (fla); (3) patience (Asd7zztz ); (4) energy (Z223'a); 

(5) meditation (G]yriCzaa); (6) wisdom (zzra1714)、When we speak of 

the ten Paramitas, the following four are to be added : expediency 

(zzdlya); Prayer or vow (ZrazzzGNlh1aa); strength (ZaZa); knowledge 

(7zzl&zaa)j， An explanation of the six Paramitas is given below， 
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embraces infnite attributes of bliss and merit. 工 here- 

fore it is also called the Body of Reward. 

What is recognised by common people (ZLpag- 

Ja1aJ， etc.， is the coarsest form of the activity of the 

Dharmakaya. There is a variety of it according to 

the Six difterent states of creation.1 It has no attri- 

butes of infnite merits and blessings. 

What is recognlised by Bodhisattvas at the frst 

stage 1s a fner form of the activity of the Dharma- 

kaya. As they frmly believe in Suchness，they can 

have a partial Insight into it, and undetrstand that the 

Body of the Tathagata ls not departing，is not com- 

ing, is free from arrest? [ie.，the Tathagata?s work 

is eternal and constant]，that every thing is but a re- 

fHected shadow of the mind,， not independent of such- 

ness. But these Bodhisattvas have not yet freed 

themselves from the fnest form of particularisation， 

because they have not yet entered into the order of 

the Dharmakaya. 

Bodhlsattvas at the stage of pure-heartedness are 

able to recognise the finer form of the activity [of the 

Dharmakaya]. 工 heir insight is more penetrating than 

the former. When they reach the height of Bodhi- 

sattvahood their Insight becomes perfect. 

By the fner form of the activity we understand 

1The Six states of creation (Sal) are: (IT) Deza (gods); (2) 
4Iazzzs1Oa (men)j; (3) 4sz7a (demons); (4) Prreta (ghosts); (5) 727-- 

Ja&Syo7zz (animals); (6) WizaRa (inhabitants of hell). 

2 Cf. the Fe7zaccjeazRL .327a， Chap. XXIX (Saczeg BooRs 

or ije as 上 Vol XILIX.，p. IT42). 
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the Body of Bliss (saz2pogaplljyt)，As long as they are 

Possessed by the activity-conscliousness，they would 

conceive the Body of Bliss.! But when they are libe- 

rated from it, all traces of individuation would become 

obliterated. Because all Tathagatas come from [one 

and the same] Dharmakaya，have no distinction of 

this-ness and that-ness, have no corporeal forms that 

are characterised by recliprocal limitation. 

A question arises here: If the Dharmakaya of Bud- 

dhas is devoid of variously difterentiated corporeal 

forms,， how is it that it can manifest ltself in various 

corporeal forms at all? 

In reply we say: The Dharmakaya can manifest 

itself in various corporeal forms just because it is the 

Ieal essence of them. Matter (7z2pc) and mind (czttc) 

from the very beginning are not a duality. So we 

speak of [the _ universe as] a System of rationality 

(zzrac1japljC])，seeing that the Teal nature of matter 

just constitutes the norm of mind. Again we speak 

of [the universe as] a system of materiality (CAZa7jzzi- 

42ya)，seeing that the true nature of mind just consti- 

tutes the norm of matter.? 

Now depending on the Dharmakaya，all Tathaga- 

tas manifest themselves in bodily forms and are inces- 

1The last two sentences are missing in the older translation， 

2Cf.the following passages from the Pra71726-Zlzra11Uat6&-27zrCaXG 
dira: Form (lzau) is emptiness (f2720'ald) and emptiness is 

indeed form. Emptiness is not difterent from form, form is not 
difterent from emptiness. What is form that is emptiness，what is 

emptiness that is form.” 
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santly present at all points of space.1 And Bodhisatt- 

vas in the ten quarters，according to their capabilities 

and wishes，are able to manifest infnite Bodies of 

Bliss and infinite lands of ornamentation，each one of 

which，though stamped with the marks of individual- 

ity，does not hinder the others from being fused into 

it，and this [mutual fusion] has no interruption. 

But the manifestation of the Dharmakaya in [in- 

fnite] bodily forms is not comprehensible to thbe 

thought and understanding of common People;i be- 

cause it is the free and subtlest activity of suchness.? 

Again, in order that all beings might be induced 

to step forward from the gate of birth-and-death to 

that of suchness，we endeavor to let them understand 

that those modes of existence Such as matter (72ji)， 

etc. [i.e.，the fve skandhas]3 are imperfect， 

Why are they imperfect? 

When we divide some gross [or composite] mat- 

ter，we can reduce it to atoms (Czz)， But as the atom 

will also be subject to further division，all forms of 

material existence，wWhether gross or 和 ne，are nothing 

but the shadow of Particularisation Produced by a 

subjective mind,，and we cannot ascribe any degree of 

[absolute，or Independent] reajlity to them. 

1The older translation : “ 工 herefore it is preached that the 
Dharmakaya is omnipresent. The corporeal forms by which it 
manifests itself have no limitation.” 

2This passage is missing in the older translation 

3They are matter (2za); sensation (ZeCazzal); idea (Sa7za77z6); 

action (SC7MzSARC1ax); and consciousness (zz7724h7z). 
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Let US next go over to and examine the other 

skandhas [that have temporal existence]._ We find 

there too that we can gradually reduce them to ksha- 

nas [ie.，infinitesimal divisions of time]，whose na- 

ture，however closely scrutinised，does not give any 

sign of [indivisible] oneness. 

It ls even the same with the objects of non-aggre- 

gate (CC1Ntp1tC-CNpa111t0) .II 工 hey cannot have their 

Own existence independent of the universe (CNZazzzta- 

Lplit)]， Be it therefore understood that the same may 

be sald in regard to all objects without exception in 

the ten quarters of space.? 

As a lost man who takes the east for the west， 

1AH phenomena in the world, physical as well as mental， are 
divided into two great classes : (I) ,JazzsR7LacNa7-N120， ie.，that 

which consists of parts temporal or spatial; (2) 4sa7zzsSA7tcCa7-7120Q， 

i. e., that which does not consist of parts. The first class is sub- 

divided into four Principal departments which are also subject to 

a further subdivision, seventy-two in the Hinayana system (accord- 

ing to the 42Dpzdpa7-12cRora-fdsizru) and ninety-four ip tbe Mahba- 

yana (according to the 77zikzza7tL7aszCCNz-flstzra)、 The four 

Principal departments are: (I) 82pa (physical phenomena); (2) 
Czzta (thought or understanding); (3) CazttlacaNaz-71aax OF Czttasa712- 

rayzRtasa7z2spC1C (mental phenomena); (4) CztLaz2Z7rayaRta- 

Sa71tSplza (that which does Dot belong to the former，namely， 

relation that obtains among things). As for the second class， 

4saxa2sRjtacNa7z1120， Mahayanists subdivide it into six while Hina- 

yanists subdivide it into three. For details see the two Gastras 

above mentioned. 

2The last 6ve paragraphs are missing in the older translation 

which has simply this instead: “The external world which consists 

in the six objects of sense does not exist independently of our mind， 

and the mind having no forms and attributes cannot be grasped 

even 让 we search for it throughout the ten quarters.” 
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while the quatrter ls not changed on account of his 

confusion，so all beings，because of their misleading 

ignorance，imagine that the mind 1s being disturbed， 

while in reajlity lt 1s not. 

But when they understand that the disturbance of 

the mind [il.e., birth-and-death] is [at the same time] 

immortality [viz.，suchness]，they Would then enter 

into the gate of suchness. 

2. 7Hpe Rejauutlatzot Oo Cre ZDDoctyrz11e5. 

All false doctrines Invariably come out of the at- 

man-conception. If we were liberated from it，the 

existence of false doctrines would be impossible. 

There are two kinds of the atman-conception : (I) 

Belief in the existence of a personal atman for ego- 

soul]; (2) Belief in the existence of atman in things 

[or things-in-themselves].! 

C. Arze Kalse 1azerts DelQ 0y 71ose 112o Belzere zz 

Zejrso7z2aZ 4L712C72. 

There are five difterent views springing from 让 

[belief in the ego]j, which are held by common people 

(DApaR1C1NC] . 

First，hearing that it is said in the Sthtra2 that the 

1This denial of the existence of things-in-themselves is one of 

the Principal features of the Mahyaina as distinguished from thbe 
Hinayana Buddhism. 

?It is not exactly known to what Satra or Satras thijs refers， 

bnut the analogy of this kind is frequently met with in most of tbhe 
Mahayana texts. 
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Dharmakaya of the Tathagata is perfectly tranquil and 

may be likened unto space (d:pire)，yet not under- 

standing its Purport, ignorant people cling to the view 

that the nature of the Tathagata is eternal and omnij- 

Present in the same sense as Space is. 

In order that this clinging to the false doctrine 

may be eliminated，be it clearly understood that 

space is nothing but a mode of particularisation and 

that it has no real existence of its own. Where there 

is a Petception of space, there is side by side a per- 

ception of a variety of things，imn contradistinction to 

which space is spoken of as if existing independently. 

Space therefore exists only in telation to our partic- 

ularising consclousness. 

Further since matter (7UUbpe] as stated before，is 

Imerely a Particularisation of the confused mind， it is 

clear enou8gh that space cannot have any independent 

existence. JIn a word all modes of relative existence， 

our phenomenal world as a whole，are created simply 

by the Particularisation of the confused mind. If we 

become dissociated from the latter，then all modes of 

relative existence vanish away by themselves ; while 

the soul alone, in its truth and suchness， pervades the 

whole universe. The soul, therefore, that constitutes 

the essential nature of the Tath8agata，cannot be com- 

pared with space, though the latter may be said to be 

in a _ certain limnited sense eternal and real. 

SecondIy，hearing that it is salid in the Sifhtras 

that all things in the world without exception are per- 
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fect emptiness (zcztaegz7z2jCiC)， that even Nirvanal or 

suchness is also perfect emptiness, is devoid in its true 

nature of all characteristics (cppaztl])，yet not under- 

standing its purport, ignorant people cling to the view 

that Nirvana or suchness is a nothing，devoid of con- 

tents. 

In order that this clinging may be eliminated， be 

it clearly undetrstood that suchness or Dharmak8aya in 

its self-nature (VCb1plCac) is not a nothing (9z7zayClC) but 

envelopes in full immeasurable merits (&zxzpC) Which 

make Up its true nature. 

Thirdly，hearing that it 1s said in the Shtras? that 

the Iathagata's womb (txlpdgalaga7zbpa) enVelopes 

full all kinds of merits which constituting its true na- 

ture do neither suffer augmentation nor diminution， 

yet not understanding its Purport，ignorant people 

cling to the view that there is in the Tathagata's 

womhb itself an inherent and fundamental distinction 

between the two objects，matter (72bpe) and mind 

(cztlaI). 

In order that this clinging may be eliminated，be 

1Fa-tsang，a commentator of the present Discourse， quotes 

tbe MapLNzra7724-8Czra7ztztC-9Ut7a as here referred to The Sdtra 

says: “也 ven Nirv&na is like a mirage, like a dream. Nay, if there 

be something superior to Nirvna, TI declare it is also like a mirage， 
like a dream.” 

2For instance，we read in the second volume of the ZauzzRL- 

zataza Ntza (translated into Chinese by Ciksananda): The 

Tathagatagarbha is in its intrinsic nature Pure，clean，eternal， 

Permanent, unintermittent, and immutable; it embraces the thirty- 

two excellent qualities， and abides within the body of all sentient 
beings,”etc. 
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it clearly understood that suchness (pt2tutatpatl) has 

nothing to do with any form of distinction produced 

by deftlement，and that even in case We speak of its 

Possessing innumerable meritorious characteristics， 

they are free from the traces of deflement. 

Eourthly，hearing that it is said in the Sihtras1 

that even all impure and defiled things in the world are 

Produced through the Tathagata's womb (taz1lgata- 

Sa7ppa) and that all things in the world are not at 

variance With Suchness，yet not understanding its 

Purport, ignorant people imagine that the 工 athagata's 

womb all-containingly envelopes all objects of defile- 

ment in the world. 

In order that this clinging may be eliminated，be 

it clearly understood that the Iathagata's womb all- 

containingly envelopes pure and spotless merits (gzx7zii) 

which, outnumbering the sands of the Ganges, are not 

at variance with suchness; that the prejudices (GCpzczc 

or plegc) and defiled objects，which also outnumber 

the sands of the Ganges are nothing but non-entity， 

have from the frst no self-exlistence (72COphbzt)，have 

never been in correspondence with the Iathagata's 

womb ; that there is no reason to Suppose that the 

Tathagata's womb had been corresponding with de- 

fled objects，but has now by virtue of intellectual in- 

tuition been freed from falsity and deflement. 

1Though not exactly known to what Sttra or Sttras the ref- 
erence is made here，we can easily find similar passages in the 

Mahsyana texts,， such as the Za7z2Rlzata7a，the Cr2z12406，etc. 
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Fifthly,，hearing that it is said in the Sttrasl that 

depending on the Tathagata's womb, there 1s birth- 

and-death (sazzrlze) as well as the attainment of Nir- 

vana, yet not understanding its Purport, 1gnorant peo- 

ple imagine that depending on the Tathagata's womb 

there is a_ beginning for .birth-and-death，and that 

since there is the beginning，Nirvana is in turn Sub- 

ject to extinction. 

In order that this clinging may be eliminated，be 

it clearly understood that as the Tathagata's Womb 

has no beginning，ignorance and birth-and-death de- 

pending on it have also no beginning ; that it 1s a VieW 

held by the tirthaka2 [i.e.，the followers of the Valifge- 

1These are not also exactly known. 

2 It is not precisely known how many philosophical schools， 

called tirthakas by Buddhists，were fourishing just at the time 

of Arvaghosha.， The Mzxzzeizta .UL7zrc and the zz1zala27LLz72777- 

Cera 11zra mention Six of them which were existing at the time 

of Buddha: (IT) Phrana Kacyapa; (2) Maskarin Gocaliputra; (3) 

Saijayin Vairattitputra; (4) Ajita Kecakambala; (5) Kakuda Katy- 

ayana; (6) Nirgrantha Jatiputra. In a _ commentary on the 大- 

77267za7124l70-fGCsL7C，however, which is a later production than this 

Discourse, twelve difterent tirthaka schools are enumerated. 工 hey 

are: (I) the Samkhya school; (2) the Vaicesika school; (3) the 

school which believes in Mahecvara as the creator; (4) the school 

which believes in Mahabrahma as the creator; (5) the school 

which maintains that Time is the creator; (6) the school which 

maintains that Space is the creator; (7)the school which maintains 

that Water is the creator; (8) the school which says that the world 

exists by itself ; (9) the school which says that the creation comes 

from Quarters; {Io) the school which maintains that the 瑟 go is 

the Principle of existence; (II) the school which maintains the im- 

mortality of articulate sounds,，i. e., the Mimamsa school; (IT2) the 

Lokayatika school, an Indian materialism. 下 or further references 
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sika] and not taught by the Buddha, to say that there 

are outside of the three worldsl (trzlopu) some other 

beings coming into_ existencej that the Tathagata?s 

womb has no future [i. e.,， time of extinction]; and 

that those who have an insight into it，will eternally 

destroy the seeds of birth-and-death and attain to 

Nirvana which has also no future [ie., time of extinc- 

tion]. 

These four? erroneous views have thus arisen from 

the conception of a personal atman， and so we have 

laid down the four refutations as above mentioned.3 

DZDelzer z1z 11e 匹 Yzstejtce OF .41112072 7 772ZI25 S. 

As the World-honored One (DBpasgcazrat )，consider- 

ing the inferior intellectual calibre of Cravakas and 

Pratyekabuddhas，taught them only the doctrine of 

non-personal atman，[and did not make any further 

see DrI. Enry6 Inouye's Cea6 7etsxkgap2 (P2zloso8bpzcal .9JySLe7112S 

or ipe 72jt1apas)，I897，Tokyo，Japan. 

1They are the world of desire (RdzzawZopa), the world of form 

(72aiopa), the world of formlessness (cz2zaloRa). (See also p. 

77). 工 he &Czaalop&a is divided into hells (zzczwAa), region of ghosts 

(zetau),animal life (tizzyaSyoxzz), human life(mza?zzzispyaloRe), and 

region of gods (cezau); the ?2zpauloAa into I7 heavenly abodes corre- 
sponding to the three stages of Dhyana; the az?-lzpalopa into four 

heavenly abodes. For details see the second chapter of the 427z- 

CNa7-acpofa-Cdstyra， by Vasubandhu. 

2 工 he number…four "in this paragraph should be…fve,”for 

tbe author enumerates fve misunderstandings and their refuta- 

tions，as we have seen. 

3The whole passage is missing in the older translation. 
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demonstration of the doctrine]，the people have in 

the meantime formed a fxed idea on the transitori- 

ness of the fve skandhas,1I and，being terrifed at the 

thought of birth and death，have fanatically craved 

for Nirvana. 

In order that this clinging may be ellminated，be 

it _ clearly understood that the essence of the fve 

skandhas is unctreate, thete is no annihilation of them ; 

that since there is no annihilation of them，they are 

in their [metaphysical] origin Nirvana itself ; that 让 

one be absolutely freed from particularisation and at- 

tachment， one will understand that all things both 

pure and defiled have only relative existence. 

Be it therefore known that all things in the world 

from the beginning are Deither matter (72bpc)，nOT 

mind (czttc), nor intelligence (Za1A2C]J， nor conscious- 

ness (zz11bpi)，Dnor non-being (&Oplpi)，nor being 

(2pb4pa);i they are after all inexplicable. 工 he reason 

why the Tathagata nevertheless endeavors to insttfuct 

by means of words and defnitions is through his good 

and excellent skilfulness for expediency，zpCyC-CU- 

9cpOCi].” He only provisionally makes use of words 

and definitions to lead all beings, while his real object 

is to make them abandon symbolism and directly enter 

1 See pP. Io4，footnote. 

2 See the second chapter of the .SacCcCazmaazzizailau7zrtBu .Si7ra 

in which Buddha teaches how the only one yana (vehicle) is split 

through his transcendental upaya (skilfulness or expediency) into 

three yanas : Crivakayana,，Pratyekabuddhayina, and Bodhisattva- 
yana. 
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into the real reality (tattoc). Because if they indulge 

themselves in reasonings，attach themselves to soph- 

istry, and thus foster their subjective Particularisation， 

how could they have the true wisdom (clioc717C1N0T 

and attain to Nirvana? 

了 .了 1a oO _Pzacttytz1zg 11e NtAL Pet 

By thls we mean that all Bodhisattvas，Dby their 

aspiration (czttotzplbaa)1and discipline (cczTCcazazziD， 

will be able to attain to the reason that made all 工 a- 

thagatas percelve the Path (zzi7&e). 

BrieHy stated，there are three kinds of aspira- 

tion : (IT) Aspiration through the Perfection of faith ; 

(2) Aspiration through knowledge and practice; (3) 

Aspiration through intellectual intuition. 

By whom, and by which deeds，can faith (gzccCcN2D 

be perfected and can the aspiration be awakened? 

Now the People who belong to the group of incon- 

1Aspiration which does not exactly correspond to the Chinese 
1cz 1sz72 and Sanskrit czttotbpiaa, has been retained for lack of 

a fitter term. It has a technical sense in Buddhism. Literally， 

ap or ztzkhaa means producing，raising，or awakening，while 

]szzz OF czzla as noticed elsewhere is mind， thought，or conscious- 

Dess，Czitozblaa, however, is more than the raising of one's thought 
to a higher religious life; it means the recognition of the truth that 

one is in possession within oneselft of tbhe highest perfect know1l- 

edge (sa7zazCAsa7tDocNpz ) ; it is the birth within oneself of a higher 

ethical impulse constituting the essence of religion. A fuller form 
of jczz Psz7z is azN2 DOCNZ 12sz72 OT CA aatUtLa7TaSa7T12GRSQ72DOCNZ 

jsz7zz. See the Mahayina Shtras such as the .JaCCexz-7124 Daziztzcau- 

YA2Ri， Ta11raccpeczRC，2zRNlGzali 站 Na，Za72jGzatazra，4za- 

ta712SQRw，etc. 
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stancy (Catjatlezigz),1Lby virtue of their root of merit 

(&zgalazztla), which has a perfuming Power frmly be- 

lieve in the retribution of karma，Ppractise the ten Vir- 

tues (Caga&zgallot );2 loathe the sufterings of birth and 

death，seek after the most excellent enlightenment 

(Sam2yCphxCNtpoCpz ),and seeing Buddhas and Bodhisatt- 

vas they wait on them，make offerings to them，disci- 

pline themselves in many [meritorious] deeds; and 

after the lapse of ten thousand kalpas (eons)，their 

faith will 人 nally be perfected. 

Since then either by virtue of the instruction re- 

ceived from Buddhas and Bodhisattvas,， or on account 

of their deep compassion (zzclipazzUE)，or from their 

desire to Preserve the right doctrine (CCCNZa7zN1CGT 

against its corruption，their aspiration [to the highest 

truth] will be awakened. 

After having awakened the aspiration they will 

1There are three groups of people : (I) 工 hose who are con- 
stantly abiding in absolute truth (saz727JCAtza?2ZaGta-7C8z ) ; (2) 

Those who are constantly abiding in falsehood (zzazlpTCtza7zt2Ctaz- 

-68z) ; (3) 工 hose who are inconstant (C7?232I/Cta-7-C8z ). 

2The ten virtues (CaufaRzfali7zz7) consist in not committing the 

ten evils (CQardRzxfallzzz ) which are as follows : (IT) Killing a living 

being (227rizzllzzlaa); (2) Stealing (aaattlalza); (3) Committing 

adultery (R6zaa7112ttpTCcdjra); (4) Lying (727-spLzhca); (5) Slander 

(zazfz7zyc); (6) Insulting speech (2Z2jzsNa); (7) Frivolous talk 

(Sa7zaD]zzz12azzrcllza) ; (8) Avarice (a2Z2zCNya); (9) 下 vil intent 
(zyCzlaa); (ITo) False view (Matt1Ga7rsNLNzt ). The ten evils here 

enumerated should be avoided by the lay members of Buddhism. 

EFor the Gramaneras there is a different set of Precepts specially 

intended for them，called the ZDeurarzRspzabpaaa， with which the 

ten virtues must not be confused as they are by some. 
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enter into the group of constant truth (SCzayCA&LDCHNZ- 

Jatla-zlgz) and never relapse，always abiding in the 

essence of the Buddha-seed and identifying themselves 

with its excellent Principle. 

There 1$S，however, a certain class of People whose 

root of merit (&zgaLamizla)] from time immemorial 1s 

Poor，and whose prejudices (4&Lega or 好 xzCVC&) are in- 

tense，deeply velling their minds， Such people，even 

it they see Buddhas and Bodhisattvas，wait on them， 

and make ofterings to them, will sow merely the seeds 

of men (mtijtzUipyC) and gods (Zeza) [ie.， they will be 

born in the future as Imen or gods]，or the seeds of 

the enlightenment of Gravakas and Pratyekabuddhas 

[ie.，their attainment would not be higher than that 

of Gravakas or Pratyekabuddhas]. 

Some of them may even aspire to seek after the 

Mahaibodhi: but owing to the instability of their char- 

acter，they will ever osciliate between Progress and 

retrogreSsslonD. 

Some of them，happening to see Buddhas and 

Bodhisattvas，may make ofterings to them，wait on 

them，Ppractise many [meritorious] deeds, and，while 

ten thousand mahakalpas (sons) are not yet elapsed， 

may meantime come into some favorable circum- 

stances and thereby awake aspiration. What are 

those favorable circumstances? For instance，they 

may Witness the personal fgure of a Buddha， or may 

make some ofterings to the congregation of priests 

1The older translation reads “Mahayana.” 
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(人 (samzpgpa)，or may be instructed by Gravakas or Pra- 

tyekabuddhas，or may be moved by seeing others as- 

pire [to the highest truthj]. 

But this kind of aspiration as a rule 1Ss not con- 

stant. In case they come into unfavorable circum- 

stances, they may happen to fall down to the stage of 

Gravakahood or Pratyekabuddhahood. 

Now，briefy speaking，three faculties of the soul 

will be awakened by the perfection of faith : (I) right- 

ness of comprehension [lit.，right，straight mind], for 

it truthfully and intuitively contemplates Suchness 

(Zpattutet11pat);i (2) profundity of virtue [flit,，deePp， 

heavy mind], for it rejoices in accumulating all good 

deeds; (3) greatness of compassion (zzCpCpaztU7E]，for 

it desires to uproot the milseries (CzuNp&pa) of all be- 

ingS- 

It may be asked whether there is ever any need 

for one to discipline oneself in all good deeds and to 

try to save mankind，since all sentient beings (rzza- 

Satloa) as well as all things (yc7rzadpazzza) in the world， 

abiding in the oneness of the universe (CZa7z1iCCNl4ttp 

thbat has no second，will，as can be logically inferred， 

have nothing to do but calmly to contemplate such- 

DesSS. 

In reply we Say，yes. Because the mind may be 

likened unto a precious jewel which ls pure and bright 

in lts essence but buried in a gross veinstone. Now 

there 1Ss no reason to SupPose that one can imake it 

clean and pure only by contemplating it，and without 
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applying any means [of purifcation] or a degree of 

workmanship. 

It is even the same with suchness. Though it 1is 

pure and bright in its essence and su 和 鱼 ciently envel- 

opes all merits (&zxzd)，yet it is deeply buried in in- 

fnite external deflements.， And there is no reason to 

suppose that a man can Imake it pure and clean only 

by earnest contemplation on it，and without trying 

any means [of emancipation] or of discipline. 

It is therefore an urgent necessity that all good 

deeds should be accumulated, that all beings should 

be delivered, that those infnite external deflements 

and impurities should be cast oft， that the true doc- 

trine Should be revealed. 

With regard to “means” [or skilfulness,”zziyi] 

there are，briefy stated, four kinds. 

The frst one 1s called the means of practising the 

fundamental [truth，zzzLz]. That is to say，by con- 

templating the true essence of all dharmas, which, be- 

ing uncreate and free from imagination，is not con- 

cerned with the metempsychosis of birth and death， 

and by contemplating the truth that all things origil- 

nate from the co-opetration of the principle (Zetz) and 

the causes (zatycy&)，and that the retribution of 

karma is irrevocable, one will evoke deep compassion， 

discipline oneself in all good deeds, embrace and con- 

vert all beings,，and not dwell in Nirvana，since such- 

ness [in its absolute aspect] has nothing to do with 

Nirvana or with birth-and-death.， As this attitude 
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[towards all objects] is in accord [with the nature of 

suchness]，it is called the means of Practising the 

[fundamental] truth- 

The second one is called the means of abeyance. 

That is，by feeling shame and remorse, one Imay put 

an end to all evils and not let them grow，Ssince Such- 

ness is free from all marks of 1imperfection. Thus to 

be in accord with suchness and to put an end to all 

evils is called the means of abeyance. 

The third one is called the means of strengthening 

the root of merits (&zg8CLzzttUlLa). By raising reveren- 

tial feellings toward the Triple Treasure (trtzr&tlzil)，one 

will revere，make ofterings to，pay homage to，Ppraise， 

rejolice in, and beseech the Triple Treasureji and there- 

upon one's orthodox faith beling strengthened, one will 

at last awake a desire for the most excellent know1- 

edge (ZodNptzzpazztztspbpeatltz)， 工 hrough the protection of 

the majestic power of the Buddha, Dharma, and Sam- 

gha，one's karma-hindrances (&azjNtloazCUHC) Will nowW 

get purified and one's root of metrit frmly established ; 

because Suchness ls free from all hindrances and en- 

velopes all merits. Thus to be in accord with such- 

ness and to practise good deeds is called the means of 

strengthening the root of merits. 

The fourth one is called the _ universal means of 

great VOwWS (NiCACbpzaztCNplNL])， IThat is，one may make 

the vow that in ages to come all beings should uni- 

versally be delivered and take refuge at ease in the 
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Anupadhicesa Nirvana,l because the true nature of all 

objects is free from relativity，is one and the same， 

making no distinction between this and that，and is 

absolutely calm and tranquil. Thus to be in accord 

with the three attributes [ie.，non-relativity，same- 

ness， tranquillity] of suchness and to make such a 

great vow is called the universal means of great Vows. 

[Now to return to the former subject]，when the 

Bodhisattva thus aspires to the highest truth，he is 

able to have a patrtial insight into the Dharmakaya of 

the Buddha ; and according to the power of the vow 

(Zrczattapbztataga) he Performs eight things，to wit， 

his descent from the Palace in the Tushita heaven? 

1 Mahayanists in general distinguish four aspects of Nirv8na ; 

(IT) Nirvana that is pure and spotless in its self-nature, ie.，abso- 

lute suchness，possessed equally by all beings; (2) Nirvana that 

has remnant (zfacpzfesa), ie,,a state of relative suchness, which， 

though freed from the affectional hindrance (AZefCza7ra7aa)，is still 

under the fetter of materiality，which causes suffering and misery; 
(3) Nirvana that has no remnant (a7?2zLzaCNzfesa) ie，a state of 

relative suchness which is free frorm the misery of birth and death， 

being entirely liberated from the fetter of materiality; (4) Nirvana 
tbat has no 6xed abode, i.e., a state of suchness in its spontaneous 

activity which is free from the intellectual hindrance (77zeyl- 
zazajza) and full of love and wisdom,，believes neither in birth- 

and-death nor in Nirvina, but eternally abiding in the suchness of 

things benefits all sentient beings，CGravakas and Pratyekabuddhas 

can recognise the first three aspects of Nirvana， but the last one is 
known only to Buddhas and Bodhisattvas. For further details see 
the tenth volume of the 大 z772l7zza71t4LzaszQCNT Clst?ra，translated 

into Chbinese by Hiian-tsang-. 

2 One of the six heavenly abodes of the 人 zazalo&a (world of 

desire). The heavenly abodes are: (I) Region of the four kings 
of the cardinal points (zapLzrl7aRCyZRa) ; (2) that of the thirty- 
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[to this world],，his entrance into_ the human wompb， 

his stay therein, his birth, his renunciation, his attain- 

ment of Buddhahood, his revolution of the Dharma- 

wheel (Zazmzacapzi)， and lastly his Parinirvana. 

He is not, however, as yet to be called absolute 

Dharmakaya, for he has not yet completely destroyed 

the impurel karma that has been accumnulated during 

his numberless existences in the past; Perchance by 

the infuence of the evil karma he may sufter a jlittle 

amount of misery. But he suffers it only for a short 

time, and this not because of his being fettered by the 

evil karma，but because of hlis own Vow-power (pxC- 

ji00lNCV0V8C) [which he made for the universal eman- 

cipation of mankind]. 

It is sometimes salid in the Sihtra? that even those 

Bodhisattvas who aspired[to the highest truth]through 

the perfection of thelr faith might relapse and fall 

down to the evil creation (2pljagatz).3 But this was 

three gods (zkyastzzzzfa); (3) the 了 Coal ; (4) the 7zs2ztau ; (5) 

tbe AMz7zzzaljaalzs; (6) the Zaxya72z771azta-zawfwzatzy2s.， See also the 

Dote to Triloka，pP. 77. 

1The term zzzzizi7re does not mean immoral， but relative，con- 

ditional, dualistic or material， in contradistinction to pure,，abso- 

lute,unconditional， spiritual，etc, 

2For instance, it is stated in the second fasciculus of the 刀 o- 

CNzZSQLLZG-RzUSUTUCTN2LLL-EN1TUCRaQ7NUG 211 (2 已 wp-sSa 3Zt8-L0 

2zz-ye7 CNzzag in Chinese, translated by Fo-nien towards the end 

of the third century) that those Bodhisattvas who have not yet en- 
tered on the eighth stage (there are ten stages) of Bodhisattvahood 

may happen to relapse in his religious course, 证 not be able to 

receive instruction in the Dharma from some fully enlightened 
teachers. 

3 工 hree of the six Satzs are the azlyagalz (evil path) : Hell 
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only said to encourage those novices who are apt to 

glve themselves up to indulgence and so may fail to 

enter into the right order [ie.，3CN2JCRLDCUtCtC] ， 

though they may not really fall down [into the evil 

Pathb]. 

Eurther the Bodhisattva has since his frst aspira- 

tion disciplined himself in those deeds which are ben- 

eftcial both to himself and others，and thereby his 

heart has become free from timidity，inasmuch as he 

would not shudder even at the thought of falling down 

to the stage of Gravakahood or Prayekabuddhahood， 

any Imore than to the evil creation (Cpijacgeatz). 

If he learn that he is able to attain to Buddha . 

hood only after an assiduous observance of vatrious 

rules of austerity and mortifcation during immeasur- 

able asamkheya-kalpas;l he will never be frightened 

nor will he falter， How then could he evet raise Such 

thoughts as cherished by Gravakas or Pratyekabud- 

dhas? 了 ow then could he fall down to the evil crea- 

tion (czlya8scalz )? 再 e has a frm faith in the truth 

that all things (scxzadpazmai) from the beginning ate 

in their nature Nirvana itself.? 

(72201-aRa) ; ghost (zeta); and animal life (lzzraeSyozaz)， Some- 

times demon (aszja) is added to make the fourth. 

1For an explanation see. 87，footnote. 

2The same monistic idea is expressed also in the following 

famous phrases : (Acravas (desires or Prejudices) are nothing bnut 

Bodhi (enlightenment), and birth-and-death (or this world of trans- 

formation) is nothing but Nirvana.” Individuation is the product 

of subjectivity ; the universe in reality is one great whole. 
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This sort of aspiration (cztlotbpdaa) is more exCcel- 

lent than the former，because the first asamkheya- 

kalpa of Bodhisattvas of this class is approaching to 

an end, because they have attained a thorough know]- 

edge of suchness, because all their acts are performed 

without any stain of attachment， 

As they know that the nature of the Dharma, being 

free from the trace of covetousness，is the perfection 

of pure and stainless charity (ClzpzabpizamatztE)，they in 

conformity to it practise charity (CC7zzaplziCzztlG)- 

As they know that the nature of the Dharma, being 

free from the infuence of the fve sensual passions， 

and, having nothing to do with immorality, is the per- 

fection of pure and stalinless motality (9zLa2Czt7zatlC)， 

they in conformity to it Practise morality (898Laplzrc- 

711A4LC). 

As they know that the nature of the Dharma，hav- 

ing nothing to do with grievance and being free from 

malice, is the perfection of pure and stainless patience 

(&5plati2bj21a1tttl), they in conformity to it Practise pa- 

tience (5pC1NZbC1CN21NG)， 

As they know that the nature of the Dharma, being 

free from physical and mental limitations and having 

nothing to do with indolence, ls the perfection of pure 

and stainless energy (zi7JCbjpiza1attl], they in conform- 

ity to lt practise energy (2t7JCZC1CNzttG). 

As they know that the nature of the Dharma, hav- 

ing nothing to do with disturbance or confusion，is 

the Perfection of pure and stainless tranquilisation 
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(cpylzpabplzra1itlE)，they in conformity to it Practise 

tranquilisation (CHZyCzaip2zazztl0). 

As they know that the nature of the Dharma, being 

free from the darkness of ignorance， is the perfection 

of pure and stainless wisdom (zzrc712lplzamattl)，they 

in conformity to it Practise wisdom (Zra7152pbzamattE). 

What is the object of which the Bodhisattva 

from the stage of pure-heartedness up to the height 

of Bodhisattvahood has attained an intellectual intui- 

tion? The object is no less than suchness itself. We 

call it an object on account of the evolving-con- 

Sciousness (pzazztdlz-zt1H6zpi). But in truth there is 

no object in petfect intellectual intuition，neither is 

there a subject in it;j because the Bodhisattva by 

means of his wisdom of non-particularisation intui- 

tively Perceives Suchness (2pztata11a 好 ) or Dharma- 

kaya，which is beyond the range of demonstration and 

argumentation. 

Thus he is able in a moment to go over all the 

worlds in the ten quarters and to make ofterings 

to all Buddhas and to beseech them to revolve the 

Wheel of the Dharma (CazmaacapzabpzatUa1ztaztta)， His 

sole desire being to benefit all beings，he does not 

catre for any melodious sounds or words [which he can 

enjoy in his heavenly abode].! In order to encour- 

age weak-hearted People，he shows great energy and 

1In the older translation we read: “…Having in view only the 

emancipation and beneficence of all beings, he [Bodhisattva] does 

not rely oD words and characters.” 
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attains to _ perfect enlightenment (C7zlULLC7zCSC1NRJCASCINE- 

bodIz)， all at once annihilating the lapse of immeas- 

urable asamkheyakalpas. Or in order to instigate in- 

dolent people, he sometimes attains to Buddhahood 

only after long discipline and mortifcation through 

the period of immeasurable asamkheyakalpas. 工 he 

reason why he achieves in this wise infnite methods 

(zbpliyC) [of salvation] 1s that he wishes thereby to 

benefit all beings.1 

But in fact the intrinsic nature，the faculties，the 

aspiration，and the intellectual attainment of all Bo- 

dhisattvas are equal [in value] and there 1s not any 

scale of gradation in them. Because they will all 

equally and assuredly attain to the most perfect en- 

lightenment，only after the elapsing of three asam- 

kheyakalpas. Yet as there are differences in VariouS 

states of existence regarding thelir objects of seeling， 

heatring, etc., as Well as regarding theit faculties, their 

desires，and thelir characterj so there are correspond- 

ingly many difterent forms of religlious discipline fdes- 

stined to] them. 

Three different operations of the mind are revealed 

in this aspiration by means of intellectual intuition : 

(TI) Pure consciousness originating in the mind as 让 

becomes free from particularisation;j (2) moral con- 

scliousness [lit.，zplya-cztlag2] originating in the mind 

1The older translation reads: “It is out of [buman] compre- 
hension that he [Bodhisattva] can achieve such innumerable meth- 

ods [of salvation].” 
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as it Spontaneously performs those deeds which are 

beneficent to others ; (3) unconscious activity (&uazmza- 

227Hl1pacttlice) originating in the mind as it achieves a 

most hidden mode of activity. 

Again the Bodhisattva, having attained to the per- 

fection of bliss and wisdom，which are his two marks 

of adornment,，has in reaching the height of evolution 

(c&azt4ptlpa) also obtained the most venerable and ex- 

cellent body in the whole universe， By means of that 

knowledge which intuitively identifties itself [with en- 

lightenment & pzozz]，he has all at once uprooted 

ijgnorance; and thus obtaining omniscience (3C7VCAL- 

ja17lzaa))1he spontaneously achieves incomPprehensible 

[or divine] deeds (cczzttyapazpCJ，reveals himself in 

immeasurable worlds in the ten quarters，and WorKS 

out the universal emancipation of mankind. 

A question atrises here. As space is infnite, worlds 

are infnite，As worlds are infinite, beings are infinite. 

As beings are infinite, the modes of mentation are also 

infnitely dliversified. And as all these objects and 

conditions (zzspajc) have no limits， they can hardly 

be known or understood [in all their multitudinous- 

Dess]. If，now, ignorance being destroyed，all modes 

1A distinction is sometimes made between .9a7-zCZC1C712C72G， 

Sa7-za71724724 and LUl1a77z6720 : .0a7-ZCRC1a7172l124G is tbe knowl- 

edge by which we are enabled to know all forms and manifesta- 

tions in their fundamental oneness; 9a7-za71zlzza is simply the 

knowledge of all things，or omniscience ; 44l7iga77zlzza is the 

knowledge by which we can recognise the path leading to fnal 

emancipation. But they are Practically the same. 
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of mentation are entirely annihilated as well]，how 

can the Bodhisattva understand all things and com- 

Plete his omniscience (5C7VCp&CzC1NC1NL] ? 

In reply we say : All so-called illusory phenomena 

are in truth from the beginning what they are; and 

their essence is nothing but the one soul [or mind]. 

Though ignorant minds that cling to illusory objects 

cannot understand that all things are in thelir nature 

the highest reality (zazrax2lzlpx)，all Buddha-Tatha- 

gatas being free from clinging [or particularlsing] are 

able to have an insight into the true nature of things. 

And by virtue of their great wisdom they illuminate 

all distinctions between the defled and the pure ; 

through their immeasurable and inexhaustible Sources 

of expediency (zzplCyakazxgala)，wWhich is good and ex- 

cellent, they benefit and gladden all beings according 

to the latters' various DecesSsities and capabilities. 

Therefore the mind that ls saturated with subjectivity 

is annlihilated，while all things are understood and 

omniscience (4jVCp&Cza171C1C] is attained.1 

1Ihe older translation reads: “In reply we say: All Phenom- 
enal objecs (zzspayaw) are from the beginning [or in their metaphys- 
ical origin] of the one mind which is free from imagination and 

subjectivity. As all beings illusively perceive the existence of the 

Phenomenal world (zzszpaya), they impose limitations on the mind. 
As they thus illusively cherish imagination and subjectivity，which 

are not in accordance with the nature of the Dharma, they cannot 

thoroughbly understand it. All Buddha-Tathagatas are，however， 

free from illusive perception，and [therefore their knowledge is] 
omniscient, because the mind constituting the principle of all things 
is true and valid. The self-essence [of all Buddhas] illuminates 

all illusive phenomena，possesses a great wisdom-activity and in- 
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Another question presents itself here: If all Bud- 

dhas who are in possession of infnite expediencies 

(ztzlya) can spontaneously benefit all beings in the 

ten quarters，why is it that the latter cannot always 

see Buddhas in person，or witness their divine trans- 

formations，or hear their instructions in the Doctrine? 

The reply is: Tathagatas are really in Possession 

of those expediencies，and they are only waiting to 

reVveal themselves to all beings as soon as the latter 

can Purify thelir own minds.1 

When a mirror is covered with dust，it cannot re- 

Hect images. It can do so only when it is free from 

stain， It is even the same with all beings. If their 

minds are not clear of stain,， the Dharmakaya cannot 

reveal itself in them. But if they be freed from stain， 

then lit will reveal itself. 

IV. PRACTICE OF FAITH. 

In what does the Practice of faith (grcdZp6) con- 

Sist? 

This part of the Discourse is intended for those 

beings who have not yet entered into the order of con- 

stant truth (scz27CAloCUNtGUC-7C87). 

numerable means [of salvation]，whereby, according to the intel- 

lectual capacity of all beings，they can reveal to them various 

signifcances of the Doctrine. Therefore it is called the .ayrzd- 
尼 Czra7720720. 

1In the older translation we read : “The Dharmakaya of all 

Buddha-Tathagatas is universal (sczzat4)and pervades every thing; 

it is free from compulsion and therefore spontaneous， manifesting 
itself through the minds of all beings.” 
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What is meant by faith? How should one Prac- 

tise faith? 

There are four aspects of faith. [As to faith in 

general] : (I) To believe in the fundamental [truth]， 

that is, to think joyfully of suchness (2ZpztttctztpatG)， 

[As to particular faiths:] (2) To believe in the Bud- 

dha as su 全 cingly enveloping infnite merits，that is， 

to rejoice in worshipping him， in Paying homage to 

him， in making ofterings to him，in hearing the good 

doctrine (vcdapaztiJ, in disciplining oneself according 

to the doctrine，and in aspiring after omniscience 

(sazaa1Halza). (3) To believe in the Dharma as having 

great benefts，that is，to rejoice always in Piactising 

all pairamitas. (4) To believe in the Samgha as ob- 

serving true morality, that is, to be ready to make 

offerings to the congregation of Bodhisattvas，and to 

Practise truthfully all those deeds which are beneficial 

at once to oneself and others. 

Faith will be perfected by practising the following 

fve deeds : (IT) charity (Ci2za) ij (2) morality (8zLa); 

(3) Patience (CE5p6x1Z )j (4) energy (zzzJC];i (5) cessa- 

tion [or tranquilisation，g8azzatlpae] and intellectual in- 

Sight (zzZazgaza or Diza8JCHG). 

责 ow should peopjle practise charity (CEzzc]? 

(I) If persons come and ask them for something， 

they should, as far as their means allow，supPly it 

ungrudgingly and make them rejoice in it. (2) If they 

See People threatened with danger，they should try 

every means of rescuing them and impart to them a 
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feeling of fearlessness (zezgdzrcdye). (3) If they have 

People who come to them desiring instruction in the 

Doctrine，they should, so far as they are acquainted 

with it，and，according to their own discretion，de- 

liver Speeches on religious discipline. 

And when they are performing those three acts of 

charity，let them not cherish any desire for fame or 

advantages，nor covet any worldly rewards. Only 

thinking of those beneftits and blessings that are at 

once for themselves and others, let them aspire to the 

Imost excellent，most perfect knowledge (Czzttazasa7N2- 

JJCA5CNOOCNZ ). 

How should they Practise morality (8zLc)? 

Those Bodhisattvas who have families [1. e.，lay 

members of Buddhism] should abstain from killing， 

stealing，adultery，lying，dupjlicity，slander，frivolous 

talk，covetousness, mallice，cuIIying favor，and false 

doctrines.l 

In the case of Gramanas，they should， in order to 

vanquish all prejudices (4&iega or igzcoi)，retire from 

the boisterousness of worldly life，and，abiding in 

solitude (crazyC)，should Practise those deeds which 

lead to moderation and contentment as Well as those 

of the Dhttaguna.? 也 ven at the violation of minor 

1Acgvaghosha evidently refers to the ten virtues (CafaARzfa- 

26ozz )，for which see p. Ir4， though this list counts more than ten. 

2There are twelve dhhtagunas or dhhtagangas to be observed 

by Bhikshus ; czdLa means shaking o 企 ，that is， shaking of 在 the 

dust of evil passions : (I) PuzzaazllzKc， the rule to live on what- 

ever food they can get by begging from door to door, that they 
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rules (gilx) they should deeply feel fear，shame，and 

remorse. Strictly observing all those ptecepts gliVen 

bythe Tathagata, they should not call forth the blame 

or disgust of the outsider，but they should endeavor 

to induce all beings to abandon the evil and to Prac- 

tise the good.1! 

How should they Practise patience (4NCjztt )? 

If they meet with the ills of life they should not 

may become free from egotism.， (2) 77azctzazzRa, the rule allow- 

ing the possession of three clothings: .9azza&rpLiz, dress made of 

Scraps; CUtla7zasa1a2Ni6tlz，outer robe ; 472la7QGZCSaRa， something 

like skirt， (3) ENZa1zizarcdcOpaRtzRax，the Prohibition of taking 

any food or beverage when the Proper time is over，lest their 

attention should be disturbed. (4) Arazs1aaHyzRa, to be in a sitting 

attitude while sleeping， that they may not become over-indolent- 

(5) cztzlsazasta7zRa， spreading a night-couch where they happen 

to be (6) 帮 -RsNaz1a2022a sitting Qnder a tree. (7) CRdsa7lzAa 

taking one meal in a day, that thbeir mental energy may not be 

weakened by eating too often. (8) 42DNAyazaRilrzRa living in an 

unsheltered Place (9) 4zazzyaAa, leading a solitary，retired life 

ip the wood.  (Io) CzadrijzaAaw, abiding in or by a cermetery，that 

tbey may constantly Ponder on the transiency and uncleanli- 

Dess of bodily existence. (II) ZizzsAtLa，the wearipg of the 

dress made of rags or remnants, that they may have no attach- 

ment to _ luxury (IT2) ixzaalzRax，wearing cloth made of bair. 

There is a Sttra named 7Zzwuelze DANHtNLaegz7zaS among the Chinese 

collection of the Tripitaka. The list in that book is a little different 
from what we have here; the ffth and twelfth are dropped and 

instead of them we have tbhe rule of begging in due order，corre- 

sponding to .azacdzza-cilzzpd in the Pali list, and the rule of pro- 

hibiting taking too much food at one time，which overtaxing the 

stomach will obscure the clearness of mind. 

1The reference is to the threefold precept (4zzzzcAar8au) whbich 

is (I) the Precept of good behavior (sazzp7p47raftla) ; (2) the Precept 

of accumulating virtues (zfaZasa7zap71CNaftla); (3) the precept of 

being benevolent towards all beings (satLz6zt1aR72C88az)， 
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shun them. If they sufter sufterings，they should not 

feel afaicted. But they should always rejoice in con- 

templating the deepest Significance of the Dharma.l 

How should they practise energy (zz77yc)? 

Practising all good deeds, they should never in- 

dulge in indolence (4&caxiticya). They should think of 

all their great mental and physical sufferings，which 

they are now vainly suftering on account of their hav- 

ing coveted worldly objects during their existences in 

innumerable former ages (&cLpi)，and which do not 

give the least nourishment to their Spiritual 1life. 

They should，therefore，in order to be emancipated 

from those sufferings in the future，be indefatigably 

energetic，and nevet tailise the thought of indolence， 

but endeavor， out of deep compassion (zzcap2tazzzzl)， 

to benefit all beings，Though disciplining themselves 

in faith，all novice Bodhisattvas，on account of the 

hindrances of thelir evlil karma (&czzzlzpC7zC7UNC) produced 

by the violation of many important precepts in thelir 

previous existences，may sometimes be annoyed by 

evil Maras，sometimes entangled in worldly engage- 

ments, sometimes threatened by various diseases. As 

these things will severally disturb their rellglious course 

and make them neglect practising good deeds, they 

should dauntlessly,， energetically，unintermittently，all 

1The older translation reads : “Patiently bearing evils in- 

Hicted by others，they should not cherish any idea of revenge. 

They should also bear such [worldly vicissitudes] as prosperity 

and decline, reprehension and commendation, renown and defama- 

tion，wWoOIIy and ease，etc.” 
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six watches, day and night， pay homage to all Bud- 

dhas, make offerings (zz276) to them，Ppraise them，re- 

pent and confess (&5pazzl) to them，aspire to the most 

excellent knowledge (cztyap5C1NtOo001 )，Iake great 

vows (zipibjratapiza);i and thereby annihilate the 

hindrances of evils and increase the root of merit 

(&UGCLGNULC ). 

How should they practise cessation [or tranquili- 

sation，gaoatpi] and intellectual Insight (zzdazg8azt 

OF D1bCGJCNCTJ? 

To bring all mental states that produce frivolous 

sophistries to a stand is called cessation. To under- 

stand adequately the law of causajlity and transforma- 

tion is called intellectual insight. 也 ach of them should 

be practised separately by the beginner. But when 

by degrees he obtains facility and fnally attains to 

perfection, the two will naturally become harmonised.1 

Those who practise cessation Should dwell in soli- 

tude (2zrczyCpa) and， Sitting cross-legged,” rectify the 

1 Observe that cessation should be practised by the beginner， 

and for a time only, for the purpose of aftording the mind an ap- 

Preciation of suchness in its purity ; tbe conception of this state of 
abstraction should then be harmonised with intellectual insight. 
Observe also that the methods of Indian recluses, such as fxing the 

breath and going into trances by 6xing the thoughts on objects, are 

rejected as imPproper. The practice should assist a beginner to 

understand that suchness, though all particulars are dependent on 

it, is in its Purity a reality. 

2 工 hose who practise thbis have to Place the left leg above the 

Tight with both close to the body，so that the toes of the left foot 

shall rest on the right thigh,，and those of the right foot on the left 

thigh，while the soles are turned upwards. This posture is con- 
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attitude and pacify the mind.! Do not fx the thoughts 

on the breath ( 妈 zip6zaasm21)2 do not 石 x the thoughts 

on the forms (ycz217jca)8 and colorsj do not fx the 

sidered to be the best adapted for meditation or for obtaining mea- 

tal equilibrium . 

1Among the followers of the Dhyana sect both in Japan and 
China, it is customary，while sitting cross-legged and meditating 

on religious subjects，to expand the abdomen outwards and to 
breathe very slowly，by which they can，in their opinion，most 

effectively concentrate their attention and gain perfect mental equi- 
librium. Prof. J. M. Baldwin in his ALezziaL Dezelozzzaexat says in 

connexion with bashfulness and modesty，P. 205 footnote : “The 
only way that I for one, can undo this distressing outgo of energy， 
and relieve these uncomfortable inhibitions, is to expand the ab- 
domen by a strong muscular eftort and at the same time breatbe 

in as deeply as I can. . . . The comPparative relief found in expand- 
ing the abdominal muscles is probably due to the fact that it allows 
the contents of the body to fall, and so relieves the heart frorm any 

artificial pressure which may be upon it from the surrounding or- 
gans. Further the increased heart-action which is itself a part of 

shyness requires all the space it can get.” 

2One of the eight subjects of recollection (cz?zzLsz27AtZ )，or of 

the 6ve methods of mental pacification. The eight subjects are : 

(I) Buddha ; (2) dharma; (3) samghai; (4) ftic, morality; (5) <cZga 

or tl&ea，liberality ; (6) Geza，gods ; (7) 6zzlzH6za，regulation of 

inspiration and respiration ; (8) ?za7aza, death. The fve meth- 

ods are: (I) 4fzppap7z2za7z2l，contemplation on the impurity of 

the body ; (2) zzaaztz-Ra7-zzad love and compassion ; (3) C7zCN27zza- 

sz2x-li the regulation of inspiration and respiration ; (4) ?zza2zza， 

law of transformation ; (5) 2zCczaszzzrtlz， recollection on Buddha. 

3There are nine Acbhasamjnis，notions arising from the cona- 

templation of the impurity of a dead body, which is intended to 

convince one of the fact that our body is not worth while clinging 

to : (I) Swelling (zy6apzaakaza) ; (2) fissuring from decay (zz2zb0- 

yaRa); (3) bloody (zzzopzia); (4) festering (zzzaczzzapa); (5) 

blackish (zzz8zxpRa) ; (6) being devoured by animals (zzRp6aalaaz); 

(7) scattering (zzPRs]zztaRa); (8) bone (cstNz) ; (9) burned up (zz- 

casgapaRa). The Pali Acubhas count one more-. 
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thoughbts on space (4pipga) ;1 do not fx the thoughts 

on earth，water，fre，and etherjil do not fx the 

thoughts on what you see，hear，learn，or Inemorise 

(zzz7jCzpapz-ANljatazd)JL All particularisations，imagi- 

nations and recollections should be excluded from 

consciousness，even the idea of exclusion being ex- 

cluded; because [the suchness of] all things ls un- 

create，eternal，and devoid of all attributes (CLx&- 

AQ1NC)。 

[Now in the constant fux of thoughts, ] that which 

Precedes [i. e.，a sensation] has been awakened by an 

external object ; so the next [step to be taken by the 

Practiser] is to abandon the idea of an external world. 

Then that which succeeds [in that constant fux of 

thoughts] is elaborated in his own mind; so he should 

in turn abandon reflexlion [or thoughtj. In short，as 

his attention ls distracted by the external world [fouter 

217pCJC], he ls warned to turn it to Inner conSciousness 

[inner cztte]ji while as liis retrospection in turn calls 

forth a succession of thoughts [or ideal associations]， 

he is again warned not to attach himself to the latter ; 

because，independent of suchness，they [thoughts] 

have no existence of thelr oOwD. 

At all times，while moving，standing， Sitting，or 

1 These constitute the ten HK7-Lsdyatayxzas which are: (IT) Blue 

(2z8a); (2) yellow (ztta); (3) red (ozzla); (4) white (aczaclia) ; 

(5) earth (2Zztzz 人 ; (6) water (cz) ; (7) fire (te7as); (8) air (zCyze) ; 

(9) space (6Adsw) ; (Io) consciousness (zz77267a2w)，T 工 he term ?ts2- 

3Cla7xta means an universal object or element on which the atten- 

tion of a samadhi-Practiser is to be 全 xed. 
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lying,， the Practiser should constantly discipline him- 

self as above stated， Gradually entering the samadhi 

of suchness,l he will fnally vanquish all prejudices 

(ELega or Cgzaza)， be strengthened in faith (prccZpO)， 

and immediately attain to the state of never-returning 

(czazzaxztziplatlza). But those who are sceptical，sacti- 

legious,， destitute of faith，encumbered with the hin- 

drances (dzcazczi)] of Karma, arrogant，or indolent，are 

not entitled to enter therein. 

And again when the practiser by virtue of his sa- 

madhi2 attains an immmediate insight into the nature 

of the universe (ZazmtaCNpittz)，he will recognise that 

the Dharmakaya of all Tathagatas and the body of all 

beings are one and the same (scMitE)，are conSsub- 

Stantial (ep&calaplypati)，On that account it is also called 

the samadhi of oneness (cp&alLCip5xpa71tC5011CLNt ])，By dis- 

ciplining oneself in this sam8adhi，one can obtain in- 

1Thbat is，perfect identifcation of oneself with suchness. 

2.9a7Mz4ipz is commonly rendered by ecstasy, trance， concen- 

tration，or meditation，all of which are misleading.， The term 

means mental equilibrium, and the reasons why Buddhism recom- 
Imends the practising of it are, that it helps us in keeping our minds. 

free from disturbance, that it prepares us for a right comprehen- 

sion of the nature of things，that it subjugates momentary im- 

pulses，giving us time for deliberation. 也 cstasy or trance， instead 

of Producing those beneftits，will lead us to a series of hallucina- 

tions，and this is the very opposite of mental quietude. 及 hys 
Davids thinks samadhi corresponds to faith in Christianity (.. 已 
敢 ., XI.,，p. T45)，and S. Beal agrees. with him in his translation of 

Acgvaghosha's Bzxaazpzacaxztixu;i but 工 doubt its correctness for the 
above-stated reasons. 
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fnite samadhis，because suchness is the source of all 

samadhis， 

Some people scantily supplied with the root of 

merit (&zugalazztljz) may yield to the temptation of 

Maras，tirthakas,，or evil Spirits， [For instance] those 

evil ones_ sometimes assuming horrible forms may 

frighten the practiser; sometimes manifesting them- 

selves in _ beautiful fgures，they may fascinate him ;1 

sometimes appearing in form of a deva, or of a Bod- 

dhisattva，or even of a Buddha with all his excellent 

and magnified features,? they may Speak about dhbai- 

ranis or the paramita，or may give instructlons about 

various means of emancipation (miz&iz)， declaring that 

there is no hatred，no friendship，no causation，no 

1The older translation has the following passage inserted here: 

“If he fthe practiser] remembers that these are merely Subjective， 

the phenomena will disappear by themselves and will no more 

trouble him.” 

2Buddha is supposed to bave thirty-two general and eighty 

Iminor marks of bodily perfection. EFor particulars see the DApa7z- 

NU0SaG7UTCNG，PP, TI8，I9,，5I et seq.， edited by 和 Kasawara 开 enjiu. 

3 Dpiza7ztzz Which comes from the root cz ，meaning to hold， 

to maintain， to retain， to Support, etc., is the name given to any 

concise statement describing Buddha's virtue，or stating some es- 

sential points of Buddhist teachings, or expressing supPPlication，or 

containing the exclamations of a vehement feeling; and it implies 

many significances in a few words, it is a kind of epigram. But 

later Buddhists came to use the term in quite a diftferent sense ; 

they called a dharani any tantric expression which was consid- 
ered to have some mysterious, supernatural powers to bring wealth 
to destroy enemies， to keep away calamities，etc.，etc， Here CAL- 

7a728 means simply any epigrammatic proposition which will serve 

as a key to the deep signifcance of the Doctrine. 
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retribution，or declaring that all things in the world 

are absolute nothingness (cztyczztcagzztyjC 妈 2)，that they 

ate in their essence Nirvana itself， Or they may re- 

veal to the practiser his own past and future states of 

existence,， they may teach him to read the thoughts 

of others,l may grant him incomparable power of 

eloquence，may induce him to crave covetously for 

worldly fame and advantages. 

Further，through the infuence of those evil ones 

the practiser may sometimes be inordinately suscept- 

ible to dissatisfaction or delight; he may sometimes 

be too misanthropic or too philanthropic;j he may 

sometimes be inclined to enjoy drowsiness; he may 

sometimes not sleep for a long timej he may some- 

times be aftected by diseases; he may sometimes re- 

malin discouraged and indolent; he may sometimes 

Trise all on a sudden with full energy，but only to sink 

down again into languori he may sometimes，being 

Overi-Ssceptical not believe in anythingj;j he may some- 

times，abandoning the excellent religlious observance， 

enjoy himself in frivolous occupations，indulge 1n 

worldly aftairs，gratify his desires and inclinations ; 

1Some of these miraculous powers here mentioned are consid- 
ered to be possessed by the Arhat.， Six supernatural faculties 

(c2221726) are commonly enumerated: (I) divine eyes (CzzyacaRsRazl) 

by which the Arhat perceives all that is occurring in the world ; 

{2) the divine hearing (czzyarzotzra), by which he hears all sounds 
in the world; (3) reading tbhe thoughts of others ( Zazacztta77zlzza); 
(4) memory of his former lives (227rza7?zzzCsC722-S7N27Lz); (5) mirac- 

ulous powers (CCNz); (6) knowledge how to destroy evil passions 

(CrzQCZCGRSACYC). 
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he may sometimes attain to the samadhl of heretics 

[ie.，tirthaka] and，remaining in a state of trance a 

day or two, or even seven, and being Supplied imagin- 

arily with some palatable food and drink，and feeling 

very comfortable mentally and physically, he may have 

no sensation of hunger or thirst;l he may sometimes 

be induced to _ enjoy female fascinations ; he may 

sometimes be very jirregular in taking meals，either 

too much or too little; he may sometimes look either 

very handsome or very Ugly in appearance， 

If the practiser get enraptured by those visions 

and prejudices (&lega)，he will lose his root of merit 

(&zug8ala11z1tlla) accumtulated in his previous exlstences. 

Therefore he should exercise a deep and thorough 

contemplation, thinking that all those [heretical states 

of sam8adhi] are the temptations of Maras or evil SPir- 

its that take advantage of his deficiency in merits and 

his intensity of karma-hindrances (&CZz7zCDC7CMNCT- 

After this thoughthe should make another thought， 

Viz.，that all these are nothing but mental hallucina- 

tions. When he makes these thoughts,， the visions 

and imaginations will instantly disappear，and，be- 

coming free from all attributes [of limitation]，he 

will enter into the true sam8adhi. He has then not 

only liberated himself from all modes of subjectivity， 

he has also eftaced the idea of suchness， 瑟 ven when 

1This apparently alludes to the Yoga-praxis，by which man is 

said to be able to perform several sorts of miracles beside tbhose 

Inentioned here. 
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he rises up from a deep meditation，no visionary im- 

ages, no prejudices will take possession of in his mind， 

Since he has destroyed the root of illusion through the 

power of the samadhi. On the contrary，all the ex- 

cellent and virtuous deeds which are in conformity 

with Suchness will be constantly performed by him， 

while all hindrances without exception will be removed 

by him，who now exhibiting great spiritual energy will 

never become exhausted.l 

Those who do not practise this kind of samadhi 

will not be able to enter into the essence of the Tatha- 

gata, for all other sama 有 adhis practised in common with 

the tirthakas have invariably some attributes [of im- 

Perfection] and do not enable one to come into the 

Presence of Buddhas and Bodhisattvas， Therefore let 

Bodhisattvas [who aspire to the highest knowledge] 

assiduously apply themselves to the discipline and 

attalin to the perfection of this samadhi. 

1The two preceding Paragraphs read in the older translation 
as follows : “On this account， the Practiser，always exercising in 

tellectual insight，should save bis mind from being entangled in 

the netting of falsity; he should, dwelling in right contemplation， 
not cling or attach [to any object]j, and thereby he will be able to 

liberate himself from all kinds of karma-hindrance. It should be 
known that all samidhis practised by heretics [i. c.，tirthaka] are 

invariably the production of the [egoistic] conception and desire 

and self-assumption, that they are hankering after worldly renown 

advantages，and reverence， The samadhi of suchness [on the 
other hand] has nothing to do with subjectivity and attachment. 

If one is free from indolence even when rising from meditation 

one's prejudices will by degrees get attenuated.?” 
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Those who practise this samadhi will procure in 

their present life ten beneficial results : 

I. They will always be remembered and guarded 

by all Buddhas and Bodhisattvas in all quarters. 

2. They will not be molested by Miras or evil 

Spirits. 

3. They will not be led astray by false doctrines.1 

4. They will be free from disparaging the deepest 

Doctrine (Saz2b0tzacdpaz20) .Their serious misdemean- 

ors as Well as their karma-hindrances will be attenu 

ated. 

5. 工 hey will destroy all doubts，sinful recollec- 

tions，and contemplations. 

6. They will be strengthened in their belief in the 

Spiritual state of 工 athagata. 

7. IThey will be liberated from gloomy remorse ; 

they will be courageous and unflinching in the face of 

birth and death. 

8. Being free from atrrogance and Presumptuous- 

ness, they will be meek and patient and will be re- 

vered by all the world. 

9. If not Practising deep meditation，those preju- 

dices (GCgxzcZzc) which are now getting weaker，will not 

aSssert themselves in them， 

I0， While practising meditation，they will not be 

disturbed by any external objects，such as voices， 

sounds，etc. 

1The older translation reads :the ninety-fve heretical doc- 

trines.” 
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But mind : when the practiser is trained only in 

cessation (cmiclpaJ, his mind will sink down into stu- 

pidity, and acquiring a habit of indolence，cannot re- 

joice in doing good acts,， as he will estrange himself 

from deep compassion (Vipbp&azazza). Accordingly 

he should discipline himself in intellectual insight 

(zzdazgazC) as well. 

In what does this discipline consist? 

The practiser should contemplate that all things 

in the world are subject to a constant transformation， 

that since they are transient they are misery，that 

Since they are misery they are not things-in-them- 

Selves [i.e.，atman].! 

He should contemplate that all things in the Past 

are like a dream, those in the present are like the 

lightning, those in the future are like clouds that spon- 

taneously come into existence. 

He should contemplate that all that has a body is 

impure，being a lodging Place of obnoxious vermin 

and the intermixture of Prejudices (lpzczaC). 

Contemplate that 1ignorant minds，on account of 

their groundless imagination，take the unreal as they 

see it for reallty. 

Contemplate that all objects which come into ex- 

istence by a combination of various causes (DCt- 

1The idea is: that which is transient is dependent, conditional 

and not self-regulating ; and that which is without freedom is nec- 

essarily miserable, that is to say, it has no self-regulating 8tman 

within itself. 
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Jayja) are like a chimera, having [only a transitory ex- 

istence and] no [genuine] realness at all. 

Contemplate that the highest truth (Zazaczzlztpa- 

5atyja] is not a production of mind [or subjectivity]， 

cannot be [fully] illustrated by analogy，cannot be 

[exhaustively] treated by reasoning.! 

Contemplate that on account of the perfuming 

power of ignorance (ZzzlyC) all beings from eternity 

suffer great mental and physical sufterings in im- 

measurable waysj; that those immeasurable and in- 

numerable sufferings are suftered in the present and 

will be suffered in the futurej that while it 1s extremely 

di 伍 cult to disentangle, to emancipate themselves from 

those sufterings, all beings always abiding in the midst 

of them are not conscious of the fact，and this makes 

them the more Pitiable. 

After these contemplations the Practiser should 

aWake Positive knowledge [or unerring understand 

ing], feel the highest and deepest compassion (&czz7t0) 

for all suftering beings，rouse dauntless energy，and 

make great vOWS (NtapCbpzazttCpl1z0) as follows : 

May my mind be freed from all contradictions ; 

may I abandon particularisation; may I personally 

attend on all Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, whom I shall 

Pay homage to，make offerings to，revere and praise， 

and to whose instructions in the good Doctrine (ciZ- 

ChazMti) TI shall listen ; may IT truthfully discipline my- 

Self according to their teachings, and to the end of 

1The last three clauses are missing in the older translation. 
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the future never be negligent in self-discipline; mayI 

with innumerable expediencies (zzpiya) [of salvation] 

deliver all beings who are drowned lin the sea of mis- 

ery，and bring them to the highest bliss of Nirvana.?” 

After these vows the practiser should at all times， 

So far as his energy Permits，Practise those deeds 

which are benefcial both to himself and others， While 

moving，standing，Ssitting，or lyling，he Should assidu- 

ously meditate what should be done and what should 

be avoided. This is called the practising of intellectual 

insight (zzCczgazzC or D2a8yG1N0]、 

And again when the practiset disciplines himself 

only in intellectual insight his mind may lack tran- 

quilisation，and becoming too susceptible to scepti- 

cism，may not be in accord with the highest truth， 

may not attain to the wisdom of non-particularlsation. 

Therefore cessation and intellectual inslght should be 

Practised side by side. He should consider that noth- 

ing is self-existent (yz&bpizc)，and things [fin their 

essence] are uncreate, eternally tranquil， and Nirvana 

itself._ But at the same time let him not forget to re- 

ect that karma and its retribution，both good and 

evil，being produced by a co-operation of Principle 

and_ conditions，will neither be lost nor destroyed. 

He should thus ponder on the law of causation，both 

in its good and evil karma and retribution，bnut at the 

same time let him not forget to percelve that all 

things, though in their essence Uncreate, have no Self- 

existence，etc.，they are Nirvana. 
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By practising cessation，common People (Zztpag- 

Janpa] will be cured of finding pleasures in worldli- 

ness，Wwhile Cravakas and Pratyekabuddhas will be 

cured of feeling intimidation at the thought of birth 

and death. 

By practising intellectual insight common People 

will be _ cured of not cultivating their root of merit 

(ExzugalLazp1t2Ult)，wWhile Gravakas and Pratyekabuddhas 

will be cured of narrow-mindedness whereby they can- 

not raise deep compassion [for mankind]. 

Therefore，cessation and' intellectual insight are 

SupPlementary to，not independent of，each other. 

If one of the two ls wanting，the practiser will surely 

be unable to attailin to the most excellant knowledge 

(OoCNAtzbCjt1z1pOattz )， 

And again when those novice Bodhisattvas who 

are living in this present life [ycpiLopadpibtze， 1 e.，the 

enduring world of actual existence]，may sometimes 

sufter mlsfortunes that are caused by climate, weather， 

unforeseen famine，or what not; and when they wit- 

Dess those people who are immoral, fearful, infatuated 

with the three venomous passions (C&zUgaLCMNittLtJ，cling 

to false and self-contradictory doctrines，desert the 

good law and acquire evil habits ; they [that is, novice 

Bodhisattvas],， living in the midst of them，may feel 

so discouraged that they may come to doubt whether 

they can see Buddhas and 也 odhisattvas，whether they 

can actualise their pure and spotless faith (grcCZZOT). 

Therefore, it js advisable for those novices to cher- 
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ish this thought: All Buddhas and Bodhisattvas in 

the ten quarters having great，unimpeded supernat- 

ural Powers (bpt172)，are able to emancipate all suf- 

fering beings by means of various expediencies that 

are good and excellent (zzpijCRazgcZya)， 

After this refexion，they should make great vowsS 

(mapCbpzaNtlpC1za)，and with full concentration of spir- 

itual powers think of Buddhas and Bodhisattvas 

When they have such a frm conviction，free from al 

doubts, they will assuredly be able to be born in the 

Buddha-country beyond (zdapa-p5petza)，when they 

Pass away from this present life，and seeing there 

Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, to complete their faith and 

to eternally escape from all evil creations (cpCjO).1 

Therefore, it is said in the Sittra2? that if devoted 

1The same idea of salvation is expressed in the CHasazaa- 

如 8C， Chap. VIII.,，p. 78 : “And he who leaves this body and de- 

parts (from this world) remembering me in (his) last morent， 

comes into my essence._ There is no doubt of that. . . . Thereftore 

at all times remember me. . . . Fixing your mind and understand- 

ing on me you will come to me, there is no doubt ”了 He who thinks 

of the supreme divine being，O son of Prithal with the mind not 

(running) to other (objects), and possessed of abstraction in the 

shape of continuous meditation (about the Supreme) goes to him." 

2 It is not exactly known from what Shtra this passage is taken， 
but it is not di 重 cult to discover similar passages in the Shitras 

which constitute the canonical books of the Sukhavati sect，i-. c-.， 

in the larger or smaller .9z&p6zatf-zyURa， or in the 4z1zazlcyrzi7-- 

CjZyCzizc、 工 here quote such a passage from Max Miiller's English 

translation of the larger .SzRN2Ezatf-zy2Na-.92L7C，Sec. 又 XVII.: 

:And 让 O Ananda， any son or daughter of a good family shouldq 

wish 一 What ?一 How then may I see that Tathagata Amitabha vis- 

ibly, then he must raise his thought on to the highest perfect knowl 

edge， he must direct his thought with Perseverance and exCcessivc 
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men and women would be filled with concentration of 

thought,， think of Amitabha Buddha in the world of 

highest happiness (rz&plzali) in the Western region， 

and direct (zjazzzlbzzi) all the root of their good worK 

toward being born there, they would assuredly be born 

there. 

Thus always seeing Buddhas there, their falth will 

be strengthened, and they will never telapse therefrom. 

Receiving instruction in the doctrine, and recognising 

the Dharmakaya of the Buddha,， they will by gradual 

discipline be able to enter upon the state of truth 

[ie.，Buddhahood] (sazzyCpAlzC-7l8z). 

V. BENEREFITS. 

In what does this part [ftreating] of the benefits 

COnSist? 

Such as above Presented is the spiritual signif- 

cance of the Mahayana， and I have fnished elucidat- 

Ing 1t. 

Those who, desiring to produce pure and spotless 

faith in，and knowledge of the deepest spiritual con- 

desire towards that Buddha country,，and direct the stock of his 

good works towards being born there.” As Inoticed elsewhere, 让 

those Mah 有 ayana texts had been considered at the time of Acva- 

ghosha, that is, in the 6rst century after or before Christ, as 3 gen- 

uine teaching of Buddha, then it would have to be admitted, it 

seems to me, that the Mahayana system existed at an early stage 

of the development of Buddhism,，most Probably side by side with 

Hinayanism，which is generally supposed by Pali scholars to be 
more Primitive But the history of Buddhism in India as a whole 

is still veiled with dark clouds of uncertainty，in spite of tbe fact 

that quite a few original Sanskrit texts have been recovered. 
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dition and the greatest Dharma of the Tathagata，so 

that they have no hindrances in entering upon the 

Mahayana Path (zidrga)，will diligently pursue thils 

brief discourse，contemplate it，discipline themselves 

in it，and thus they can surely and unhesitatingly at- 

tain to the knowledge of all forms and manifestations 

(5C72CpCzC77C120]. 

And if they do not awake a feeling of fear in hear- 

ing this Doctrine，they will surely be qualifed to in- 

herit the Buddha-seeds and immediately receive the 

Prophecy (zzip&axzrazc)l from the Buddha. 也 ven 1 

there be a person who could convert all beings in three 

thousand great chiliocosms (zzz5CpC51CNUC0NC30NC31CT 2 

and could induce them to observe the ten Precepts of 

Imorality (Czgc&zgaLazzl182a)，his merits will not be Su- 

1This is not a mere prophecy of one's destiny，but Buddha's 

assurance for those Bodhisattvas who,， having accumnulated su 和 皇 - 

cient amount of merits， are qualifted to attain in the future the 
most excellent，perfect knowledge and to achieve final salvation 

both for themselves and for all other beings. See how five hun- 

dred disciples received this assurance from Buddha in the ao- 
Ca7z-71aczati72Qa7zgRa .2t7a，Chap. VIII. 

2Our earth which was supposed by ancient Indians to be fat， 

infnitely extending in space, is not the only region inhabited by 

sentient beings ; but there are innumerable worlds outside of this 

LUauxzzs]NyaloRaaNdlz which exist above as well as below us. Now 

according to the 4DNpzNa7-7aaROfa-flstzra by Vasubandhu, a small 

chiliocosm (sl&j2asyaZoRacAdtz) consists of one thousand of Rapa- 
lokas and of the first Dhyana heavens, and one thousand of small 

chiliocosms make a middling chiliocosm, a thousand of which in 

turn making a great chiliocosm. So we may take the great chilio- 

cosm (za]jlsl1paus7aioR&ac7ilz) as including all possible heavenly 
bodies which fll up this boundless spPace. 
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Perior to those of the person who will truthfully com- 

Prehend this Doctrine even for a second ; because the 

merits of the latter Immeasurably and infnitely Sur- 

Pass those of the former. 

If one Practise this doctrine as it ls instructed for 

one whole day and night, the merits thereby produced 

will be so immeasurable， infnite，inconcelivable that 

all Buddhas in the ten quarters could not exhaust 

them,， even if each of them continued to Praise them 

for innumerable asamkheyakalpas.1 As the merits of 

Suchness have no limits，so the merits of the discip- 

line are also without limit. 

Those who slander this doctrine, on the other hand， 

commit immeasurable faults and suffer great sufter- 

ings for asamkheyakalpas. Accordingly all beings 

should cherish a frm faith in the Doctrine and never 

slander it, for this will lead to the destruction of one- 

self as well as others,，nay，even to the destruction of 

the seeds of the Triple Treasure (zz7z7ctzzi]). 

By practising this Doctrine all Buddhas have at- 

tained the most excellent knowledge (czzttczra7767z20). 

By practising this Doctrine all Bodhisattvas have ob- 

tained an insight into the Dhamrakaya of the Tatha- 

gata， 

By practising this Doctrine Bodhisattvas in the 

past consumrmated，Bodhisattvas in the future will 

consummate, pure and spotless faith (9zccdzpi6) in the 

Mahayana. Therefore those who desire to practise 

1 For an explanation see the footnote to RaZzpa，p. 87. 
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those excellent virtues that are beneficial at once to 

themselves and others should diligently study this 

Discourse. 

I have now fnished elucidating 

The deepest and greatest Significance [of the 

Dharmal]. 

May its Imetit be distributed among all creatures， 

And make them understand the Doctrine of Such- 

DesSsS. 





GLOSSARY. 

Activity-consciousness 业 性 yez s7z1， 及 a7-11UCQVU1720720 2 the asseT- 

tion of the …Will to Live.” 

Affectional hindrance 烦 民 障 ax xzao Ca7ztp， ELerdza7zra720，hin- 

drance to the attainment of Nirvana，arising from the asser- 

tion of the … Will to Live.” 

A 伍 rmation，or Non-smptiness， 不 空 zl Pa，af2I2JatLC，such- 

Dess as constituting the basis of reality ; it is equivalent to the 

Tathagata's Wormb. 

All-conserving mind，The， 珂 航 耶 名 <c zuz Ja SHI 太 ，OT 8Sa7tg 

SpAz2，or 阿 缆 于 a 并 yw 钾 没 证 mx zzo SN2z 有 ，CLaTC-Z27- 

?27z0, a stage in the evolution of suchness, in which conscious- 

ness is awakened to recognise a distinction between suchness 

and birth-and-death. 

Aspiration 发 必 au szzz，czttolzlaa，desire to attain the most 

perfect knowledge. 

Atman 我 zz (ri)ego-soul; (2)noumenon or thing-in-itself， Anat- 

ran is a negative form of the same. 

Birth-and-death 生 沽 szExaer zzze，saasdza the material prin- 

ciple in contradistinction to the formal Principle，suchness. 

Consciousness 纵 sz2z7， 2Zz171al7zaa，mentation in general. 

Deftilement 染 7auzz,a cognisance of dual aspect of suchness ; not 

Decessarily moral or intellectual fault. 

Dharma 法 w, (IT) that which subsists, or substance; (2) law, Coc- 

trine，or regulative Principle 

Dharmakaya 法 身 eu spEzz, absolute being, or absolute knowlecge 

when considered from the idealistic point of view. 

卫 go 意 z maaaas, the subjective mind which believes consciously 

or unconsciously in the existence of the ego-soul. 
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Ego-consciousness 意 识 zsNz7, maa7z0zz77212a，egocentric thoughts 

in general; the mind that makes a deliberate assumption of a 
dualistic existence of thbe ego and the non-ego. 

Enlightenment 贤 clzao (xcc7pz2?)，another name for suchness， 

psychologically considered. 

Evolving-consciousness 转 识 czzaz ss1z72，2razzALLz-z2172672a，3 

state of suchness out of which mentation in general evolves. 

Ignorance 钨 朋 zuzx zazzazpg,， azziaya, a state of suchness in its evo- 

lution ; practically the same as birth-and-death. 

Intellectual hindrance 所 知人 障 so czzU cja7ze，17teyCZa7GIQG，the 

hindrance to the attainment of Nirvina，which arises from 

intellectual prejudices，. 

Interrelated defilement 相 隆 桨 Zszuzxagr yzzzg Jazz a conscious as- 

sertion of dualism. 

了 arma-hindrance，》e7 cza728，Ra7N1tCEza1C72QC，the hindrance in 

the way to Nirvana, that is brought forth by evil deeds done 

in previous lives. 

NIabiyina 大 乘 luz CNpa7U，1literally，8great CoOnVveyance，anoter 

Dame for Suchness. 

Means, or expediency 方 便 /exe zzez，zzlya，when Philosoph- 

ically considered, the process of evolution, whereby the uncon- 

ditional suchness becomes conditional. 

Mind 心 2szz， cztla， relative aspect of suchness. Soul, mind, and 

Suchness are to a certain extent Synonymous, but ia this trans- 

lation the following distinction is made : Suchness，wben un- 

quaalifted，signifties its absolute aspect and is Practically the 

same with the soul， while the term mind is used to denote a 

state of suchness in its operation or evolution, 

Negation，or emptiness 空 rzizzp, fl727atC, an aspect of suchness 

as transcending all forms of relativitity. 

Nirvanoa 涅 胃 zzzez 力 ac7?2, the recognition of the truth or suchness. 

Non-enlightenment 不 色 zzxe cjzao (zz2zDzccpz2p),another name for 

ignorance，Ppsychbologically considered. Non-enlightenment， 

defhtlement，birth-and-death, and ignorance, are more or less 

synonymous and interchangeable. 

Non-particularisation 无 俱 别 zuzx jeza zzez， the subjective atti- 
tude tbhat is free from a dseliberate assertion of dualism ; i 

is similar in a sense to Lao-Tze's “Non-assertion.… 
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Not-interrelated defilement 不 相 采 架 zz Psiaxzk yzzg Jaz，an 
Unconscious assertion of dualism. 

了 Particularisation-consciousness 分 别 恰 /Ere zzez szzU, the con- 
sciousaess that adheres to the dual aspect of existence; a SyD- 

onym of phenomena-particularising-consciousness. 

Prejudice 贫民 ez zao，drxzaza or Alefa，the subjectivity that 

averts the due exercise of will and intellect. 

Samadhi 三 时 sa?zz zzez or 定 lzzer literally equilibrium,，a state 

of consciousness in which all modes of mental activity are in 

edquilibrium. 

Soul 心 Zszzz，pzrcaya or cztta, that which constitutes the kernel 

of things,，but not in the Christian conception of the word; a 

synonyrm of absolute suchness. 

Soul as birth-and-death， 必 人生 诚 zszz szExaer zazej, relative aspect 
of suchness as material Principle; a synonym of ignorance.- 

Soul as suchness 必 扶 如 Pszz czez -7zi absolute aspect of such- 

ness as purely formal. 

Subjectivity 安信 zwuazag zzexz，or 突 念 必 zuaoazg zzzezz Nszz2，or 

心 念 lszzz zzzezz, or simply 念 ?zzez，szzz，1iterally，recol- 
lection or memory，or 分 别 Erza zii1, particularisation ; the 

mentation that is not in accordance with the conception of 

suchness. 

Suchness 芙 如 czEz 71zi， 2ptiatlatjatl, the highest reality，or the 

“purely formal ”aspect of existence. 

Tathagata's womb 如 来 藏 71z Zaz tsaxzp，tatjzibpata-gaypja，a 

state of suchness as containing every possible merit. 

Totality of things 法 界 Jez czzez， cpaxymaacG7zilz，literally，the 
basis of things, that is， the universe as a whole. 

Vow 原 yzaz or 因原 sz7 友 ytUiazz zzrauxzlzC1pizza, commonly trans- 

lated prayer，but not in the Christian sense，for Buddhists 

think tbhat a vow or vehement desire has power enough to 

achieve what is desired, according to their idealistic concep- 

tion of the world. 
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IND 斑 . 

Acbhasamjfias，I33. 

Activity，incomprehensible，66 
et seq.; Spontaneous,，87; un- 

Conscious，I25. 

Activity-consciousness，i. e., the 

subjective mind，76，84，96， 

Ioo，I03，I5I; strengthened， 

86. 

Activity-perfuming，9I. 

Acvaghosha, as an artist，34 et 

seq.;) his conversion，24 et 

Seq.; his date,，2 et seq.; his 

different names，20 et seq.; 

bis _ discussion with Parcva， 

25 et seq.; his nativity and 

wanderings，I7 et seq.; his 

Patriarchal order，34; his 

works in Chinese translations， 

36 et seq.; the frst expounder 

of Mahayanism，I. 

All-conserving mind, 43, 6I，75， 

I5I. 

Amitabha-Buddba，I45. 

Ananda， 5- 

Anatman，47，I5I- 

Aryadeva， 25，32，34-. 

Aspiration，89，II3 et seq.，I22; 

its three forms，II3 et seq.; 

tbrough faith，IT3 et seq.; 

through knowledge and prac- 

tice，II3，I22; through intel- 

lectual insight，IrI3，Ir23 et 

seq. 

Atman， 29，I5I; in thbings (or 

things - in - themselves)，Iro6 ; 

Personal (or ego-soul)，ro6. 

Atman-conception， Io6. 

Atman-theory， the non-personal, 

III， 

Attachment to names，72-73. 

Awakening of Faith，The，its 

Chinese translations， 38 et 

seq.，45; its philosophy onut- 

lined，4I et seq. 

Benefiits of the study of the 

Mahayana， I45 et seq. 

Bhagavadgita，44，6I,，94，I45. 

Bhagavat，46. 

Birth-and-death， 53，75; its 

?jazso712 CQ'Elyre and cause，83， 

Bliss，Body of，rorI，Io3，Io4， 

Bodhisattva，55，64. 

Buddha，xr28. 

Buddha-carita-kavya，I，35，37. 

Buddha-country，I45. 

Buddha-dharmas, 95，98. 

Buddha-seeds，47，48，xr45. 

Buddha，thirty-two Iarks of 

Perfection of，r35. 
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Causation，tbe 1aw of，75. 

Cessation，50，I28，I4I，I44 ; 

how to practise，I32 et seq. 

Charity，I22，I28 et seq. 

Chiliocosms，r45. 

Chirnera, I42. 

Cikshananda，39. 

Clinging，72. 

Clouds，I4I. 

Compassion，9I，92，98，II4， 

II6，I29，I3I，I4I，I42. 

Compulsion，99. 

Compulsory actions，Ioo. 
Consciousness (or mentation)， 

65, 75- 
Graddhotpida-fastra. See…Ma- 
hayana-craddhotp 人 ada-castra.” 

Cravaka,， 63. 

Creation,， six different states of，, 

I02. 
Cross-legged，sitting，I32. 

Ganya or Ganyata，29，58，6o. 

Cara，another name for Acva- 

gbhosha，2I. 

Deeds, the five, perfecting faith， 
I28. 

Deftled mind, its six phases of 

defilement，8o et seq.，82. 

Defilement (or relativity)，66， 

I5I; interrelated (or second- 

ary), 8o, TI52 ; Dot-interrelated 

(or Primary), 8o et seq.，I53. 

Dharani，I35. 

Dharma, The, 25,，46, 5I, 67, 95， 

IT22，I28，I3I; greatest，I45 ; 

its perfuming power, 67; true， 

70; valid，89. 

Dharmadhatu，55，62，79，8rL， 

I05 ; its Oneness，II6. (See 

also “Universe.”) 

INDEXX. 

Dhbarmakaya, 62， 67，95，96,，98， 

99，Ioo，I02，I03，Io4，II9， 

I27，I45，I48 ; absolute，I2o0 ; 

not a nothing，Io8; not like 

space，I07. 

Dhbarma-wheel (or wheel of)， 

TI20，I23. 

Dharmika-Subhhti， another 

Dame for Aprvaghosha，2I. 

Dhataguna， the twelve，I29. 

Dhyana sect，I32. 

Doctrine, the, 56，89 ; tbhe deep- 

est，I40; the good，IT42. 

Dream，I4I. 

Durdarsha, another name for 

Acvaghosha，2T， 

Durdarshakala, another narme 

for Acvaghosha， 21I. 

卫 go,，75,，94 ; as an aspect of ig- 

Dorance,， 72.， (See also Glos- 

Sary，SZD ZOce “ 琶 go.”) 

豆 go-consciousness，78，I52. 

下 nergy，I22 ; how to Practise， 

I29. 

Enlightenment, 6I, IT52; and jig- 

Dorance, 67; ca zbosLeyzoz 7, 62， 

63，66; w zzzozz， 62,， 63，66， 

70, 7I，IOI; differentiated，66 

et seq.; its twofold relation to 

Don-enlightenment,73;1likenaed 

unto space and a mirror in 

its four aspects，69 et sedq.; 

perfect，65 ; the most excel- 
lent, II4; why subject to de- 

6lement,74. (See also…Know1l- 

edge"” and … Wisdom"). 
卫 ntertainment, four methods 

of，92，98. 

了 ssence of tbhings, free from 

limitation，II2. 
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卫 ssence-perfuming，88 et sed. 

卫 vil creation，I20，12I. 

也 volving-consciousness，67，76， 

IT23，I52， 
卫 xpediency (or skilfulness)，or 

expediencies，II2，I26，I27， 

T43,， I45. (See also …Means. ) 

Eaith，IT28; immovable, 49 (see 

also“…Never-Returning"); the 

Mahsyana，50. 

FEalse doctrines，the refutation 

of，ro6 et seq, 

Fire and wood， simile of，9o. 

Ganges，sands of the，89，95， 

98，Io8. 

Hindrances，afftectional，69，82， 

IT5IT; intellectual, 69，82，I52. 

Hyma of One Hundred and 
FEifty Clokas，23. 

Ignorance，66，67，77，78，82， 

97, Io6, TI42,，I52; annihilated， 

87; as the deftiled dharma, 95; 

disturbs the mind，84 ; hovw 

it is produced，79 (see also 

“和 Non-Enlightenment ") ; its 

perfuming Power, 83,86; Puri- 

fied, 85; the principle of de- 

flement，84. 

Ignorant action，7I, 

Inconstancy，group of，rIT3，II4. 

Individual cause，9I et sed. 
Intellectual insight，50,， I28, I4T， 

r43; how to gain，I32 et seq. 

Intelligence (or sensation)，72. 

“Interrelated,”explained，8T. 

Jewel, simile of，II6. 

I57 

KKhla, another name for Acva- 

ghosha，2I， 

玫 alpa，87. 

和 anishka，I2. 

Kanishtha (or 天 anita)，Can- 

dana，IO，II. 

Karma,， 76, IT29 ; hindrances of 

II8，I35，I38; impure，I20 ; 

retribution of，II7. 

了 Kahtyayana，3. 

下 nowledge，Pperfect，47 ; Posi- 

tive, I42 ; the most excellent， 

88, II8, I29, I44; of all forms 

TI45. (Seealso…Omniscience.”") 

开 rtsayatanas，I34-. 

Kulanatha, another name for 

Paramartha, 38. 

Kung-chang,， another name for 

Acvaghosha,， 21I. 

Kung:te-jib，another name for 

Acvaghosha，2I. 

Lightning，I4I. 

Love, and comPpassion, 9I ; and 

wisdom, 44-. 
了 zi tao 2zi7a 222Lt czI28，38. 

Mahabodhbi，The，II5. 

Mahakacyapa，5- 
Mahilamkara-castra (or Maha- 

lamkarashGtra-castra)，3， 20 

35,，37. 
Mahayana, The, 48, 49,， 50, I46， 

Tr48; its being and significance， 

52 et seq.; its literal meaning 
explained，54; three signi8- 
cances of，95 et seq. 

Mahayana Buddhism,I,，43，44， 

45. 
Mah8ayina-craddhotpida-cistra， 

3,，4， 6， 20， 36-37. 
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Mahayana path，I45. 

Mahecrava，22. 

Maras，I29，I35. 

Materiality，system of，I03. 

Maticitra，another name for 

Acvaghoshba, 2I. 

Maiatrceta, another name for Ac- 

Vaghosha，2I，22. 

Matter，Io3，I08，II2; as 3 par- 

ticularisation of the confused 

mind，Io7. 

Means (or skilfulness，or expe- 

diency), four kinds of，II7 et 

Seq. 

Methods (upaya), T24. (See also 

“Means"” and … 顾 xpediency-…) 

Mind (or 8alaya-vijiana), 53，67， 

68，7I，75，77，78，I08，II2， 

I52; its essence Dot annihi- 

lated，87; its identity with 

Suchness， Io6; its illusory 

manifestation，86; its self- 

manifestation，82 ; its three 

different operations，I24; 1ike 

a jewel，II6，II7; Perfect in 

itself，638，79，98.， (See also 

Soul.) 

Mirror，76，77; covered with 

dust，27. 

Morality，I22; hovw to Practise， 

I29; the ten precepts of，I47. 

Nagarjuna，6,，7，23，34，38，43. 

Never-returning，the state of， 

I35. (See also…Immovable.") 

Nirvana，74，86，87，I37，r43 ; 

anupadhicesha， II9 ; attain 

to，II3; attainment of，irlo ; 

itspantheistic conception,II2; 

immortal，III; not to dvwell 

in，II7; that has no fxed 

INDEX。 

abode, 88 ; the essence of all 

things，I2I. 

Non-aggregate objects. TIo5. 

Non-enlightenment，6I，70,， 75， 

97; as the ?azsozz CElzre of 

birth-and-death,83; comPpared 
to a man who is last，7o; its 

three aspects, 7I: its twofold 
Telation to enlightenment, 73. 

(See also “Ignorance” and 

Glossary.) 

“Not-interrelated,” explained 

8TI. 

Non-particularisation，94，I52 ; 

wisdom of，I23，I43， 

Nothingness， absolute, I37. 

Omniscience， I25， I26.， (See 

als0“'knowledge.”) 

Order of constant truth，I27. 

Parcva，1，I9，3I，32，33 ;) as 3 

teacher of Acvaghosha,， 25 et 

sedq. 

Paramit 和 a，23，38，98，IorI，I28 

I35; the six，92，I22 et Seq. 

了 Particularisation,， 64, 65，87, 97 

IT02，I04，II2，II3，I24，I34 

TI42. 

Particularisation-Cconsciousness 

76，I53. 

了 Passions，three venomous，50， 

I44. 

Patience,，I22 ; how to practise 

I29. 

Patriarchs，Lists of，33. 

了 Performance of deeds，73. 

… 和 Perfuming,”" explained，84. 

了 Phenomenal world, as a phase 

of ignorance, 72. 一 

Paenomena-particularising con- 
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sciousness，78 ; strengthened, 
86，ioo. 

了 Pitrceta, another name for Ac- 

vaghosha，2I. 
Pottery，simile of，74，75. 

了 Powers, Supernatural，I45. 

了 Practical truth (samvrtti-satya)， 

29，38. 

Pratyekabuddha, 63. 

了 Precept, the threefold，r29. 

了 Prejudices, 89, 9o, TIog, TI5, I29， 

IT40, TI4I ; their perfuming in- 

fuence，78. 

了 Prophecy，I45， 

Prthagjana (common people)， 

63. 

Pudgala，29. 

Punyayafas, 28，3I，33; his dis- 

cussion with Acpvaghosha，29 

et seq. 

了 ationality，system of，ro3. 

有 Reality, the highest，I26. 

also “和 Truth. ) 

了 ecollection，subjects of，I32. 

及 epresentation-consciousness， 

76. 

Reward，Body of，ro2. 
Right order，I2T， 

了 Right path， the Practising of， 

II3 et seq. 

及 oot of merit，the，49,， 70，9T， 

92，II5，I32，I35，I38，Tr44 ; 

its perfuming power， II4 ; 

strengthened，II8. 

(See 

Samadhi，r38 ; the Power of， 

IT39; of heretics，I38: of one- 

Dess, I35; of purity，93. 

Sambhogakaya，IoI. 

Sameness，principle of，82. 

童生 束 深 潮 1 多 

汪 本 让 首 让 如 2 

Sense, six objects of,， as consti- 

tuting the external world,，84. 
Separation-consciousness，78. 

Shame and remorse, II8. 

Skandhas, the 和 ve，Io4，II2. 

Soul，53,，6o, 97; as birth-and 

death,，55, 6o et seq.; as such 

ness，55，57 ; its three facul- 

ties awakened by faith， ixr6 ; 

the essence of the Tathagata 

I07. 

Space, simile of，69，ro7. 

Spontaneity of action，94-. 

Subjective mind, its perfumin8 

power，88. 

Subjectivity，56，57，66,， 7o,， 7T， 

77,，85, IT38,I53 ; annibilated， 

95; as the condition of birtb- 

and-death，83. 

Succession (or memory)，72. 

Succession-consciousness (or 

memory)，76, 78. 

Suchness, 43, 44,，53,，I34,， I39; as 

the inherent Perfuming Prin- 

ciple, 9I; as the jazso7z CEl7e 

9o; defled, 84; faith in，I28; 

free from imperfection，rr8 ; 

its absolute aspect,，59 et seq.; 

its activity，98 ; its character- 

istics described, 95; its difter- 

entiation，89; its identity with 

the soul，57; its negative as- 

pect，58 ; its positive aspect， 

59; its perfuming powers， 8， 

93 et seq.; its three attributes， 

II9; not a nothing，ro8 ; not 

concerIned with deftlement， 

I08 ; possessed by all，86 ; 

simple in its nature，yet Sub- 

ject to deftilement, 96; to con- 

template，II6; the doctrine 
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of, rz49; the gate of，ro6; the 

idea of, rz38; the pure dharma， 

84,，95. 
Suffering，73. 

Sukhavati theory,， 43-44，I45. 

Supernatural faculties, tbe six， 

I37. 
Sttra，5I; quotation from，To6， 

IO07，I09，II0O，I20 ; quotation 
from the Lankavatara，65 ; 

quotation from the Sukhavath， 

I45; quotation from the Vi- 
mala-kirti-nirdera，74; the 

Mahayana，5I. 

Tar6，22. 

Ta sung ti hsiian wen pen lun， 

37. 
Tathagata，49，ITo7，I39，IT4o ; 

as a manifestation of enlight- 

enment，70o; Body of，iro2 ; 

Personality of，68 ; wisdom 

and activity of，94. 

Tathagata's Wisdom，65. 

Tathagata's Womb，43，54，6o， 

96，98，Io8，Iog; immortal， 

III; its relation to birth-and- 

death，Ixio. 

Thbings，deftled，59 ; how pro- 

duced, 85; non-entity of， 73 ; 

Pure, hovw produced，86. 

工 bings-in-themselves，I4T， 

Tirthaka，2，6，I35，I39. 

Tranquilisation，IT22，I23，I43. 

Transformation，ody of，roo. 

Trikhya， (See “Triple Person- 
ality.”) 

ONPEX 

Triloka (three worlds)，ITIIT ; as 

a manifestation of the mind， 

77. 
Triple Personality，43-44. 

Triple Treasure，thbe，II8，I48. 

Truth, 99; (absolute, or pure，or 

bighest 一 paramartha-satya)， 
29，38，99，II9，I42. 

Tukhiara， 了 King of，ro，II，I2. 

(See also …Yieh chih.”) 

Tushita Heaven，II9. 

Undeftled, the，74. 

Universal cause，93 et sedq. 

Unpiversal wjsdom，93. 

Universal wishes，93. 

Universe，its oneness，93. 

UPpagupta，6. 

Vaiceshika school, the，IIo-. 

Virtues，spotless，88 (see also 

Undefiled”); the ten，II4. 

Vow-power, or the Power of 

Vvow，II9，I20- 

Vows, I32; 8great, TI8, TI42,，I45. 

Water, the wind, and the waves， 

simile of，67，83. 

Wisdom，74，9o,，I23 ; pure,， 66 

et seq.; the true，II3 ; which 

works out emancipation，99. 

World of highest happiness， 
I45. 

Yoga-praxis，I38. 
Yiieh cbhih，King of，9，I2，I3， 

(See also“…Tukhara.") 
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